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TO LEI.
To Let.

PORTLAND PrBLISHING CO.,
At 10!' fcxoiiANGK

Terms :

Eight Dollars

\ PLEASANT rent of 7 rooms, on Wilmot near
/I Congress Street. For particulars call on
noietf
L.TAYLOR.

St, Portland.
la advance·

9 Year

MAIN£~SXATE

THE

PRESS

Is published every Thursday MoRNTNG at $2 59
paid in ailvanoe, at $2 00 a year.

For Rent·
CLASS residence, centrally located, con13
taining
roonjH, hath room, &c.t «table on
premises. Particularly Bolted for a physician.
Tiovl3tf
Appfy to GEO. R. OA VIS & CO.

AFIKST

year; if

Rates or Advertising : One inch ot space, in
of column, constitutes a "square."
$1 50 i>er square daily first week; 75 cents per
week after ; threw insertions, or
les», *1 00 ; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or
less, 75 cents; one
week. $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of "Amitsmements," #2 00 per
square
per week ; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maixe State
Press" (which hat» a large circulation in
every part
of the State) for $1 00
j>er square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each
insersubsequent
tion.
Address all communication s to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

length

Attorney

HOUSO
nolf

lw*

search
and board
be
IJARTIKS
madated by applying at 214 Free Stree.
nol'Jtf
in

at

of room·*

Τ Q

Cor. Pine nnd Emery Streets.
to 9

P. M.
d'2w

IIENRY F. T. MERRILL,
COUNSELOR at law,
No. 30 Exebanie Ht., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department, and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of Columbia,
will attend to the prosecution of » laims before the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
octll-tf
Washington.

ROSS & STLRDIVANT,
170 Commercial Ht·, Portland.

UPHO

or

Apply

without

at Press Office.

tfanr27

No. 47-49 Middle St.

L8TERER,

One

IN

more

those large and commodious stores

ol

THE

THOMPSON
TO

Lounges,
Chairs, Ac.
Bed

En·

syAii kinds of repairing neatly dene. Furniture
oct5-'60T T&Stf
boxed and matted.

To Let.
jeî-tf

MATTOCKS St FOX, 88 Middle st.

EDUCATIONAL.

OF

and

Foreign Patents,

909 Congres» St., Portland, Mr.
Examinations made by our agent in Washington
when desired. Consultai ion free. Letters of inquiry
cheerfully and promptly answered. All business in
respect to an application for Patent can be transacted by mail.
jy2 Τ Τ & S tf

m. nr.

Eaton

Norridgewoek,

THIS

d2mo

Jules Ch. L.
OF

sepl7-

THE LAST OF THE LOAN
—OF

Wanted.
enterprising BUSINESS MANAGER fit iutegrity, with $5000 to $10,000 capital to invest in a
special manufacture in the hardware line—goods partially introduced, and saleable every where—protected
by several patents, and defy competition. $50,000
capital can be used to advantage, as the business
may be enlarged to any extent, For further particulars apply, in person to T. C. EVERETT, Poplar St.,
novl31w
Danvers, Mass.
Saiesmen, between 30 and 40 years of age.
to sell
of good
FIVE
publications. Only
character and first
our kew

Railroad

class references as to ability need
apply. We wish one or two Physicians to sell our
Prevention and Cure of Diseases, the best book for a
family medical work that has ever been published.
We wish
Lawyers, Merchants and High School
Teachers. A liberal salary will be paid. Address,
stating age, experience and salary wanted. W. J,
HOLLAND & CO., Springfield Mass. nov!3WFM3w

Wanted.
SUCCESSFUL SALESMAN as General Agent
for three of tbe New Egnland Statue; special
in hardware line. Any good man with $1000 to
ftOOO capital to Invest, aud desiring a profitable and
l>orraanent business, will do well to apply, personally
to T. C. EVERETT, Poplar street, Danvers Mass.

A
food

novl3

lw

boarders

GENTLEMEN
good board and
nol2dlw*

BROKER,

seldom that. Mortgages upon new Railroads
considered sufficient 1 ν safe for the investment ot

Trust Funds.

net,

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
1*4 80l'TII DELAWARE AVENUE,
PHILADELPHIA.
Jan31

Successors to Warren

&Co.,

& Gregg.

AID

MERCHANTS !

COMMISSION
lOS Walnut
il. L. Gbcoo,

Philadelphia.

SU,

«J. B.

HiUCL, Jb.

148 EXCHAKUE ST.

jai)22tf
EDSAB 8. BROWN,

!

Counsellor and Attorney at
No. SO MIDDLE STREET.

tyrartioular attentkm paid te collecting.
jaii24-ly

GEORGE D. JOST,

f RESCO PAINTER
RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.
K. D. Order Slate at F. F. Hale's, Coiner of Free
de20 tf
iiid Cross Streets.

J. II.

LAIHSOH,

PHOTUURAPHSii,
No 15Î4 Tliddle Street.

The net earnings for August were $30,412 46, or at
the rate of $364,949 52 per anuuin. The total Interest 1 ability upon the total issue of Bunds upon both
the Illinois and Indiana divisions is $280,000 gold.
The Illinois division is, therefore, earning, net, more
than enough to pay interest upon the entire bonded
debt upon the whole road.
MU Kj

·1ΐν·Λ11Λ

ΚΤΛ Ψ

Is about eighty miles In length, traversing extensive
Bituminous Coal fields, and making a direct (and the
shortest possible) line between Ohicago and the Block
Coal district at Brazil.
The Iron and other materials for the Indiana Divi
sion liavo all been bonght and paid for in easli, a
part of it is now in operation, and the entire Division
is to be finished this season and opened to a profitable business.
The company is not in debt, and owns a large and
very valuable real estate in Chicago, beside having
an equipment of twenty-three first-class locomotives
and about 700 cars.
A first mortgage upon sucli a road, at the rate of
318,500 per mile is a safe investment, and we know of
no other railroad bond, at the price aeked for this,
that can demonstrate a similar value as a security for
savings banks and other?.
We have sold nearly two millions of these bonds to
savings banks, trust companies and the most careful
investors, and have but $850,000 bonds remaining.
They are for £1000 each, and have forty yeers to
run.
Inttr st

7 PER CENT.

GOLD,

payable April

PORTLAND, TUB.
Copying and enlarging done to order
styles. Berlins, B^jibrants, ModaWoTi,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint curd,and the retoucoed
card, bv *bicfa new process «re ge* rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of tlieslin
Call an J judge tor yourselves.
ΒΓ.ΜοΙΙο-<»οο!Ι work stt .Tloileratc Priemay 20
en. Aim lo Plfaie.
All the

only when a Railroad is earning,
interest obligations, with a cer-

tainty of a steady growth, that its Bonds can be said
be perfectly safe.
The Chicago, Danville & Vincekkes Railiioad is doing this, and has this certainty. That
part of it known as the Illinois Division (from
Chicago to Danville, 132 Miles.) was finished last year,

JL

CtOUDJUAW,

O.

It is
of its

to

Jan23-Iy

I'®KTRAIT PAINTER.

J.

an excess

and its gross earnings have increased from 831,464 07
In December, 1871, to $57,587 95 in August, 1872.

BROKERS,

SKIP

Company.

It is

Gregg.)

II. L. GREGG

new

an 1 October.
Present price 90 and accrued interest fiom October ist in cnrrency.
The last week of our sales of Illinois Division
Bonds amounted to $500,00^. Early orders are
therefore suggested, in order to secure any portion of
this extremely desirable loan.
For further particulars, statement of earnings,

maps of the

line, &c., apply

to

Messrs. Swan & Barrett, Bankers,

PORTLAND

—AND—

MACHINE WORKS

Henry M. Payson, Esq,

(EORMEBLY C. STAPLES 4 SOS,)
Marine, Stationary and Portable

PORTI>ANI>.

STEAM ENGINES.
Steam Boiler», Bleach Boilers & Rag Dusters, ShaftMachinery. Casting*
ing, Mill Gearing and General
order. Repairing
of every description made to
to.
attended
promptly
Engines frr sale.
fjr-Xow and Second-hand
old Iron.
Highest cash prices paid for
315 Commercial Street,
Portland, Me.
se ">13 6m
¥. H. FESSENDKN.

W. β SHATTUCK & Co., Bankers

and all other First Class

Machines

GOOD MACHINE TIIUEAD 2

R.

Warturton.

spools for 5c.

partner in the Subscription Book
TTJTANTED—A
▼ ▼
business. The advertiser has secured theeale
of two or three now Books that will have a large sale
and wishes a partner who thorouhly understands tho
busioess to manage the sale. No one will be accepted who has uot canvassed for moro than a^oar and
can dril agents successfully.
First "3ass reference*
as to character and ability required. Only a small
capital will be required, ae the advertiser will iurnish
his share, and more than half if necessary. No answer will be returned unless lull name and'residcncce

only when acceptable. Address
PUBLISHER, careT. C. Evans, Esq., Boston, Mass.

is given, and then

ΐβδ Middle Street.

Refrigerators.

The three points ot excellence which I claim are :
1st: constant and thorough circulation of
air:
2nd; dryness, no dampness mould nor taint; 3rd· no
intermingling of odors; pant; and
its
success.
elements of
Call, or send for cirm'lsira
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MEKE1LL between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Bumi\am
& Co.'s Ice House, Portland, Me.
je4dtf

pu™'

active' aii'the

2w#

Mpae-lf

on

easy

M. G. PALMER,

40

For Sale or To Let,
li.wrni Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to Ε. H. GILTESPIE,

No. 31 Pluiu St.

*epl3-tf

FOKSALfi.
fflHE real estate of tho late Mrs. ELIZABETH
A SMITH, No. 6 Chestnut Street.

A

Mrs. Ο.

Said house is one of the best locations on
the street; tine neighborhood. Consists o«
two story framed House and ell, containing ten
finished
highly
rooms; painted walls throughout;
gas ; good cellar and heated by ftirnaco ; large brick ciefiltered
well
drained.
One of the most desitern,
;
rable and convenient houses in the city ; close to
street line of cars ; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
M. Terms easy. Enquire ou the premises.
dtt
June 10.

m

on

State Street, (or Sale.

STORY Brick house on New State street, next
to Congress street, has ten rooms and furnished
with Gas, Sebago water hot and cold, bath room, two
water closets, furnace, dumb waiter, wash room, two
cellars &c.
Is a very healthy location, every room having the
sun shinning in some part of the dsy. Terms easy.
For further information applv to G. G. LARK IN,
311 Congress Street or HENRY A. JONES, Gait

3

ninr-lr

OnmniArpial StrAat

FOR SALE!

23 Nassau St..

As the

FEW BOARDERS

be accommodated,
11 Myrtle Street.

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

1872.

FALL

GO Ο Β S !

Lartcest Stock,
Best Assortment,
Latest Styles.

ORNAMENTS,

AT

WATERMAN & CO.'S,
1106

to work.
SOMETHING

JuylMtt

saye 'that

COVELL & COMPANY

dtf

octl2-tf

Boarders Wanted.
rilWO good rooms with board for a gentleman
JL wife; also good a<*r.omm<xlations tor two

gentlemen. Board reasonable

i
i

or

Silas

pasture
Russell, Bay Colt,
four years old, with white hind feet and star in
FROM
the foce.
the
will be suitaof

a

ocl7d&wtf

Wanted.

Wanted.
experienced bookkeeper and acconutant,
wants an opportunity to keep a small set of
books or accounts, or to do oopying, or other work, in
the evening.
sep26

For the past we return tliankn for a generous patFor the future we promise increased efforts
still turther patronage, and for the present

GOc.
1.25.

A very nice article in Plaids
...
Satin Stripes

25c.
25c

mar'itUhdtf

Checkering &

Felt Skirts !

Two Button Kid Gloves

1.70.

Oue Button Kid Glove

1.15.

These

arc

The papers are
to enumerate all

tear.

or

crowded they can't give

so

our

us

space

Have Taken the First Premium

_Orer

ell Competition

&

Congress

AMERICA,

i

Company,

cor. Brown

Street.

A TVFTDCJ

9

AND

CLOAKINGS !

These Standard Instruments
now

offered at

Reduced Rates at

One-Price

41,00 Ο
Standard Piano

Eighty-one First Premium*

These Pianos
conceded to be

are

eat

B'irm

Dr. Fr\nz Liszt says: "i consider the Ciiickering Piano superior to any made in Europe or America, and am fully c onvinced that they were justly
entitled to the First Prize.

Chickering & Sons' Mammoth Manufac'y
is more than one-third larger than,
auy other PianoForte Manufactory in the world, and
in every respect, the mest complete as regards machinery and
the facilities tor doing the very best claw of work.
Messrs. C. & Sons have, since the establishment ot
their business in 1823, made and sold 41,000 Pianos,
and these Standard Instruments are now offered at
Reduced Rates upon the 'One-Price System," tree
from all discounts and commissions: and they are,
beyond all refutation, the very best and very
Cheapest First-Class Pianos now offered.

is,

^ CARD.

UPRIGHT

which are, in every particular, the finest instruments
of their class manufactured, and second only to the
Grand Piano, for which they are a good substitute.
Every Piano warranted for five years.

Checkering

&

Sons,

HE. 14th St., New York,
334 Washington St., Ronton.
2md&\v

novi

FISHERMEN.
TWINES AN J) NETTING,
MANUFACTUREE

BY

WUI. E. HOOPER & SOWS,
Send for price-list.
junl.VGm

Baltimore, Md.

4Ο
ο

TEAS.

SMALL BOXES FINEST OOLONG ex "Ch

Too.',

usignmcnt.

for sale at

a

very low

price to ·.

EMERY & FURBISH,
oc26d}t

UNION WHARF

r

A
AGENTS WANTED Î
"Best chance now offered for Fall and
I Winter. $100 to $200 per month cleared
i HEAD on our New JHapa, Picture*,
; Qnarter» Rook*, Charte, Thread», &c.,
&c. Address at, once for terms, D. L.
FOR
GUERNSEY, Publisher, Concord, N.
.Agents. H. and Boston.
oct22t4w
/t

Λ

Fowler's Groat

Buiiaers
Λ^Γ1

£

LYONS
some

for

very extra

VELVETS,

quality,

and

w-

62 A 61 MIDDLE STREET,
η 06

PORTLAND,

bf»t wiling Rookin
The Sfrnfrtflee of

THE

the

dim

s

Petroleum Y. Nasby,

It is illustrated by THOMAK 1VAST, the greatest of American Artists, and contains an introduction
by Hon. Charles Sumner. Agent* wanted for this
nnd others popular books. Address I. N. Richardsen
& Co., Boston Mass and St. Louis, Mo.
novlC
f4w
or SOUL· CHARM·
WpSYCHOMAIVCY,
X
How either sex may fascinate and
& affection of any person they choose
pjain the loveThis
all can
instantly.
simpleformental acquirement
with a mar-

free, by mail,
riage guide, Egyptian
Ladies,, &c. A queer
T. WILLIAM

possess,

ηονίβ

Who Wants

25c., together
Oracle, Dreams,

book.
& CO.

Hints

to

Address
Publisher Phila.
flw

Employment ?

book ever sold like 91ARK TVFAIN'fl
"ROITGHINO IT 80,000 printed in six months.
Old
Agents ofteu make $25 a day ; new ones can maki
$5 to φ 10 easily on this book. Try it once and see,
We want 1000 more agents;don't be afraid to applv—
old and young. Women do splendilv with it.
Foi
lull information, address AMERICAN Publising
o«t22t4w
Co., Hartford, Conn.

No

AGENTS
WANTED.

SOMETHING NEW, 6 salabU
articles,sell at sight. Catalogue?
and one sample free.N.Y.MTi
[Co., 21 Courllandt St., Ν. Y.
oct22t4w

Distemper !

Thousand three hundred and eleven Horse»
cured, besides several Knox and Fearnaughi
colts valued at from $1000 to $5000, with "Adamsom

TWO

Cough Balsam."
I)o8e:—1 tablespoonfu[ placed upon the tongue onc<

Botanic

in six hours, the borse must be Kept warm in th<
stable and fed upon Vegetables.
Price 35 and 75 cents per bottle. Large size cheap
est. Sold by all Druggists.
eod2w
no6

W

^

FACTORY

Gogia

1

!

Middle nnd β

Street*.

ΤπΕ Lawrence Speaker—a selection of
gems in poetry and prose designed for
the use of colleges, schools, seminaries, lit-

JX

literary

erary societies and especially adapted for all
persons desirous to excel in declamation anil

public speaking. By Philip Lawrence.
sale by Bailey & Noyé».

£

DIO
It is

the

greatest

and

success;

a

IT.
Send for our circulars,etc., which are sen
i^t'ree. Geo. MAcLean, Boston. oct22t4w
male
IM

Q and female, to intvoduce the GENUINE
PHOVEDCOMMON SENSE FA MILY SEWING
£ MACHINE. This machino will stitch, hem, fell,
C3 tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in a
most su{»erior manner. Price only §15. Full}
liconsed and warranted for tive years. We will
ιI pay $1,000 for any machine that will srw a strongI er, more beautiful, or more elastic seam than
ours. It makes the "Elastic Lock Stitch.'* Everj
second stitch can be cut, and still the cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearing it. We paj
φ agent s from $75 to $250 pei month and expenses
VfvOr a commission lrom which twice that amountcan
^7bo made. Addcess Secomb Λ Co., Boston, Mass.
^ Pittsburg, Pa. Chicago, III., or St. Louis, Mo
oct22-|4w

Congress Streets,

Provisions,

j

of all kinds.
years in this

Groceries,

large stock of
Meats and
Produce

Having
city, ho hopes
had

an

Country

experience of thirteen
to merit a share of tho

unique and original conception—alone
without eomunapproacned—absolutely
Price paid for all kind* of Conn
j Highest Protluch.
; petion in price or character."
fry
Bailer, £gg·, Ac.
It is not sold by newsdealers or at bookjohn s. πτζ,
stores, but is obtainable only by subscription
ί
oc23dtf
(lateof the firm of Buxton & Fit».)
! at $·>. per year,for which sum a pair of beauti! fill chromos "The Village Belle" and "CrossCommissioners' Notice
undersigned commissioners appointed by the j ing the Moor" are given in addition to the
THE
Judge of Probate for Cumberland County to
magazine. James Sutton it Co., 58 Maiden
meet and examine the claim of the creditor**
against j
the estate of Veranus C. Hanson, late of
Portland, ! Lane New York, arc the publishers.
deceased, represented insolvent, give notice that, six
The Greeks op To-day.—By Charles K.
Free Homes ! months from the seventh day of May.A.D. 1872,are al-

·+*

£

3

Cheap Faillis !

line of the UNION PACIFIC RAILROA Γ
acres of the best Farming and minera
Lands in America.
3.000.000 Acres in Nebraska, in the PlatU
Valley, now for sale.
On the

19,000,000

Mild Climate,

subscriber having taken the Tea Store

Ten

LEWIS' last and best book.

meeting with

Jan J there's ΜΟΛΈΥ III

past give· guarantee for fulfillment of its
pledges. As stated in its prospectus "it is an
elegmt miscellany of pure, light, and graceful
literature ; and a collection of pictures, the
rarest specimens of artistic skill, in black and
white. Although each succeeding number
affords a fresh pleasure to its friends, the
real value and beauty of the AUline will be
most appreciated after it has been bound up
at the close of the year. While other publications may claim superior cheapness, as compared with rivals of a similar class, the Aldine

fermorly occupied by J". Deeming,
will keep in addition to a choice stock of

profit.

For

The prospectus of the Ahline for 1873 Is
full of promise and its high character in the

tj·

NOTICE.
The

Fertile Soil,

Grain growing and Stock Raising unsurpassed bj
any in the United States.
Cheaper ijj Price, more favorable terms given
and more convenient to market tl»an can be foun«
elsewhere.
Free Homestead κ for Actual Sellier·.
The best location for Colonies—soldiers entitled t<
a Homestead of ItiO Acres.
Send for the new Descriptive Pamphlet, with nevi
maps, published in English, German, Swedish ant
Dauish, mailed free everywhere.
O. F. DAVIS.
Address,
Land Com'r U. P. R. R. Co.. Omaha, Neb.
oot22t4w
for

Traveling
"Agents, ΕΛ.Γίΐί
money
Co.,
at work for D. L. Edwards &

Send for particulars.

Portland

oct30-4wWF&M

I public

is a

patronage.

and

lowed for said creditors to be present and prove their
claims, and that said commissioners will be in session
for the
purpose of receiving said claims and proof at
the office ot A. A. Strout in Portland,County of Cumberland and State of Maine, on the third Saturday of
June, August, and October, and the seventh day of
November A. D. 1872, at ten of the clock in tho fore-

Tuckerman. Late Minister resident of the
United States at Athens.

A very valuable and interesting volume,
written in an elegant, unaffected style, upon

subject of which the writer's residence in
familiarity and sympathy with its
people and institutions have welt fitted him
May 23, 1872.
The chapters upon modern
ij to speak.
Success.
Athens, Political Characteristics and the
the RH'ERSIDE F.CIIO. Over 10,000 copiea. an incharacter of the Greeks have
A Literary. Religious
crease of G,000 in six months.
especial interand Family Newspaper, published weekly.
The
est ; while the
opening chapters on the archeapest and best Family Paperorin Maine. A choice j rival
The First Bidlk
and first days at Atlieus
Of Six Fine Steel Engravinqs
give many parLesson—one of Prang's
$2.00

noon.

JAMES G. TUKET.
FRANKLIN SAWYER.
tt
Commissioner».

j

a

Greece and

■

I Unparalleled

prettiest

Chromos,

ment.
Tlie tormenting an J sleep
destroying
pains of rheumatism gout and neuralgia are
completely banished by its use; stiffness of 'the
joints and painful swehings, quickly yield to

its emollient influence; it heals
bruises,
scalds, etc., with astonishing rapidity.

!

ticulars of the manners, customs and court
given away, all framed, to new subscribers.
No·
money called for until paper begins to come and picetiquette at that city. The mechanical exturo is delivered. Every Agent is making handsome j
pay. The time to work is during tho next three» ! ecution of the book is exceedingly good,
months. Send for a sample copy and full particuPublished by G. P. Putnam, New York.
lars, to PUBLISHERS RIVERSIDE ECHO, Portland Maine.
ocMMwW FA M
j For sale by Loring, Short anil Harmon.

j

cuL'
For

strains, spring halt, scratches, saddle, collar
and harness galls, as well as the most serious
;
external maladies of ..the horse, it is a swift
1
uovlS-eodlw&wlt
! and thorough remedy,
Λ

Veoetink is a great panacea for our aged fathers and mothers; for it gives them strength,
quiets their nerves, and gives them Nature's
sweet sleep.
Wk

The question of health is

Recent Publications.

dtf

Comer of India and

ΒΓϋΙϋΚΜ .tOTIC'fcM.
j
What Unspeakable Kelief is afforded to
; tlie
burning and throbbing tlesli by a single application of that imequaled balsam for human
or brute
suffering, Mexican Mustang Lini-

of the greatest
and anything
which will conduce to preserve it should not be
overlooked. At this season Atwood's Quinine Tonic Hitters fortifies and stimulates
tbe nervous system, and wards off disease.

importance

Hassan, jj
Temple

novl5

JÎ among all classes. Old people, the middleaged, those who are just entering life, ami
'S youth of both sexes buy and read with the

$75 to $250 per month everywhere,

pjaine

THAN
PRICES.

CI'JO

MY JOLLY FRIEXD'S SECRET

^

Η

j

a

"^greatest
^

market i*

0ΑΤ
^

oct22t4w

TâT)

V FOR MEN AND BOÏS WEAR,
I-iM

:

presence
her mother, and the eld ladv was charmed.
didn't
stuff
like that when
They
put up scent
she was a girl ; it was kept in a china tea
and
it
was
held
cup,
together by samples of
all the family's hair. But she was very much
pleased with it. She drew out the stopper,
laid the beautiful petals of her nostrils over
the aperture, and fetched a pull at the contents that fairly made them bubble.. Then
she laid the bottle down, and picked up a
br ss mounted fire-shovel instead, and said
she, a« soon as she could say anything:
"Where is that stinking brat ?" And he, all
uncirtiscious of what had happened, was in
front of the mirror aijjusting his necktie and
smiling at himself. And here she found hiin.
and said to him : "Oh, you are laughing at
the trick 011 an old woman, aie you, you wall
eyed leper."' And then she basted him one
on the ear.
And he, being by nature more
eloquent with his legs than with his tongue,
hastened from there, howling like mad, and
accompanied to the gate by that brass-mouutep shovel. He says he would give everything 011 earth if he could shake off the impression that a mistake had been made.

XX

—OF—

CWOOLENS

Work

Send stamp for lll'd Catalogue on
Building. A. J.Biotnell&C*.
27 \V arien St., N. Y.
oct22t4w

width, made expressly

LADIES CLOA KINGS.

JJ

j
I

XX

previous

our

5
g

V/f

with age.
eyes & hair, you will receive by recorrect picture of your future husband
or wife, with name and date of
Marriage. Address
W. FOX, P. O.
Drawer, No. 20, Fultonvflle, Ν. Y.

height,
turn mail,

—

Season

sell at

to

jj

Ή-

—

C LOW PRICES. Η
REMMANTS

!

ALSO

<■ it

τπκ

Entire

\j

j
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—

Jj

Manhood, Womanhood and their Mutual Interrelatlons ; Love, its Laws, Power, etc.
Send for Hpecimen pages and circulars, with terms.
Address. National Publishing Co. Phila.Pa. oc2
4
D„ll

η ο

^

CASTOR BEAVERS. HIS IS NO HUMBUG
Τ
gg
By sendingOOcENTS
color of

Morse

CHOICE

we

thirty names a day. No buisness pays like this. Send
1
for terms; and secure territory for this great enteri prise at once. MACLEAN, STODDART & CO.
Publishers, 3 School Street, Boston.
oet30-4wt

Prof.

our

PIANOS,

! write exclusively forit. We give a copy of the un- ;
I paralleled chromo,
JUST SO HIGH,
I to every subscriber. Agents take from twenty-five to I

On

«till regarded and universally

pronounced by all the great artiste.

ILLUSTRATED PEOPLE'S WEEK

ΐβ

so

the

Agents Wanted for

AND

—

are so

full lino of

MOSCOW,
ESKIMO,

COMPETITORS.

The Standard Instruments of the World,
and

a

for the great combinatio

the best and cheapest paper published. BIO
LE WIS and a corps of most popular authors

Constating nf

Fortes

Have b«en made and sold since 1823, and

Have been awarded to

will open to-morrow

C LOAK INGS!

OF THESE

OVER ALL

CHADBOURN L· KENDALL

System

1

TO-DAY
THE GREAT

I LY,

UillfJL UitO

Are

description and terms, address immediately HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, Phila. or Boston.
canvass

our

the

Irving

For full

! Agents wanted to

j

MW&F3m

FRANCE.

a

FLANNELS, H

all

STANLEY

oct 15

Τ

LIVINGSTONE,

and tait RES1KBECTION from
ftniih, by

;;

WOOLENS,

c UNDERWEAR, jj
C MILLINERY, H
ihe other articles in
that XT
line,
Cand
notwithstanding
XI
C Million of Dollars^
(J worth of goods destroyed by tbe H
C BOSTON FIRE H
ftnd
consequent
Ç
C Advance in price, H
aliall continue
Q
H
η
r

oct30-4wt

Covell
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■

bargains.

CALL AND SEE US.

jt
jj

q CONGRATULATE
C

0
c

the Bourdon Kid GloTe !

We warrant every pair not to rip

Sons

PIANOS

fcÔMEÏ

^ BLANKETS, §
Ji SHEETINGS, S

25c.
40c.

SHAWLS.

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
179 Commercial st.

j

YOUNG

Broadway

1.1.V

....

Felt Skirts !

———

ABNEK L01t'KLI.,:i01 Contiru Mlrrcl.
Agent» for lloward Watch Company·

—

Washington All Wool Plaids,
Cumberland ltvpellanl,
A fair quality Repellunt,
All Tycoon Reps
Corded Alpaccas

Wanted.
from New York and
Portland and other

The Paris correspondent of the ManchesLast week the case was reported of a Jer- i ter Guardian is responsible for the followseyman who died from grief. Upon investi- J
191 Fulton Street,
ι Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and
gating the circumstances of this melancholy
The celebrated pianist
Leopold de Mayer
Carpet-Bags.
Cel, ÇhuroU St.,
hi·! experience at the Turkish Court in
^ew York| .1. B. Dl'BAN & CO., 171 Middle and affair, it has been ascertained that his wife, j gives
h letter which ii
the
the
rounds of the pawhom
lltt Federal Street*.
ι
going
physiciaus prouonuced to be at
pers. It was, lie says no easy matter 10 play
the point of death for several days, had uumusic In the seraglio.
Masons and Builders.
You are sent for at
CAPITAL HALF A MILLION DOLLARS.
j cxpectedly recovered.
Ν. K. IIEDLOX. 933 1-3 Coagrrn Ml.
eight in the morning in order to play at three
in the afternoon ; you must be in lull uniform
;
This is an organization of capitalists for the purPaper Hangings, Window Shades, and
you wait seven hours in a very tine gailery,
Punch touches up Americans abroad in the
pose ot Importing TEAS direct from place of growth,
where it is forbiddeu to sit.
From time to
Carpetliigs.
and distributing them throughout the United States
!
I;OTnBOP,UEVEJIS&lO ,«il Kxhauge following dialogue :—Mr. Shoddy—"I always time you are informed of what his Highness is
for
Mreet nud .8 Market St.
say, Mrs. Sharp, that I never f;el really safe | doing. His Highness has just got up—you
ONE PROFIT ONL¥.
must prostrate
yourself. A little later you arc
from
ubiquitioui British snob till I am told that
This Company has resident agents and business
Photographers.
j souththe
his Highness is taking his bath—
of
the
Danube!"
A.
M.
Jire.
DAVIS A CO., No. MO Middle Street.
connections with all the principal ports and Tea growSharp (inno- you prostrate yourself again. His Highness
ing districts of China and Japan. The Teas are J. H. I.AMMON, l.VJMiddle Mt.,eor.Cro»·. cently)—"And what do the—a—South Danu- is dressing—you reprostrate yourself. His
bought expressly for their trade alone, in the best
bians say, Mr. Shoddy?"
Highness is taking his coffee, and you reprosPlumbers·
TEA districts, and are sold for OXE PROFIT.
trate yourself : t each foi these
particulars
JAMKft .TllM.F:U,No. »! Fcderal Street.
Send for Price List to the
more profoundly than before. At
length your
Kt^iT description of Water Fist η re* aris
The legs have been
GREAT ATLAMJC & PACIFIC TEA CO.,
ranged and set up in the beet manner,
By private ailrices from St. Louis we learn piano brought in.
taken off, so as not to injure the floor, a pre•lobbing promptly attended to.
that a prodigal sou thought he would quit
1»! FULTON and 2 an,l 4 CHURCH Streets,
cious
mosaic
of
rare
woods. The immense
r. O. Bos 5508
oct30t4w
NEW YORK.
eating husk and cornstalk free lunches and
Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.
grand piano is placed on five Turks ! The
go hume to his lather's mansion in that city;
P. FKE1VÏ, Cor. Cumberland nuit Frankwretched
men
but instead of having veal for dinner, and
support the crushing mass on
lin «le.
making the young man's brother take a back their knees. "Why," you say, "I can t play
on a five-Turk l>iano."
It Is thought that
Real Estate Agents.
«eat, the old man waited until he could get a
Be deceived* bur for coughs, colds, sore throat,
hoarseness and bronchial ditiiculaes, use only
! JOHN C. PROCTER. No. OS Kithangr tight grip on tke young man, and theu gave you hesitate because the instrument is not
horizontal. A cushion is therefore placed unhim such a "bouncing'' he won't "prodigal"
WELLS' CARBOLIC TABLETS. I Street·
«KO. Κ. DAVIS A Co., Λο. 301 l-'i Conagain for six weeks. This energetic parent ! der the knees of the smallest Turk. No one
Worthlese imitations are on the market, but !
gress Street.
supposes that a sentiment of humanity makes
tlio only scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid tor
says he rejoices more over one boy that run»
and stays than the whole family who ; you hesitate. After a long explanation of
Lung diseases is when chemically combined with Silver Smith and Gold
and Silver Plater. awiy their
othei weU known remedies, as in these tablets, and
living οΙΓ him at home.—Titut- ! this refinement of civilization the piano is
all parties are cautioned against using any other.
i Π. PEARSON, No. lia Teuipte Mi., umr sponge
placed on its own legs again. The Sultan aprille
Press.
In all case» of irritation of the mucous memCongres». All kinds of Silver and Plated
pears. Alter all sorts of salaams you are told
brane these tablets should be freely used, there
Ware Repaired.
to play.
You ask for a chair; there is no
cleansing and hea in g properties are astonishing.
A Troy paper tells us that an elderly lady,
Me warned, never neglect a coli, it is easily
chair." No one ever sits in presence of his
Silver and Plated Vare.
eured in its incipient state, when it becomes chronic
while walking up the gang plank of a steamARNER Ι.ΟΐνΒΙ,ί, if ΟI t'ni»rcw »liwl.
Highness. M, de Mayer suppresses one detho enre is exceuinglv difficult, uso λνβ11&' Carbolic
er at one of the wharves of that city, slipped 1 tail, which, however. Is current as authentic.
TabletfTas a specific.
Schools.
He played a long fantasia on his knee*, and
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St,· New York,
and fell, and was caught in the wheel. Of
EN42I.INI1 and FRENCH SCHOOL,4:<0
Sole Agent for United States.
when,at the eud.the Sultan saidhe
he
Price 25 cents a box
Send for circular.
!'course, the engineer had to startup just at must be very tired. M. de Maver thought
Congress Street·
convinced
oct30~lwt
that minute, and round the wheel went, carhis Highness of the contrary by
moving round
Stair Builder.
with ic a very wet aud very much I the gallery on his hands.
Ulen, Teacher»», Lail:ee or Min· R. V.
LIRBV, 17 t-3 Union Street, np j rying
isten Σ Agent»» wanted in everv county, for
stairs·
I scared old lady. As soon as possible the
"The People'!» Standard Bible." 550 illustraBuDDr.vo.—The art of budding lruit trees
G. L. HOOPER & CO., Successor* to
tions. Extra tenus. Prospectus free. Zieglcr & Mcwheel was stopped, and an investigation
l^ittlcfieid
δε
has been carried to a greater perfection in
Wilson, Cor. York & ïîla- j
Curdy, 274 Main St., Springfield, Mass. oct30-4wt
ple Streets.
made, but instead of the bundle of bones
Vermont, if we may believe a story going
mo TUB WOKKINCi ©LASS, male or
and jelly and poplin which the excited deckI
X female $60 a week guaranteed, Respectable em
&c.
the rounds of their papers, than elsewhere.
Watches, Jewelry,
bauds confidently expected to fish out, the
plovment at home, day or evening; no capital requirJ. » & H. H. nCI9lTFFKIt,C«r. middle
full
Apples of different kinds and flavors in their
instructions
and
valuable package oî goodeto
ed;
& Uniou Sh,
old lady was found intact, perched upon the
§tart with sent free by mail. Addiess with 6 cent
respective quarters and halves, have been
return stamp M. YOLNG & CO., 16 Cortland St..
iron work high up on the wheel, and anxious
New York.
produced, by putting together buds from
oct30-iwt
to be taken down. If it had been a man, a
differeut kinds and flavors of trees, and as
Ac OBlirTLEinElir, Agents wanted
jury would have been empanelled that after- we understand, reeombining them in oue
to sell Protean Button Hole Cuter,
25cts.; Button
Hole Worker, 50cts. ; Needle Threading Thimble,
perfect bud for inoculation. It seems tous
noon, but a woman—! And yet, they tell us
29cte. ; Morocco Needle Book, 50cts., (6 large and 5
that it would be nearly as difficult as to so
women must not vote !
AND
papers small Needles. §15 per day sure: sample free
unite fish, flesh and lawl together, that it
to any one at above price. C. THORNTON &
55)9
Co.,
vnulit live and thrive in the same
Broadway, Ν. Y.
oct30-4wt
organism,
US.
and full as useful. Nature allows some
[From îlie Panbury News.]
but
her
hau
freaks,
puts
À Great Offer ! 481
upon mongrels and
Thinking goods were lower than they would---—A rather contemptible trick was played on
Ν, Y.',
will dispose of IOO PIANOS, MELODEONS*and
be later in the sea non, we purchased a
hybrids generally, by quickly giving them
very B-l
one of our young clerks Sunday night.
He
XX
ORGANS, ctf six first-class makers, including Watheavy stock of
sterility. Everything perfect of its kind is
bought a cut-glass bottle with a glass stopper I the higher law.
ers', at τcrj low price for ca»l«,orpar<ea*Aan(i
balance in small monthly instalments. New-1and a pink ribbon, to present to a young laoctav 1irstcias8 PIANOS, modem improvement, for
dy he is keeping company with, but on reach- ;
The late John A. Griswold of
ΦΙ73 cash. Note read g a CONCERTO PARLOR
won
ing the house he felt a little embarrassed for his way through life by a tact—well,Troy
ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect tone
a talent
fear there were members of the family presever made. Illustrated Catalogues mailed.
/Sheet
—he had of being a sympathetic listener. Ho
Music and Music Merchandise.
oc/30-4ict
ent, and so left the beautiful g-ft on the stoop j could patiently hear to the end the heaviest
and passed in. The movement wan perceived
bore, with an expression on his expressive
FREE TO BOOK AGENTS.
bv a graceless brother of the young lady,
j face of intense interest, provided the bnre was
AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING HOOK
who appropriated the cologne for his own
j a friend and had good qualities to balance his
for the best and cheapest Family Bible ever published
use, and refilled the bottle with hartshorn
heavy caliber. We met Griswold oi.ee in the
will be sent free of charge to any book agent. It confrom
the
to
then
and
round
tains nearly 50© tine Scripture illustrations, and
family jar,
hung
rotunda of the capitol. He was in a great
observe the result. In a little while the
agents are meeting with unprecedented success, Ad- ! £\
hurry, and we said: "Beg pardon, Griswold,
LADIES' AND CENT·'
TT
dress, stating experience, e*c., and we will show vou
man slipped out on the stoop, and »eyoung
stop a moment. I am not going to talk about
what our agents are doing, NATIONAL PUBLISAcuring the splendid gilt, slipped back again to myself, and so won't detain you
ING CO. Phil a., Pa.
oct3Q 4wt
long." He
the parlor, where, with a few appropriate
] actually looked hurt, and .said: "My dear fel5000 AfiEMTN WANTED AT ONCE for
words, he pressed it up ο the blushing girl. ( low,
nothing would interest me more."—
our NEW
BOOK, the LIFE OF THE
Like a good aud faithful daughter that she |
GREAT EXPLORES,
[Washington Capital.
wa ·, she at once hurried into the
of

COMPANY,

LADIES

ronage.
to merit
we offer

W. E., Press Office.

To freight Coal
Philadelphia to

east.

!
;
i

Address

Tessels

Ml

GOODS

.....

makers and Machine Girl, at
CHESLEY'S. 167 Middle st.

I
j
j

WONDEROUSLT CHEAP.
-f

three

at Λ ο 4 Locust àt.

STRAYED OR STOLEN.
the

DRY

i

SELLING

ARE

and

2ec-dtf

REMOVAL!
Λ NOIII'K. Wholesale dealers
In Produce and Cicui ral Commi«.ion
lerrhnntN have removed to Willi* Week,
!*·. ΙΟΙ Commrrrjnl Hlree», One doer
•Mief T. II. Wnlea & €·'»■

true, and everybody

gays mast be

Wanted

15 Winter Street,
(Cor. Music Ha'l entrance.)
SKJ-TD FOB PRICK LIST.
4w

one

to do by a young man who is willing
Address A. W. L., Press Office.

Lowest Prices,
In Boston, Wholesale and Retail.
MILLINERY AND HAIR

1873.

WINTER.

also

can

table boarders at No.
A
octl8

We call especial attention to

THE BEST SAVINGS BANK.

wants to go West.

owner

describing

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

DONT!

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

What overy

New-York

''Mot Injured by the Great Fire."

HOUSE,

SPEINGVALE.

jan31

|

j

!

nr>t.Q_*f

TEBBETS

|

j

j

Spring

tf

ηονβ

points

TEA

House No. 24 Emery St„ head ol
Cusbiiiaii Street.

ou

It is estimated that the populatiou at this
time does not exceed 60,000 souls.
The government would seem to be more
complicated in its machinery than so small a
population requires. Its expenses from the
fiscal year 1872 toot up $1,130,244. There a re
no less than twenty-six Supreme and District
Judges, drawing salaries of $10,000, $8,000,
$4,000, down to $600 each ; besides clerks, inThe appearance of female ghosts at V in- ; terpreters, Ac. ; and there ulé also Police
Judges and a host of other officers, all receiveenues, Ind„ is so rapidly overcoming the j
ing
good pay. The Attorney General's Dedread of supernatural phenomena among the
partment alone costs annually $07,208; tbe
male members of the community, that mar- ! Department
ofForeign Affairs ami War, $04,ried women refuse to allow their husbands to j 100: the Interior Department, $461.275, and
the tiuance Department,
$234,150, Two
leave the house after dark.
omnibus items m the Interior Department
aie, "Leper establishment, $30,000; traveliug
The New York reporter who was caught in
physicians and nurses, $12,000." There can
the act cf destroying his pocket dictionary, ; be scarcely a doubt that the annual expenses
of the Kingdom might be reduced one-half,
and put into a straight jacket upon suspicion
if not more, and the government be better adof being insane, has been released after exministered than it is now.
Unless entrenchplaining that he had exhausted the content* ment be inaugurated in a few years the Kingdom will be hopelessly swamped in debt.
of the volume in
the Boston tire.

It has been recommended that an intermediate census of the United States be taken
in 1875, in order to ascertain the growth of
the coun'.ry during the first century of its
existence. A good idea.

Horse and Ox Shoeing

FOR SALE !

House

belong
gentle- lands, in 1823, a
population of 140,000. In
living near Alpine, in that county. I 1842, it had diminished
to 190,316; in 1846, to
The old gentleman spell» caught with a K.
100,579; in 1850,84,105; m 1852, to 73,230.

man

Done in ihe bent pomililc anuntr by S.
ΥΟΟΓ. & CO.. No. too Fore Ml.
t Jan 2173

Atlantic & Pacific

sep3dtw

ou

j

I»K.

THE GREAT

Bank·

|

Dentists.

Extract of Jurubeba

Rerouting

rnpt.

j

I

E. S. FRINK.

Portland, Sept. 4th, 1872.

vate family; also rooms with board for single
gentlemen. Within five minutes walkjot the City
Building. Address E. O., Box 1903, Portlaud P. O.

Oct

Dr. Wells

Please address

pri-

a

Book Binders.

W. St. JOinMI\, or. r II. II.
IUf'i.
retains all the medicinal virt ues
peculiar to the plant
and must be taken as a permanent
curative agent.
Dye-Hoase.
I* there want of action in
H. MVMON1JS, luiliii St. Velvet Cloaks
your Iiirer Ac
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
nud
<!yt-d
finished.
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrofulous or skin
diseases, Blotches, Felons, Pustules, rewEB'D Pyc Honw,-14 l aion Htrrrl.'
Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.
Take Jurubeba to
Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.
cleanse, purify and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.
WAI.TEU COBEÏ & CO., Arcade, Ko.
Hare you a Dynpepetie Stomach ? unless
18 Free Street.
digestion is promptly aided the
system is debilitated
OEOROK A. WHITNEY) No. 3ft Exwith loss of vital force,
poverty of the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness
change St. Upholstering of nil kind·
or Lassitude.
Take it to assist
i
done to order.
Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.
Have yon wenkucM of the Intestine*?
Furniture and House Furnishing (woods·
You are in danger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadISKNJ. ADA.llS,cor.
Gxchanjijc nnd Fedful Inflammation of the Bowels.
eral Street·.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off
to
tendency
HOOPER
&
inflam ations.
EATON, Old PoM OtHcc,
Exchange Street.
Hav« you wcakncn» of the Utcriue or
Urinary Organ* ? You must procure instant re- ! L·. F. IIOVT, No. 11 Preble Street. Up·
lief or you are liable to
bolstering done to order.
suffering worse than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life becomes a burden.
Furniture and Upholstering.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the DAVIDW.DEAKE, No. MO Federal Ml.
system in perfect, health or you are otherwise in great j
All kinds of Uphols eringnnd
Repairing
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
«loue to order.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Ilair Goods and Toilet Articles.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular
I
J. F. nilERRV, No. 9 Clapp'H Block
novl5
j
4wt
Congre·* Street. opposite Old City Hall.

AND

PLEASANT Parlor tc let with board in

GENERAL AGENTS,
sep9—<l&w3m

HODCnOK

Piano for Sale.
EW, first class, 7 octave Piano for Sale
'terras.
terras.

nicc

and

GENTLEMEN
nov9

un-

St. Lawrence House.

S Tu Tli3w

Boarders Wanted·
can have good Board
Rooms at 27J Danforth Street.

Λ LA ΚΟΚ LIKE OF

sepl0*72

Sanford's Improved

be accomadated with

WILMOT STREET.

—OB—

JET

IMPROVED HOWE

Sewing

can

at
40

AN

are

SHIP

rooms

Me,

To Careful Investors.

CM AS. A. WARREN,
Warren &

men

the

thoroughly built of
dersigned.
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
sep!9-tf
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.

Wanted

Danville & Yincennes COAT and
sp2tftf

83Γ"All orders promptly attended to.
my28tf

(Formerly

;
J

AN

Pant

Order Slate nt 0. M. & E. P. Brook», 333
Congress Street.

lw·

-r

same
Any person finding
bly rewarded by returning tne same to SILAS RUSSELL, West Cumberland, or ANDREW7 LEIGHTON, corner of Milk and Market streets, Portland,

THE—

CHICAGO

PAINTER,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

HOT13

Morazain,

PARIS,

PRIVATE LESSONS—Office Hours, from
1 P. M. till 3 P. "M.
Apply at 2 Appleton Block, Portland.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W. Symonds,
au23tf
Esq., The Hon. Thomas B. Reed.

EEILER,

FRESCO

LANGUAGE.

Instructor in French at the Portland High School.

popular house, which has been closed for
some months past for repairs, is now
re-opened
the traveling public. It has been enlarged, je-fitand painted throughout, and every improvement

2w

Wanted.
SITUATION' by a lady to do family newlng.
For particulars inquire at 37 Brown street.

Boarders Wanted·

FRENCH

Scandinavian Immigrants. Those desirir g such
help can apply as above or at No. 10 Elm St.
jnn26ood6m

E. €11A51 &. CO.,-Proprietos.

at the
PRESS OFFICE.

WITH
uovl4

novld4w

for

L.

Me.

Send for Circulars to
HAMLIN F. EATON, Principal.

19 1-3 Market Sqr. (up SUirs.)
A good variety of cases always ready made.
|y Mr. B., is always ready to obtain employment

PORTLAND, MAINE,

Partner Wanted.
9?00 Capital. Enquire

_SALEf

For Sale.
I f ρ HE house on State Street, isoccupied by
A
This house

Boarders Wanted·

SHOW CASE MANUFACTURER,

of Guists.

Family School,

weeks.

United States Hotel,

novl5dlw#

M. C. K. R.

no!2

Fall Term will commence Dec. 9th and continue l'<i

bruiïs,

rooms.

Boarders Wanted.

and Solicitors

Attorneys

House,

Western part of city; 7 to 8
Good locaINtion,
water and gap. Address TICKET OFFICE,

BETHEL ill LI., M E.,

the Park. It has 50 large well ventilated rooms in
good repair, with stable jmd ice house. Will be sold
with or without the Furniture on the most favorable
terms if appUod for at once, ac- the subscriber is going West. Apply to
ociedtf
F. β. CHANDLKR, Proper.

NO. 12 NEWBURY STREET.

LET.

No. 02 Middle street, recently occupied by
STOKE
Hoyt, Feg? & Breed.

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,

W.

BLOCK,

£3?** If applied for immediately will be let low
Inquire of MBS. IV. Κ. THOMPSON,
Lowell, Mass.,
SHEPARD & COMPANY, same block,
Or,
J. C. PROCTER,
1)3 Exchange st.
jeSdtf

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, JVIattresses,

to
ed
made for the comfort

aul9dtf

TO LET.
Store and Basement

MANUFACTCBEB OF

American

MARK WIGGIN,
on the premises.

Furnished Rooms to Let,

from

\os. 31 and 33 Free St,

nmeled

13

board, in the Immediate viciniWITH
ty of the City Building.

Ves-

HOOPER,

Patent

Let.

house No. 80 Clark sreet, containing
BRICK
rooms, with modern improvements.

as nurse

woman,

CHANDLER HOUSE,

TI1HIS House will accommodate 75 guests. Aiways
A filled with summer tourists during the seasou,
with a good show of business travel during the year.
Tho best location in Bethel, situated at the head of

situation to take care of an elderly lady.

nol5*d3t

A

eeptlldtf

_

To

a

at

SALE.

FOR

dlw*

Apply

Bloctf.

store in the Racklef!
corner
•i-"V of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement and
first floor, elegantU finished and adaptel to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

Portland, Sept. 4th, 1872.

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hamirett KclU & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have alBo for sale at lowest market price,
Wiikesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston

LET.

large brick

A

wholesale coal dealers

noint desired.

TO

Enquire of

Coals, shipped frem the vicinity of New York.
sels pro»·ured ,for the tranportation of coals

nol5

Wanted—Λ

HOUSE
ter.

;

BBEGD,No.91 Middle

givo temporary relic! j WiH. Λ. QIIINCV, Rccin II, Printer'»»
from I
(To.es, but
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange «6.
continued use brings Piles and kindredwhich,
diseases to
aid in weakening thé
invalid, nor is it a doctored liquoi ! ItlIALL Ar SHACKFOltD, No. ».l Flam
which, under tlie popular name of "Bitters" is so
Street.
extensively palmed oft on the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a mo*t powerful Tonic and
Carpenters anil Builders.
η I tern tire,
pronounced so by the leading medical
authorities of London and Fails, and has been long WIIITNKV &- ,T1EA1VN, Prnrl Street, op.
used by the regular physicians of other
poMite Park.
countries with
wonderful remedial results.

SECOND hand Rugglcs Printing Frees, canl
JrX and circular, for nale clieap. Call 01· address.
HARRIS BROS.,
oct30dtf
135 Spring St., Portland, Me.

man

Λ

Street.

It is not a
phvsic which may
to the sufferer for the first few

4

Wanted.
of considerable, experience and
youuç
unexceptionable reference*, a situation as Bookor
situation
keeper,
any
requiring care and attention
and good handwriting. Apply to "M," Press office.
a

BYwishes

To Let,
140 Oxford Sfaoct, near Elu), with all the
modern improvements; Gas and Sebago Waoct30tt
Enquire on the premises.

STORE

at

or

}

The Sandwich Islands

Kamehameha V. present ruler lu
Hawaii,
the Sandwich Islands. is
c-liilûlerts, but under the Hawaiian Constitution has
tbe privilege of naming his successor. Public opinion
Gossip and Gleanings.
points to Prince I.unalilo as the
person who
will probably be selected to
till the throne on
Nast is illustrating "Pickwick" for Har- the demise of the King. He was considered
tbe rightful heir
previous to the accession of
per's Household cdtition.
the ruling
Kamehameha, but was set a-ide by
the old King.
Hi* claim come* from the feIt is understood that Mr. Greeley's young male side ol the reignin
family, being a sou
oi the sister ol
man made a balloon ascension on Tuesday
Kauiehauieha 11. and has attained the age of
Ue is
years.
evening, in order to ascertain what had be- popular with the thirty-four
i>eople of his own race, Is
come of that "triumph in the air."
well educated, and has t tine
personal address.
when
The Prince,
lie attains the
Λ national convention of goose-pickers i>
throne,
will inherit a debt with hi" Kingly title. Tbe
to be held iu Chicago next
year, to devise revenues of the kingdom do not seem to be
some way of
plucking gec^e by machinery. [ adequate to meet its expenses. Two differand deodorizing the dead goslings that are se i ent loans have receuliy been thrown
upon the
market—one to pay tor the erection ot a hooften found in boarding-house pillows.
tel, amounting to $110,000, and another to
meet deficiencies of >250.000.
livery year
Hunters of the opossum in Gordon
county, there is a falling oif in the population from
Ga., are warned that all of these animal·) disease, while very little is added by immigration. There was in the scvon inhabited ismarked with the letter Κ
to a

Bakers.
COBB,N·. MP«nrim.
Bookseller* nn<l Stationers.

IIOVF, FO«i«

Partie* de-

Decring.

FOR

to

for collection. The iiuder
by leaving the same at the
JAMES MIDLER'S,
91 Federal street.

To Let.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

office.

LiOM.
BILL BOOK, containing bills amounting
from

or

«iroua of building can also be accommoda
ted with loauk.
GEO. K. DAVIS &c CO,,
Real ICntate and IVIortaase Broker».
tf
sep24

aready penman and prompt and steady
Address "CLERK," Press office.
Portland, Me., Nov. 15, 1872.
novl6d3t

MATTSCKS & FOX,
88 Middlo street.

half of double House No. 47 Pleasant street.,
iu good order, eleven rooms, furnace, gas ana
water.
Stable room for one horse and carSebago
nov2tf
riage.

beth, Wentbrook,

W.C.

PlllHSS.

MONDAY MOBSIXO» NOV. 18,1H72.

IV. 8. UY'iiK. Κα. ·Ζ7·2 Middle Ml. All
kind* of ilIachittfH for sale αη<1 to let.

We are prepared to loan money in muni*
from 9100 to any amount dmivrd, on lirai
clnii mortage* in Portland Cape Klizn·

Must

A
$600 to 8800
will bo suitable rewarded

Agency

THE

for Sewing Mnehlues.

IlrpaiSriug.

in habits.

Wanted.
a respectable middle aged

ONE

nov8

A

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

to Loan ! ! I

$20,000

Î>artner,

Clerk Wanted.
GOOD, smart youn* man in a business
be

MISCELLANEOUS.

BULLETIN.

Planing and Moulding D1U1

BY

once.

iltf

IV. A. IIERSOM, -71. D.,

J. H.

HALL

in splendid order for

nov5dtf

established

old

novlStf

A Few Good Bents

IK applied far at

an

with latest improved Machinery for all kinds of jobbing in carpentering and woodwork. The death of
and reeent disastrous fire leaves an opening
or investment of capital never offered in this line or
Ad ress JACOB BAND, 17 Wareham
business.
street, Boston.
novlfidlw

PRESS office,

LET.

LANCASTER

48 Exchange Street.

any

ac-

MRS. M. D. WOODABD.

15th of this month, and will be let on very
reasonable terms. Apply to J. COLE, 16 Brow»
btreet, or at the Hall.
nov5iltf

Law,

PORTLAND, MIC.
Office Hours—9 to 11 Α. M., 1 to 3 and 7

can

co

Dancing Schools, Parties, Balls, &t.,

nol3

lUcDonongh

Geo. R. Davis & Co.'s

iu

Board.

On the

lias removed to

Parlor

PARTNER WAITED

To Let

Douglass St., 8 rooms, hard and soft
water, gardan, rent $9 per month.
Enquire οτΟ. W. BURN HAM, 631 Congress St.

Will be

GFOBUG E. BIRD,

shipments

REAL ESTATE.

011

BUSINESS CARDS.

port of

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

day (Sundays excepted) by the

ο very

MONDAY

PORTLAND,

j

to

our

one

well-being,

■

Wk
From

increased

Physical

Meutal
Fellows' Comand

Strength of persons who use
pound Syrup of Hypophosphites, their augmented faculty of endurance, the
regular and

healthy action

of the Heart, Lungs, Stomach
and Bowels, and their
improved appearance,
demonstrated in thousands of cases within our
knowledge, its power of restoring the great
sympathetic and muscular system on which
full and healthy development
depends, is certain.
novlO-dlw&wlt

Chapped Hands, face, rough skin,
pimples,
ringworm, salt-rheuui and other cutaneous affections cured, and the skin made soft and
smooth, by using the Juniper Tab Soap,made
by Caswell, Hazard Λ Co., New York. Bo
suro to get the Juniper Tar Snap, as there are
many worthless imitations made with common
tar.
novl4-12w
Tue Purest and -Sweetest Cod-Liveh Oil
is Hazard's and Caswell's, made on the
seashore, from fresh selected livers, by Caswell,
Hazard & Co., New York.
It is absolutely
pure and sweet. Patients who have once takea
it prefer it to all others.
Physicians have decided it superior to any of the other oils in

market.

novU-l-'w

Merry's Museum lias been uuitcd to the
Youth's Companion, of Boston—a union of two
of our oldest youths'
publications. Nathaniel
Willis, father of Ν. Γ. Willis, first published
the Companion, nearly fifty years ago—and, to-

day, it is one of the sprightliest and most enterprising sheets in the country, novlld&w
Advertisers naturally seek the means of

reaching the largest number of reader», and
those of" the best quality. The Daily Press
jills the bill in both particulars better than any
other daily journal in Maine.

The best argument that cau be used in favor
of Smolasdeb'b Buchu is that It is a preparation constantly prescribed by family physicians
of note in our immediate community, for

kidneT, bladder, and glandular diseases, loss of
vigor, mental and physical debility, female irregularities and all maladies of the uriuo-genital organs.

uovlS-eodlw

χ

Concerning Aid to Boston.

τ CI
EXPRESS. !
MONDAY ΜΟΒΜΝβ,

XOV. 18, '72,

l anmiyuuiua letters and communiIn
cation». The name and addrens of tlie writer arc·
all oases iu llggiouj.ibli!, u >1 necessarily for jiublieai loll
Wk du not

rea

as a gnarauty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return

but
m

mlcations that

are

or

c· m-

preserve

nut usei.

Tlie State Fair Again.
The Maine Farmer, which we need not say
is oue of the best agricultural journals in the
country, charges the Pbbss with "persistent

rebuilding their

what should constitute a State
State Fair is to be simply a large

convention of
moderate suc-

hors jockeys, it was a
the first and complete

cess as to

triumph

as

to the last. If a State Fair is intended to be
a display of the results of the many growing
industries of Maine and an exhibition of the
progress that the State is making in hundreds

J *

f*tln~

scope or design of a real State
Fair or from their inability to commend the
enterprise to the producers of the State. It
■u

ine

uj

the Farmer desired to increase its circulation,
It would not think of sending out a thousand

little pamphlets to accomplish that object.
It would, as it now does, send out skillful
The Press merely indicated
canvassers.
that this was the way in which to interest
the manufacturers of Maine in the matter ο
an industrial exhibition—a real State Fair.
Doubtless a few farmers are benefitted

bj
the display of stock and farm productions
but the influence that the unseemly exhibitions of the pool selling and "the ways that
are

dark and

tricks that

are

vain" of »h(

racing,whiskey drinking fraternity thai
largely monopolized the State Fair, in out
opinion, counterbalanced that little good :
hundred fold, by bringing thousands of youn·
horse

into contact with its

men

Considérât*

men

deplore

the

demoralization

growing

interes

of our young men in the cultivation of fas
horses and horse racing with all its attendait
and is an

vices;

organization claiming th
sanction of the State to be the most promi
ncnt agent for promoting an evil that is no
only the foe of all real honorable industr
but of all good ?

Tu

The statement of the Farmer that th j
Maine Agricultural Society does not receiv j
State aid is true, but it is not because th
trustees have not persistently begged for i t
and have been defeated by some Spartan leg
islator.

Whenever the Maine Agricultural Societ;
—that is the name we believe—puts forth an;
efficient effort to secure a first class Stat
Fair, acting as successful business men would
it will find no more zealous support that L
that which the Pbess will give, it matter ,
not where the exhibition takes place.
Oi ,
the other hand no cry of prejudice, or decla
ration of ignorance will deter it from expos
ing the management of such a humbug a s
was its hor.se jockey convention at Bangor i

September.
Mansard, His Roof·
A century ago the Boston fire would hav }
been aftributed to the wrath of God ; now i t
it is attributed to the folly of man in buile
ing Mansard roofs. Even the clergy sniff a
the enfeebling and paralyzing idea of diret
providential interference in the burning j.
badly

constructed cities.

Beecher liirase j.

said that the old-fasbioned idea of "a provi
dence" in such things was nonsense, befor
the fire was fairly put out, and of cours

Beecher knows. When Chicago
some of the more severe
"Orthodox, prtho lox,
Wii

>

beliefs in

was

explanation

tial destruction.
first

thought

goat, but

its par
The Mansard roof was at

to be

now a

sought for

admirable scapesuspicion begins to dawn on
a

most

minds that undue

importance has beer
particular form of roof as a
means of giving a wide sweep to conflagrations. Indeed the effort to find specific causes
for evils is almost always quite as futile and
unphilosophical as that to find specific cures.
some

attached to this

•

Within

few davs there have been those—
persons in authority, too, in the matter oi
fires—who have had the hardihood to say a
word in favor of the Mansard roof, and to
declare that the objections to them are only
such as attach to all wooden roofs.
They
affirm that when properly constructed of fireproof material this beautiful architectural
covering for buildings is as safe as the ugliest
flat or sharp roof that was ever built. The
favorite roof of the period, however, is hardly more than a second cousin to that invented by the old French architect, Mansard.
The name is as unjust to some unknown
genius as the name of America is to Columbus, unless indeed the so-called Mansard roof
a

has been a

gradual growth, or, in Darwinian
phrase,
product of innumerable differentiations of the original Mansard type, useful
variations being indefinitely accumulated by
the survival of the fittest iu the struggle for
existence. But all pleasantry aside, what is
the

be fourteen

sixteen inches thick.
In each story something must be inserted
between the walls to stop the draft that orsweeps from basement to roof.
The interior works such as flooring and

dinarily

staircases,

must be of fire-proof material.
Iron shutters are indispensable.

Elevators, in buildings where they exist,
must have their trap-doors closed mechanically, if there is no other way to avoid the

The mules

vote was

Governor Wabmouth's last usurpation,
by which he has secured a control of the
Election Board of Louisiana that will enable
him to elect or defeat whom he
pleases, suggests a query as to how far he and men of his
ilk can venture before they
a

provoke popular
uprising. No election is npwadoys free from
uch outrages. They are confined to no one
party or class of officials. The laws are ruth-

glad

to

get

leasly thrown aside,
disregarded.

and

private rights totally

and disastrous.

greatly
This

inyear

and in 18t'8

j

the reach of the most
powerful stream of water. In the rebuilding
>f Boston this is likely to receive some attendu, and that safety instead of ornament will
»e considered in their
style of architecture.
\>rtland may well be proud of the energy disilajed in rebuilding after the great fire, but
ter judgment is questionable in adopting the

J

'French Roof" with its cornices and mouldbe the means of repeating
igs which may
ie night of July 4, I860, with its terrible re-

often

security

—

OF OVB

and

we are

glnd

1'EGETIBLE SPECIFIC.

sia

FOR

jun23newlt then

exee;

DYER, Agent.

For ]V£orris So Ireland.
«

novl6md

______

beyond

llts.
It is also demonstrated by these "feat fires
t îat water is powerless against such terrific
1 eat—the best and largest organized fire deartment can do but little to check its progress.
pace must be cleared and the material that
f ;eds the fire leveled to the ground. Powder

MAKERS WANTED

ORI.V HAWKES & CO.,

TIlP Vi'J/ΙΛ savet.hof.

ITnUûl

«ί

Αι:-

field, had thirteen sheep killed by a stray dog
few days since. The dog was killed.
Miss Emily Chambers of
Harrison, hae a
dress of straw colored silk and
heavy texture,
which
a

was her grandmother's bridal dress
more
than a hundred years ago. It is in
wearing condition now.
Tho Neu-s says that Betsy Knight of Harrison, now 92 ye»rs old, knitted sixty pairs of
stockings during her 91st year.
Mrs. Dorothy Chambers of
Otisfield, recently
died at the advanced age of 94 years.

Arrived schooner H. PRESCOTT, froi
Norfolk, with OYSTERS, for sale s
No. 2 Union Wharf.
headquarters,
Ρ

JAMES FREEMAN.
nov!3snlw

WniT TO READ.
In rea-.ling let no time be lost,
good will do
Bead what will benefit you most, ;
Avoid tlie false—read what is true.
ltead carefully the current
news,
The useful " advertisements"
But all mere worthless trash read,
refuse,
Which satisfies no human need.
Read sure the "rhymes of George Fenno's
Which tell where Boys
shouldbuy their "Clothes,"
Coat, Pants, Vest, Hat and Shoes
Comer of Beach and Washington complete,
street,
novl3snlw
Boston.

Reading what no one

BATCHE LOR'S HAIR DYE.

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in
the world
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless
Reliable
and Instantaneous; no
disappointment; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor.
Remedies the ill effects ol
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a
supert
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the
hah
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR. Prop., Ν. Y.
Octl
d&w
lyr
β Ν

A Book (or Every
Man.
The "SCIENCE OF
LIFE, or SELF-PRESKRVATION," a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted VitaHHr

Thursday.
The following

Farmington

τ*—·»λ-.

sn

--

—

some

worth three cents a poumi.
One of Carleton & Co.'s ice houses in Camden
was blown down in the
gale of Thursday night
uf last week.
are

The epizootic is disappearing in Camden.
The Whig says that favorable
proposals have
seen made to the Penobscot Hiver
&
H. Κ.
2o. for the building of the road, TheBay
directors
iiect at Camden to-day.
LINCOLN

CAPS.

octll

SEDAIJA WATER BONDS.

The Press as an

mtf

V

Or of

W. W.

w

rt

THOMAS?Canal°Na?ionaHîank
sei)tl2sntf

PARLOR
ΓΙιο

ΠΛ

GREAT
—

NEW

Highly recommended for

STOVES!

Very Bent in the market,
sale at Lew Price· by

BUCKNAM &

and

HORSE

for

and

& REAL

recently bought In

VnïïÂrïî

oct25sntf

>ctl6

MARRIED.

«23snWF&Mtf,

eodsnly
Cue-

State Street.

Oxford, Nov. 14, by Rev. K. Atkinson, George A.
»oor of Boston and Miss Josephine L. Boynton of
)xlorrl.
In Fairfield, Nov. 12, Albert B. Clark and
Roi*e
Iherman.
In Clinton, Nov. 5. Wallace H. Jewell and
Mary 8.
lushman. both of Fairfield.
In Pittsfield, Nov. 9, Chas. F. Seeking of St.
Albans
nd Lillie D. Seekins of Pittsfield.
In Wintlirop, Nov. 11, Wm. IT. Lyon and
Lestlna
Terr
In

Vork,

BARKER,
55

With all

their

JORDAN, MARSH

:

OF

New

Washington
novlg

& Avon

KID

SILKS

—

condition as before the attack.
Clias. H. Furlong,
Samuel Rounds &
Son,
S. J. Hezelton,
B. F. Noble,
Daniel Maybury,
Daniel W. Winslow,
Alexander Bowey,
William Weld,
Edmund B. Knapp,
S. Winslow,
E. C. Hall, Windham,
A. Lei^hton,
R. F. Green,
M. Joselyn,
Hunt & Jewett.
novlSdlw

GIMPS!

But

we

all de-

say to

BARGAINS
give as

a

call and

see

for themse'vee.

VI

BATIS & CO

CORSETS!
KM

aa<l
©terra !

NO.

Gaantla

CLAPP'S

10

BLOCK.

ηονίβ

Iw

Ο β I Β Κ *

Η

FIRE!!-

FIRE!

marked down at almost coat prices.

I.ADIEM, TAKE ADVANTAGE
buy bargains and

sare

money at

LATHER'S
NEW

YORK

Notwithstanding the Immense Destruction of

DRY

BRAN CH,

385 Congress Street, Portland, Me.
uoyj

GOODS

.dim

—AT THE—

FAIRBANKS I

BOSTON
wheroby

STANDARD

Not

L Ε

Burned

t·

Fairbanks,

as

destroyed,

we

will

EVER

long »a they iut,

S,
10,000,000 pounds

Out,

At the Old Stand,
Hemdr

were

LOW AS
Μ

S C

FIRE,

of yard·

millions

sell

of Wool de-

stroyed
ADVANCE IN WOOLEN GOODS IS PEE
CENT.

Advance in Cotton Goods
10 PerCent.

Supply Order·.

Brown & CO.,

All Oar Dm·· Geeds

sia

Lew

si·

B?tr.

BARGAINS IN SHAWLS.
118 MILK

STREET,
ΒΑΉΟΆΓΝΘ

noie

BOSTON.

Bargains in Ladies' Underwear.

BONDS.
Portland

β'β
Bangor
------ β'β
Bath
β'β
Dayton Ohio
8'β
Columbus "
r«
Cook County
ΤΛ
Cincinnati
7's
Leeds Λ Fannington Η Κ. β'·
Portland Λ Rochester R. R.
Te
JIatne Central R. It.—old
V*
Central Railroad of Iowa, Gold Vn
Chicago, Danville St Vincennes
R. R.Qold
re

Northern Pacific R. It., Gold î-SO's

PAYSON,

33 Summer

BUXTON,

<>'<

in Drawing.

Md Wwill give special attention, te
who wish to acquire ability
ieeigning
For partlauIn making "working-drawing·.
»t St· P·"1 » Church
call on or

Ho

Jn

N.

CO.,

St., Boston,

Goods

Dry

remains

NOW

Rectory,
W. TAYLOR ROOT.

OPEN,

fall assortment of

FALL AND

SILKS,

House

intact in all its departments.

WINTER

GOODS!

VELVETS,

RIBBONS, CLOAKS,

SHAWLS,
MANTLES &c. &e.
Katrnarr to both Wholesale and Retail
I>epsrt-

nmli

-42 AVON STREET.

C. F. HOVE 1 Λ CO.
3t

Veseeli Wanted
TO LOAD

AT

Plcton, Sydney, Llngan and Port
Calcdouia, C. B.,
—

The nndemlgnod will receive nchelûT» In
ree-Hand
and Industriel Driwinj,

lildre··,

&

take great pleasure In announcing to their old ]*tron· and the public, that their

ηοΐβ

Grocery Store

CHEAP FOIt CASH.

«ans

HOVËY

C. F.

a

li/i.unui,

Evening Classes

ooTTti

Saved from tlie Fire.

dtf i·

m.

MW&Ftf

FOBBING and RETAIL

Cor Chestnut and
Oxford Sts.

rs

■ol«

PORTLAND.

Provision &

Ifl

COVELL & CO.,
Congress Cor. Brown St.,

RALE BY

molos.wrinkle* and all imperfections of the skin. Call
uad judge for yourselves.
M · »«·—«··«! wsrk at
Msderste
Price·. Aim to Please·
may 20

oc22

BARGAINS IN ETERT DEPARTMENT.

Exchange Street,

no9

IN FLAJiyEI.8.

dew

*R0VISI0NS AND GROCERIES

ι

MAINE,

almost half their real va'u

fould invite his friends and customers to
give him
call, where they will find all kinds of

Portland, Not. 13.1872
nothing but
Powder» for
prevailing "Epizootic" disease, consider it our
duty to inform the nuldic that it lias proved a success in every ense, leaving the
animal in as good a

—

siring

to

CHEAP CASH SYSTEM,

the undersigned, having nsed
WE,Grows'
Lfoiment and Condition
the

or

I* Impossible to enumerate.

all sizes, tellir
pr;cet4

having adopted the

CONDITION POWDERS.

IN
It

qualtiee, hand made.

Bsckikia

F. W.

—

do the

FANCY GOODS

REAL HI ALT A LACES !

Ladies'

as we

LARGEST STOCK

(rut sacrifice at

Beet qualities. desirable tshades, in
at 95 per cent less than our former

3t

ASD

Claiming

attractive.

GLOVES!

FRINGES!

B0NNETS,

AND
are

GERMAN AND FRENCH KIDS

Streets,

LIILTKEKT

INFANTS' CAPES

Joit received 300 doi. pairs of

Newest patterns, beet
will rush oft' 200 pieces at

KNOT.

BRACKETS,

York, consisting of

LATNERS.

BOSTON.

GROWS'

THE

SLIPPEBS,
■■OTTOMANS,

—

OSTRICH TIPPS A FEATHERS
a

also shade

Our stock of

CHEAP CASH

CO.,

BY

Stock

TVRQVOEISE
will be oflarwl at

We

selling the Mm·

PORTLAND, ME,
Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berline,
Rembrants, Medallion,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint
eard, and the retouched
uard, by whicn new process we get r!d of freckle·

&

all the eliolce shades.

PATTERNS,

Co., PHOTOGRAPHER,
Street·

order.

ia

—

VELVETEENS,

33

Departments in

Working

—

Coun-

PELEG

HASKELL,

147 Commercial St., Peril···!.
oct4-eod3mosn·

Agents for the United States.

on

BUTTER !

iu

WEB VELVETS,

now·

WHOLESALE GROCERS,

^ΚΑ Λ

To Let.
Store Houso. Aleo storage and wharfage
t0 n House Wharf. Apply to

prevalent

Druggint», !)| Market Mqnare.

SHAW Λ

Exchange st., Portland.

BBNCA.X'e SOi*8. New

so

100 Tabs Choice Vermont Butter.
For Sale by

ΡΚΒΒ,1*»Γ~
jcHlLlUIl·Worcestershire Sauce
JOII >

Dlnemes

VERMONT

ESTATE

nyers are cautioned to avoid the numerous
t( rfeits and Imitations offered for sale.

Stables to prevent

WORSTEDS, WORSTEDS!

RIBBONS,

H. M.

OPEN

DISTEMPERS

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,

BONDS of Towns and Cities, and
MORTGAGES
Improved Real Estate in the weet, liearlng
10 ner
interest, payable in the east, for sale bv
CHARLES M. HAWKES.
eep28sntf

in

Λ «peclalty of all deolrable make·, anil every pair

unfurnished
aovUdlw*

or

No. 152 Ultddle

LIME.

—

KID GLOYESÎ

MILLINERY GOOBÎ

HOPEFUL· !

Jordan,

AMD AT

Prices satisfactory to All.

Conat entrance

_YORK !

—

Sold cheap by

BAILEY,

ίο. 199 Fore St., between
Exchange and
Plum Streets.

28

other

use

or

PANIC

Bankrupt

SAVED !

Marsh &

GOODS

An Importers

Sept 4, lat 23 38 S, Ion 114 09 E, ship Don Quixote,
from Manila for New York.
Sept 18, lat 29 14 S, Ion 28 48, ship Atalanta, from
Guanape for Falmouth, E.
Nov 13. oft Fire Island 40 miles,
brig Saxony, from
West Inaies for Portland.

Medi-

«ball continue to offer the

BEST

HEAYY FAILURES

Eaton, Georgetown.

!

we

WARRANTED.

To Let.
(furnished

if·

VAJitiOluATl^

•nt.

I

Advertising

assuring all that

It·

room·

brig Ella Maria, Boyd, from

GRATEFUL

ESPECIALLY
examination ot oar

tui

FALL λ WINTER GOODS,

St PARIS STREET.

Sid 5tli inst, barque
Daring. McDona d, Portland.
Cld at Montreal 12th iust, brig
Sally Brown, Matthews, Matanzas.
Cld at Pictou 5th inst, barque Sarah Ε
Frazer,
Knight, Matanzas.
Ar at St Stephen NB 8th
inst, sch W G Mowrey,

TI. H1WKEI,
EXCHANGE STREET.

The attention of advertisers is called to the excellent and constantly improving condition of the
Daily
Press as an advertising medium. Ice circulation
which has long been the largest in Maine has considerably increased during the past six months, and is
steadily and rapidly increasing. It goes to the very
best class of readers in Portland and vicinity, is sold
largely on railway trains and steamboats, and is
found in all public places.
en

SECURITIES :

t

28

WE
Invite

To Let.

At St Martins 25th ult,
brigs Katahdlu, from Trinidad, ar 21st, to load for Portland; Maria White,
Day,
for Philadelphia, ready.
At Para 25th ult, sell D H
Bisbee,
lor
Anderson,
New York, ldg.
Cld ut Mavaguez 30th ult, brig
for
Tulu,
Reed,
Turks Islands.
Ar at Matanzas 1st
inst, barque C S Rogers, Dickerson, Pa&cagoula.
Sid 3d, brig Ysidora Riouda, Wells, for North
of
Hatteras.
Ar at Cardenas4th
inst, brig Loch Lomond,French.
Bath.
At Qonaives 3d inst, sch Lizzie
Lee, Smith, for Boston, ldg.
Ar at Havana 7th inst, brig
Gipsey
Queen, York,
New York.
Sid 4th, brig David Owen, Dunton, New York.
Cld 8th, brig Prairie Rose. Prince, Ner York.
In port 9tli, barques R A Allen,
Hutchinson, for
Philadelphia; Elba, Peterson, for New York.
Sid fm St John, PR. 3d inst,
brig Adeline Richard-

A few of these popular ten per ceut
City Bonds for
ealo by

!i»3 CONGREMH STREET

Cumberland Streers

or

Γ OB

Sept 18-mtf

AND

Hone

unsurpassed,

Id

City Building and Public Libraay Rooms.

novl8

continuation of bad weather.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

stock of

Finder will piease return to this office.

OOMESTIC PORTS.
FERNANDINA—Ar 4th, brig Selma, Richardson
Cardenas.
SAVANNAH—Cld 15th, sch Lookout, Nichols, foi
New York.
CHARLESTON-Ar 14th, schs L S Davis, Bishop
New York ; Old Chad, Stuart, Bar&coa.
Sid 14th, sch Frank & Emily, McCobb, Bath.
Cld 12th, sch Monadnock, Hammond, Port
Royal.
WILMINGTON—Ar 12th, sch Ada Ames, Adama

Portland.

CHILDREN.

Fleeced-Une

leaky

κοη, Crowley, Mayaguez.
Ar at Sagua 2α inst,

A\0

Our

for

PLEASANT
with board at 2β Free street.

a

—

tf

ONgress, Elm

Inst
and with los· ol sails. She bad been up
within a hundred miles of Delaware
Capes when sb<
encountered a heavy NW gale and was driven off

followed by

IB

Fancy Stripes,

FOR MISSES

Gold Bracelet Lo»t.
FRIDAY Evening Nov. 15th, on High,

to

CHILDREN.

ALL SIZES,

—

um.

| 1 MUNICIPAL

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

iio ν 18

SPOKEN.

GUNS,
POWDER.
SHOT,

Plain, and.

ta Boatea, by Col. Ruseell H. Conxeell, tbe graphic writer
and celebrated orator. The writer was an eye-witness.
This will be the only correct and complete account. and must sell rapidly.
Β. B. RUSSELL, Publisher, Boston, Mass.

—John

S

AND

—

antly situated on the line of the horse ears, upper end
of Confess street, will be let if applied lor at once.
Stable on premises. Arply to
novl8deod2w
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.
canvass

—

HOSIERY

For Bent.
FIRST-CLASS BRICK HOUSE, 12 Room·,
Gas and Water, in complete order and pleas-

everywhere to
WANTED—AGENTS
the History of the Great Fire

MISSES

LADIES,

A Good Brick House

A

roR

—

FOR SALE, if applied for ai once, ta a desirable location, near City Hali, a thoroughly
.built and well arranged two-story brick House
with eleven rooms exclusive of attic; large, cemented cellar, wash-room with boilers set, separate from
kitcben; is heated by steam; has gas throughout,
plenty of water and good drainage. Garden attached
with choice fruit trees. Enquire of
WM. H. .TERRIS,
novl8dlw«
Real Estate Agent.

91E9IOBA1VDA.
Sch Telumah, Patterson, 32 days from Apalacbieols
for Philadelphia with lumber, put into Bermuda itfc

NEW

CHARLES CrSTIS &
CO.,

COUNT*·.

Potatoes are worth seventy-five cents a bush1 in Bangor.
A Penobscot democrat, after
witnessing the
f uunting of the Greeley electoral vote amountlg to 30, iu a town good for 150, remarked that
'ie Democratic party was
getting "'onsoddered."
A lady was assault ul by rough iu
Bangor be)re seven o'clock, the other
evening. Unforhe
was
not
luately
caught.
The H /ii'y says the National Insurance CoinF any of Bangor, having lost 8106,000 in the

possesses the peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.
For sale by all Drnggtete.
no29 en
eodly

octlS-entf

Mr. J. K. Osgood has formed a
temperance
eform club in Waldoboro,
consisting of 100
nenibers, of which Major Clark is President,
nid Henry Farrington, Esq., is
Secretary.
Bristol reports sixteen clear days in October.
)ther parties who didn't keep an accurate ac( ount
say there were not live.

COMPOUND

—

Merino Undergarments

SEALED

£

to Λ

Proposals.

PROPOSALS will be received by the
1872,
undertone·! until SATURDAY, Nov. 23d, with
for buildinp the Marginal
Way in accordance
the plan and specifications which miv be seen at the
Treasurer's office of tbe Portland & Rochester Rail·
road Co.
Also for building pile bridge between Tukey's
Bridge and Grand Trunk Railway Bridge in accordance with said plan and specifications.
Bidders may
maki» proposals for work to be done in Cove between
Gould's Wharf and Tukey's Bridge, or a part thereof,
or for bridge alone, or for entire work.
The right to rejest proposals considered unsatisfactory is reserved to the Company.
JOHN LYNCH,
President P. Λ R. R. R. Co.
Portland, Nov. 16, 1872.
novlKiadtd

PLEASANT tenement well aupplle4 with 8»
Aηοτ18
bago water, at
lw·

J. B. LUCAS.

VKRY LOW PRICKS.

anony-

long-winded correspondent to keep
sending those long communications, as right
tney

Unir in the World.

I*

—

Sell Lewie R French, French, Brlstc'.
SAILED—Barque Rachel. Brie Martha A Berry
sailed Friday evening. Also, schs Hattie Ross. Gertrude Plummer, May Evelyn, Emma Lin wood, Eva
May, and others.

CHARLES

KNOX COUNTY.

The Camden Herald exhorts

The Bent and Cheapest Hair
Dressing
Promoter of the Growth and Beauty af the

—

Waterville has

on

Universally acknowledged

nov9sn3w

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

mous

BURNETT'S COCO AINE,

SHIRTS
AND

Sealed

Singapore.

GREAT BARGAIN.

Ο Τ II Ε Β

WOOLEN GOODS

81

Rockland.

BUY THEM AT 51 EXCHANGE ST.,

DRAWERS

are the officers elect of Blue
Mountain Lodge, No. (>7, ί'\ Λ. M., of
Phillips,
for the ensuing year: E. Field, VV.
M"; M. w.
Dutton, S. W. ; B. T. Parker, J. W.; G. 1>.
Austin, Treasurer; W. M. Chandler, Hec.v; A.
L. Bradbury, S. D. ; O. Sweet, J. D.

seen the worst of it's email
pox and there was but a single case.
Jackson potaroes are worth 80 to 85 cents a
bushel in Waterville, and eggs 34 to 38 cents a
dozen.

W. N. GOOLD.

tf

Far sale C rantry Store and Honse, situated at
Readfleld, on M. C. R. K., ono of the best points
for business in the State.
Sale positive. Terms easy.
For further particulars address at once,
D. W. CRAIG,
no8sneod2w*
Rcadfield Depot. Me-

IV Ο

tn all kind· of

WHISKEY,

do vlS

market.

Eastern Agent.
commercial St., Portland.
Sept21eodsnti

s»

mar25-dly

UNDER

last

J. K. Osgood, with the Mayor of
Gardiner,
have visited tiie schools to secure signers to tho
temperance pledge, meeting with good success.
Augusta lost two horses by the disease which
is now nearly over.

—

muuuiu
weaKncsB, and all other
diseases arising from the errors
of
or the indiscretions or excesses of mature youth
years. This is indeed a book for every mau.
Thousands have been
this
work
taught by
the true way to health and
happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
one on this class of ills
only
worth reading. 190th
edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful
French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail
cf
post-paid on
Address
price.
PEABODY MEDICALreceipt
INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bultinch Street, Boston,
Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant
Ν. B. The
author may be consulted on Physician.
the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill and
experience.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Six inches of snow fell at

i)90 & 999 Congre»· Street.

UÏSTi^KS.

The

critical stale.

WORK.

BEST OF BARGAINS

& CO.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS IN

ALEXANDRIA—Ar 13th, barque Vesuvius, Cur
tis. Boston, to load for San Francisco.
If yon want η nice Photograph or '.TinPHILADELPHIA—Ar 14th, scbs Franconia, Lea
vitt, Brunswick, Ga; L D Fisk, Baker, Gardiner
Type, go to A M. McKenny/s 161 Middle Street.
He warrents them as good as can be made in Port- I1 (îuMing Star, Yates, New York; Mary, Torrey, Nei
Haven.
and.
ag5-eod tf sn
Ar 16th, barque Henry Flitner,
Dickey, Liverpool
Cld 13th, sch Jas Bliss, Hatch, Salem.
Cld 14th. schs Lettie Wells, Watson, Boston; Ma
CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED.
ryland, Torrey, Providence.
SCHENCK'8 PULMONIC SYRUP,
ELIZA BET Η PORT—S Id 12tli, sch Ε Arculariua
Gregory, Boston.
MCnENCK-8 SEAWEED TONIC,
Sid 14tb, scbs Nellie Chase, Dalling, Portland ; Se:
Flower, Smith, do; Ontario, Barber, for Providence
SCHElfCK'S MANDRAkG PILLS,
Isabella Jewett, Hopkins, Bangor.
NEW YORK—Ar 14th, brigs Silas Ν
Martin, Hatch
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
Dcmarara 22 days ; Whilaker, Cotton, Providence
Ida L Ray, Pressey, New Haven ; schs Rescue, Kol
consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will ofley, and John Wright,Ober. Portland; Marv Farrell
ten occasion the death of tbe patient. It locks
Sir all, Machias; Highland
up the
Lass, Snow, Rockland
J Tinker. Lopaus. Providence.
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
in
Ar 15th, brig Silas Ν Martin, Hatch, Demarara 2
and,
the
action
follows,
fact, clogging
of the verj
organs that caused the cough.
days; schs J W Mai Hand, Colcord, Jacksonville; B1
Liver complaint and dysi>epsla are the causes ol
Farnham, Brewster, do.
two-thirds of the cases of consumption. Many arc
Ar 15th, brig Mattle Β Russell, York, Havana 2
now complaining with dull pain in the
days: schs Frank Howard, Merritt, Para 21 days
side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose,
Jeddie, Turner, Hlllsboro.
tongue
Cld 14th, schs Harry White, Hopkins, Jacksonville
coated, paiu in the shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
M Munaon, Dayton, Washington; Emma W
very restless, and at other times drowsy ; the food
Day
that is taken lies heavily on the stomach, accompaniulark. Bangor.
ed with acidity and belchiug ^jf wind. These sympCld 15th, brig Onalaska, Wheeler, for Lisbon ; tel
toms usually originate xrom a disordered condition ol
Idaho, Thorndifce, Salem.
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons to
Passed throusli Hell Gate 14th, schs L M Knowle!
affected, il
Peterson, New York for Portsmouth ; James Tilden
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
these cases be suddenly stopped, the lungs, liyer and
Jordan, do for Boston ; Willie Harris, from Elizabeth
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and 1 port for do.
before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
Passed through Hell Gate 15th, scbs Ε M Well·
are a mass of sores, and
ulcerated, and death is the
Kelley, Elizabethport for Portland; Nellie Chase
inevitable result.
! Dalling, do for do ; Telegraph, Reed, New York fo
Schenck's Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
do ; Genti'e, Eldridge, do for Boston ; Baltic, Parker
does not contain any opium, nor any thing calculated ! Port Johnson for do ; Ned
Sumpter, Shaw. Hobokei
to check a cough
for
do; Emma W Day, Clark, New York for Bangor
suddenly.
Schenck's Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
Eexeter, Pendleton, do for Portland ; Dresden, Cole
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
do for Providence; Lyndon, Hilliard,do for
Eastport
nourishes the system, and creates a
liealtTiy circula- S A Hammond, Paine, do lor Salem.
tion of the fadooa. When the bowels are costive, skin 1
NEW HAVEN-Ar 14th, schs Jane,
an·
Haskell,
α
David Pauut, Barker, Bangor.
billions habit,
shallow, and the natiant ia nf
SchencK'8 arftndrake Pills are required.
NEW LONDON-Ar 14th, sch John A
fros
Cook,
These medicines are prepaired by Dr. J. H.
Port Johnson for Pittston.
SCHENCÎT& SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
PAWTUCKET—Sid 13th, sch Henrietta, Nicker
Arch streets. Philadelphia. Penn.. and tor sale
son, Gardiner.
bj
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hdfiover street, BosFALL RIVERr—Ar 15th, sch
Watchman, Wall
ton, and John F. Henry, 8 College place, New York,
Camden.
sale by Druggists generally. sept3sneodtf
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 14th, seh Delhi. Emer
son. Wilmington 9 days for
Waldoboro; S Ρ Adams
TabbuLt, and Wiuner, Nash. Woehawken tor Boston
Tbe Averill Chemical Paint
Ζ A Paine, Jones, New York 'or
Eastport; Matti
WILL PROVE ITSELF.
Holmes. Stnbbs. Ban*or for
ualces, .Portland Tor New York ; Matanzas, Brag· Fou
1st—Far more beautiful then any other.
Sullivan for New York ; J H
Crowley, Crowley, Cal
2d—More durable then any other.
ais for do.
BOSTON—Ar 15th, eel* Martha Sargent,
3d—Lower in price then pure Lead and Oil.
Sargent
Bangor.
4th— To be all ready for use.
Clil 15th, sch Nellie Brown, Higgins,
Kennebec, U
5th—To require no thinning or drier.
load lor Philadelphia;
Susan, Bishop, Rockland.
Ar 16t.h, ship Poc boutas.
eth—The best wood preservative ever discovered.
Duncan, Calcutta.
Cld 16th, brig Ambrose Light,
7 th—Rain (before dry) does not wash it.
Higjdns.Wilmington
schsWmHono, Colo, Calais; Abbie Pitman, Lorn
8th—It will not run or chalk.
bard, Portland.
SALEM—Ar 14th, scbs Peiro, Kelley, Calais foi
9th—It is positively water and fire proof.
New Haven; David Wasson, Jones, and C H Macom·
10th—Covers old work as well as new.
ber, Higgins, do for New York ; Mary A Rice, Rice
11th—Superior for covering brick.
Bangor for Middletown, Ct; H Curtis, Haskell, Calais for Norwich.
12th—The best paint for iron buildings.
This paint has been, and is being used upon the finFOBE1GN PORTS.
est villas and buildings both
public and private, in
Ar at Palermo 27th ult, barque
McGilvery, Nichols,
this country, north, south, east, and
west, giving uni- Naples.
Sid fm Cronstadt 10th
versal satisfaction, and in all cises has
ult,barque Genevle M Tuckproved its
er. Tucker,
£ ear to be fully twice as long, without
Sid 1m Cadis 31st ult. brig C M
chalking or
Goodrich, Branscomb. Portland.
acking, as any other paint.
Ar at Dublin 13th iust,
ship Anna M Soaaidiog,
D. m. YEOMANS,
New
York.
Packard,
Sid fm Liverpool 1st inet, barque
Olive, Clark, tor
General

PORTLAND.

novlleiitf

sn

Still offer to their patron? tlie

—

BANK OF PORTLAND.
On, and after this date, the un.lersigned will carry
on a strictly
Banking business, at the Banking
Rooms now occupied by the Second National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the "BANK
OF PORTLAND" and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, in the regular course of the
Banking Business.

163 MIDDLE STREET,

Tuesday night.

Co

394 Congress Street and 95 Free Street,
nov7
sntf
PORTLAND, ME.

—

READY MADE

&

DAVIS & CO.

Street,

BANCDOR

P.

BOURBON

Sch Noel, (Br) Symonds, Auapolis, NS —A D Whidden.
Sch Isaac Vaneant. Ranrkll. Rmtnn—itnnVap
Sch Lookout, Johnson, Boston—Bunker Bro·.
Sell £ L Higgins, Reed, Calais.
Sell Sea Flower, Seavey, Deer Isle—Bunker Bros.
Sch July Fourth, Cobb, Bangor, to load fcr New
York—Chas Sawyer.
Snadaf, Not. 17·
ARRIVED.
Sch Commerce, Rowe, Rockport
dry rt»»U fora

Have removed their office to Rooms over George W.
Whittier's Drag Store, Congress Square.
Dr. Macalaster is now ready at liis ievr office to
wait on those requiring his professional services.
Entrance to Dental Rooms,

Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machine Co.,

ON

Porteous.

BROS.,
DENTISTS,

Fire.

Portland, Nov. 16,1872.

106 and 108 Broad
JOHN

CLEARED.

FERROTYPES, TINTYPES,
Ferrotypes, go to A. S. Davie
corner cf Exchange.

Bickford, Boston.
Stickuey, Boston—iron

Carlotta, Mulligan, Halifax, Ν

Steamer

Portland·

and

1868 and loiue
1870'im,
2 WVekie*of
of# 1867. by order
of consigner*
and owner» as a result
of tbe late disastrous lire, weofler them
at very much
lew than cost price for cash or good
note· to the
wholesale trade, drug trade and grocer·.
Thia aale
will continue for on* week from date, after that subject to further order* from the shippers. Sacnulee
and ttcck at prêtent at

tis & Davis.

MACALASTïTr

ESq, General Ag

Β. B.

a

BEmoVAL·.

the Rooms of

J. A. HAYDEK

As

qrodu.ee

DENTAL NOTICE.

Order· recoired for these Celebrated Mali

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The Lewistou Journal says the Auburn sliof
manufacturers sustained but slight loss by the
Boston fire.
The Lewiston Journal says that the merchants
of that city are paying Boston bills due 30 oi
60 days heuce.
Steamer Auburn l's challenge Steamer Androscoggin 3'b for a trial of ability, at U a. m. of
Thanksgiving day—28th inst.
Gov. Wise of Virginia lectures in Lewistou

known yet.
The News says that Charles Gibbs of
Bridgton, was taken suddenly ill a few days since
with hemorrhage of the
stoinach,andisinavery

world to

No. SO Middle St., near

COAT, PANTS AND TES'

Mr. John White of Windham owns five valuable blood horses, not one of which has suffered from the epizootic.
The Congregational and Catholic'Societies of
Brunswick, held levees recently, and enriched
their funds to the amount of 3125 each.
The Bridgton Newt says that it is
thought
that Bridgton woolen manufacturers are losers
to a considerable amount
by the Boston fire.
Messrs. It. Gibbs & Sons and Taylor &
Perry,
probably loose several thousand dollars each
though the precise state of the matter is not

challenge the

and the Chromo

FBLtr PRESERVED.

at

ANNOUNCEMENT.

Ο,oJ^

Stevens & Co.
Sch John Price, Nickemon, Boston.
Sch Ε J Skauks, (Br) Munroe, Boston.
Sell Mary Ε Bliss, (Br) Shields, Boston.
Sch Intrepid, Auderson, Boston.
Sell Maracaibo, Henley, Salem.
Sch Τ Benedict, Crockett, Boston.
Sch Martha Τ Pike. Allen, Newburvport.
Sch Willie Marl in, Blake, Plymouth.
Sch Daul Norton, (Br) Brown, Margaretvllle, NS—
wood to Randall, McAllister & Co.
Sch Louisa A Orr, (new, of Portland, 480
tons,) Orr,
Yarmouth, to load for Cuba.
Sch Ian the, Johns, Gouldsboro—canned lobster to
Buinham & Merrill.
Sch Blooming Youth. Bunker,
Cranberry Isles.
Sch Win Keen, Martin, Bremen.
Sch Mindora, Far η h am, Westport—dry fish to Cur-

THOS. G. LORIXG, Apothecary,

NEWS.

COUNTY.

9ure wa

novlsntf

re-

one

BOSTON FIRE.
WINQto removal of 850 Urrele of flne R

Sch S J Lindsey, Crockett, New York—cement to

order.
Sch Geo Osborne,
Sch Montezuma,

dysqepits evual.
Abundant testimonials from well known eitizens are
in possession of the proprietor.

UUG

19th

against

report that with bnt
the contents were

to

tion

tor Portland.

gives strength and vigor to
fortifies the nervous spitem; «peed il ν relieve·
and enre· Constipation,
Dyepepeia, Indigention Flatuuey, Pile·, & c., as no other
medicine ever has done.
Nursing mothers afflicted
with constipation, not only find in this
remedy, relief for themselves but transmit its curative properties to the child.
This medicine is a blessing to the
aged. A gentleman 80 years old who for twenty
years had suffered from, constipation, and found no
relief except by the use of
injections, was completly
cured by the use of one bottle of LOMNG'8

FIRE PROOF SAFES,

Wednesda;

The running of the stage line from Danforth
to Houlton was entirely suspended last week in
cousequence of the horse disease.
The intermediate offices were withont mails for a week,
The Houlton Times says that Levi May's
horse backed off a bridge on a new road seven
miles from Houlton, injuring Mr. May quite

is

of State.

the most

Saturday, Nov. 10.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Franconia,
Bragg, New York—passenger·
and mdse to Henry Fox. Passed 15th, 1.30 PM, oft
Quick Hole, brig Antilles, of Portland ; 5 PM, brig
Helen Ο Phinney, from Buenos Ayres via Barbadoes

digestion,
the stomach and bowels;

TWENTY

The

Lewis ton Journal cautions farmers
against selling their poultry to runner* just before Thanksgiving, as they did last year.
A Boston paper says that Danville is excited
by the long absence ajd supposed murder of
Frank Ehvell of Mechanicians, aged fourteen.
An asiociate has turned up with à bundle of
bloody clothes, which he says were soiled by
carrying of those wouuded at the Boston fire.
He says Elwcll lias gone to sea, and makes other statements
equally absurd and contradictory.
Sheriff lieene has liini under arrest, and is
busy investigating the mystery.

POUT OF PORTLAND.

Portland, June 24th, 1872.

It is reported that Gen. Cooke, now forty
three years iu the service, will resign his com
mission as Brigadier
General in a short time.
*

STATE

—

stimulates the Liver to accrete
healthy bile, the lubricator of the bowels ; it tones
up weak

We have had already opened from the Ruin· of t
terrible Are In the CITY OF BOSTON

harbo
improvements were greatly damaged and tin
water rising fifteen feet higher than ever befori
known, swept away quite a number of resi
dences.
It is conceded that Gen. Meigs will receivi
the appointment of Major General. Genera
Howard is set down as out of the race

CUMBERLAND

Gen. Grant's official majority in Pennsylvania is 137,548. Gen. Grant's vote is 3,699
smaller th in Hartranft's, a:id Greeley's
105,709 less than Buckalew'e.
The official Republican majority in New
Jersey is 14,557.

fury

as

Burglars and

mourning οι

severely, though not seriously.

it was

heir

Ê

was most severe

rid

your paper calls attention to the three great

g

Presidential election and goes into
account of the Boston fire.
The storm at Duluth, Minn.,

AND

remedy composed of the expressed juices of
Boots and Herbs which grow in our native forests.
It is not cathartic neither does it contain
any mineral or any thing that would do any harm even to an
infant. Its action is tonic or strength
giving. It

îe

AROOSTOOK COUNTT.

11,116

liable

The Chattanooga (Tenn.) Herald suspendec
issue for a jollification over the result of thi

ο

There are many indications that Mormon
leaders are making preparations to transfer
their church from Utah to Palestine. On

Republican
7,623.

This

SAFES.
Their claims

MARITSTP] NEWS.

DYSPEPSIA.

HXJRGrLA.R and FIRE PROOI

■

Philadelphia postmastership.

the

Secretary

MISCELLANEOUS.

..

9Iiuiaturc A kin nunc
November 18.
Sun rises
6.55 I Moon rises
7.05 PM
Suu sets
4.35 | High water
1.15 PM

CONSTIPATION

MORRIS & IRELAND,

By an accident on the Memphis and Littli
Rock railroad on Friday, the engineer of a trail
aud several other passengers were killed.
The ramparts of Quebec, which constitute tin
most picturesque features of that uniqui
American city, are to be destroyed. Tourist
will mourn over the lass.

Those jourtnli and orators who have been
declaring every day that President Grant is
not sincere in his civil service
reform, will
find a fact to the contrary in the case of the

vole over 1868.

nolSsnlt

substantial buildbusiness purposes can be erected foi
$15 a square foot. At this estimate the burnt
district could be covered for 81!),342,000.
The Qloucestar fisheries have been more thar
usually successful the past season. In all tht
branches thirteen vessels have been lost valuec
at 558,000, with sixty-four lives, against twecty
two vessels in 1871, valued at §103,060, wit!
137 lives.

1

Nevada
Columbia
Moraviau

for the successful treatment and cure of

C. BARNES, Sec'y.
novl8snd2t

H.

Uuba

SPECIFIC

Architects estimate that

England.

their
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DATE

FOB

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

VEGETABLE

Executive Department, I
Augusta, Nov, 8th, 1872. 1
An adjourned session of the Execntive Council wil !
be held at the Council Chamber, iu
Augusta, on Mon
day the I8th day oi Nov. Inst at 10 o'clock A. M.
GEORGE G. STACY,

ings for

column to the width of each page. In its department the Advertiser has no rival in New

crease

ujiueu

Crescent CÎty
City of Bristol
Erie
5:irmatian
Erie
Siberia

LORIKCS

β

beef, and one squaw of about sixteen years ate nine large slices, equal to about
two aud a half pounds.

The publishers of the Boston Advertise/
announce that they will with
Monday's issue
enlarge its present size by the addition of one

Political Notes.
In Delaware the Republicans

ue

Tuesday Evening November

011

F ROM

New York. .Liverpool
Nov 20
New York. .Liverpool
Nov 20
New York. .Havana
Nov 21
New York. .Liverpool.... -Nov 21
: .New York. .Rio Janeiro.. .Nov 23
Quebec
.Liverpool— .Nov 23
New York. .St Thomas.. .Νυν 23
Boston
Nov 25
Liverpool
New York. .Liverpool
Nov 27
New York. .Liverpeol
Nov 27
New York. .Havana
Nov 28
Portland
Nov 30
.Liverpool

Russia

with its tormenting tortures and terrors—TUO
"living
death", as it is called—both these distressing maladies CAN BE CUBED by a newly discovered
principle in medicine secured in

F.

win

Alfred, Nov. 17th, Mrs. Mary Sayward.

Wisconsin

DYSPEPSIA.

STATE OF MAINE.

was

Trantcrifit.

O.

Nov. 18th, 1872.

to swallow a piece of butter about half the
size of an ordinary egg, and then take a small
piece of bread. The principal article of diet

clear.

the whole the country will be

Hall,

at 7 J o'clock.

soon as

The first winter that soup was gratuitously
given to the poor in Boston, an indolent family
moved to the city from Saco, to live upon the
wasteful benevolence of our citizens says tl:e

O.

3 months.

SAUK

I

was

It takes a two column editorial of th«
World to prove that Gen. Grant's adminis
tratiou at the recent election was not approv
ed and that the Democratic party is not yei
dead. The worst of it for the World is, that
it utterly fails to make either propositior

of them.

I.

Rockland, Not. 10, Capt. O. P. Mitchell, aged 49

rears

In

3 mouths.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN ITEADIER8

What melari

warning conflagrations of Portland, Chicago
in<l Boston, and suggests a prevention.
The public press has repeatedly warned every
me against buildiog "fire proof" blocks and
ilacing upon them a tinder box called the Maninrd roof, upon which burning cinders will
oilge, and where the flames may revel in all

and horrified the world.

they reached the table, they fell to
work and ate ravenously for a full half hour
Most of them sho\v«d a remarkable fondness for
butter and bread, and their mode of eating it

taking the epizootic in th ;
coal mines of Pennsylvania ; the horses ai ;
falling from catarrh into dropsy ; the magnate s
of Europe are taking to their sick couchée
and the chickens are
being stricken with »
mysterious and fatal disease.

burning.

The Baltimoreans were greatly impressed by
the table manners of a delegation of Kiowa
Indians, that recently dined with them. The
horrified reporter says:—"Without ceremony,

are

Three Warnings.
To the Editor of the Prêts:
lam glad to notice that a correspondent of

carelessness which so often leaves them open
and offers the flames a free passage from the
cellar to the roof. This f;.ult was precisely
the one that gave the Boston fire its first
grand start.
Of course these precautions in huilding
must be supplemented by provisions for plenty of water and for an efficient fire department. It is believed that the observance of
even these rules would make it impossible for
fires to spread in tiie uncontrollable manner
that has thrice within seven years astonished

A Boston paper says: One of our noblest merchants said he felt worse Thursday at the defeat of Mr. Gray's resolution decliniug aid
from abroad than he did when lie saw his own

however,

In

head of almost every disease affecting
the human family, and its concomitant and twin brother.

NOTICES.

bmMuu ν* tuc a. u. v.

rears

the fountain

monthly meetingjof The Mutual Relief Assoelation of the I. O. O. F. will be h jlden at Odd
ΤLΓ1ΗΕ
Fellows

yet.

limited divorce from his wife, on the groun* '
of cruel treatment of him. It was an unusu
al application, for, although hundreds of wo
men have obtained like divorces for a simila r
cause, husbands are not addicted to appealin
for legal protection against their wives. Nev
ertlieless, it seemed just to this particular aji
plicant that whatever was regarded as judi
eial sauce for the husband ought to serv
equally well as sauce for the wife, and he
therefore, confidently applied for his limite '
divorce. lie failed, however, to obtain it, fo r
the Court decided that a decree of limited d
vorce is a remedy expressly reserved for ladie s
only, and that the husband, to whose hca 1
the application of domestic broom-sticks an i
flat-irons is a daily occurrence, must eitbe r
bear his sufferings in silence/ or take the e?
treme course of abandoning his too demon)
trative wife.

nations, issues and series of their coupon
bonds, and preserving them in some place
apart from the bonds themselves, because, in
case of destruction of the bends by fire or
otherwise, duplicates may be obtained unde··
a law of
Congres» passed June 1, 1872; and,
unless such memoranda are kept, it is difficult, if not impossible, to describe coupon
bonds which have been
destroyed with sufficient accuracy to obtain the benefits of the
law. The facts as to the title of registered
stock, but not as to coupon bjnds, may be
gathered from the records ol the department."

or

inadvertently omitted.
We breathe again. The stereotype plates of
Worcester's Dictionary are safe and our tongue
is not to go down among the dead languages

!

courts decided an interesting legal ques
tion the other day. A man had
applied for

Lost Bonds.—For the benefit of persons
it that the world lia» learned from the Portwho have lost United States bonds the folland. Chicago and Boston fires in regard to
lowing, from the work of Judge Richardson,
the requisites of a fire-proof city ?
A sum
the assistant secretary of the Treasury, is regreater than the valuation of the entire prop:—
erty of this State, real and personal, has been printed
"Persons
often forward to the Tieaeury defor
whatever information has been gainpaid
partment caveats of lo»t and stolen coupon
ed on this important subject.
Before the
bonds, but the only advantage gained thereby
matter beeomes quite stale, it may be useful
is that when those bonds or the coupons
briefly to summarize a part of the more im- crime in for redemption the department notifies the claimant» who have filed the caveats
portant suggestions that hive been made as
of the presentation of the bonds and furnishof
the result
generalizations from the circum- es the names of the parties presenting them,
stances of the throe great fires of the century.
in order that the loser may have all the information within the reach of the governIn order to render cities secure from the fate
ment which may possibly enable him to disof Chicago the following rules mint be obcover the parties who fraudulently obtained
tehred in their construction :
them.
The streets must not be narrow.
Beyond this the government can «fïbrd no
Neither the Mansard roof nor any other relief. There are great advantages in holders
carefully taking the numbers, date·, denomiroof must be built of inflammable material,

especially on a high building.
The partition walls must

might be called a brand snatched from the
burning, if the snatching process had not been

SPECIAL

We

as

CONSTIPATION,

Won I· a Shadow.
Flesh, muscle and mind alike deteriorate when the
stomach (alters In its duty and the bowels do not
perform their part as scavengers of the system
regularly
and naturally. In chronic dyspepsia the
Is
body
usually emaciated, the muscular fibre loose and flabby, and the bruin Incapable of iirolonged or vigorous
exertion. Every organ, every member, even the immortal mind itself, li to a certain extent
dependent
upon the stomach for support. Strengthen and regulate this feeder of the
system wTih lIoHti'in:r's
Stomach Bitters, when it fails to perform its functions properly. A good appetite, an increa<ed flow of
the gastric juice, and perfect disgestion and assimilation will assuredly be the result. The manner in
which the great tonic aud alterative effects a cureol
dyspepsia is direct and simple. It stimulates the
digestive organ,s cleansee without convulsing the
bowels
regulates the flow of bile and determines it into the right channels, and exercises a
tranquilizing influence over the nerves.

The Boston Transcript says: "We have a
right to speak pretty plainly about the fire—all
of which we saw and part of which we were.

evil

John Knox,"

must be

-1

ity.

store

sound.

are

—

News and Other Items.

choly would settle upon New England if thes
complications should settle upon the tui
key before Thanksgiving!

~

inclined to think that the proverbia I
and almost boasted wickedness of that cit;
might account for ils suddden overthrow
But Boston is proverbially good, and som<
other

<-

a

In Pitrpfield, Nov. 4, Mifi Abbie M. Nason of Dixleld, aged 20 years.
In Dix held. Nov. 6, John T. Kidder, «red 24 years,
«η of Tyler Kidder.
In Biddeford, Oct. 31, Mrs. Abigail Smltb, aged 90

itoTHiPra like vt in mediciive :

The Bid.leford Times says that the closing
entertainment of the Musical Convention at
City Hall, Saco, was very successful, both in
attendance of citizcus and in the rendering of
the various parts on the programme.
The audience was very much pleased aud manifested
it by hearty applause, The choruses and anthems were very flue. The central star of attraction was Mrs. Η. Ε. H. Carter, who was
received by her audience in a manuer that must
have been highly gratifying to her.
A Biddeford tippler whitewashed bis character the other day by falling into a large bin of
lime just s'.ackeu.
The Biddeford Times of Friday gives a
long
account of the recently discovered slate
quarry
near the cascades in Saco, which is now owned
by Messrs. Lewis, Frost and others. The slate
is said to be of excellent quality, and the company are making preparations to bring it into
the market ia large quantities. The chips will
be ground into flour to be used as for oil cloth
and fertilizers.
It is also used for fire-proof
paint, but those who have tried it say that it is
worthless.

Our new territory gained by Emperor William's award is the best sheep-raising land on
the Pacific coast.
A gentleman who was burned out at a fire in
Belfast in 180B, went to Chicago and suffered
there only to try again in Boston and come out
a heavy loser by the fire.
Mrs. Fair's cup of joy is now full. She lias
recovered the pistol with which she shot Crittenden, and is now ready for more insan-

city

a

burnei

were

V-—1. Πί

Bangor companies

τ*τ.ε».

SPECIAL NOTICES.

YORK COUNTV.

The Executive Council meets to-day. It
is expected that some very important matters
will be under consideration.

of Boston must have been made in ignorance
of the feelings of the community with regard
to if. We have yet to hear of any one outside
of theicommittee who really thinks that pecuniary assistance has béai for a moment
tens of thousands, among
necessary; while
whom ti>"-« —v- iffered most seriously by
and mortified by the hun which it places them.
[ are, deeply, profoundly
ipression of sympathy and
;er form it may have been
oiiered to them, they are not beggared, and
do
not
to let any one near them
intend
they
sutler. It is not false pride, but a decent selfrespect, w. ich is offended by the act of their
chief magistrate in taking contributions for
objects which it is their custom to provide for,
and which they are still abundantly able and
willing to tpke care of. The terrible losses of
our friends in Chicago, which made the
giving of pecuniary aid an imperative duly on
our part, and the receiving of it honorable on
theirs, have nothing to correspond to them in
Boston. Not a family is without shelter, or
has been for a moment since last Sunday at
daybreak. Not a mouth has gone without
food on account of the fire, nor Is there the
slightest danger ol it until the citymeets with
some greater disaster, or the character of its
The relief committee
people has changed.
have ex :nerated the mayor from the responof
this
sibility
step, but it is impossible foi
tbem to remove the sense of personal
degradation which many citizens feel when Mr
Gaston, whether as the chairman of the committee or as the mayor of Boston, takes advantage of the misfortune which has befallet
some of our citizens to
delegate the care ο
our own poor to the good offices of
strangers
The step is a discreditable one. It is too lat(
to remove the injury it has done; but it i:
not too late to retract i\, aud tell our kirn
friends the honest truth, that the fire ha;
caused no suffering which the ordinary cbari
ties of the city are not able and only too
willinj
to remove.

of branches of skilled labor that are giving
employment, wealth and refinement to our
people, then the State Fair at Bangor or
>»
wherever else it has been held in the r>a«<
a

Presidential election, Wednesday night by
procession, supper, ball and other festivities.

flit, will not go an la the butlntu, The
Supreme Court hae granted «η Injunction and
\ppolnted Messrs. S. F. Humphrey. Hiraia
Ruggles and Ν. H. Dillingham, receiver», to
fake charge of the company's business.
The
Qoiten

Dther

The Republicans of Iiittery propose to express their gratification at the result of the

an amiable gentleman of a rather sentimental
and impulsive turn, has evidently misrepresented the sentiment of his constituency in
asking for aid, and the best citizens of Boston,
especially those who have suffered from the
fire, are deeply chagrined by his action. The
Boston Advertiser of Saturday thus commeuts
on the situation and we commend its article
to the careful consideration of our citizens as
a
trustworthy exponent of Boston sentiment:
The determination of the citizens' relief
committee to encourage pecuniary contributions from abroad for the support of the poor

ignorant of

betting

re-establishing

their uusiness with undaunted heart and perpluck. Mayor Gaston, who seems to be

the Press which pr nounced tbe exhibition a failure in many respects or tlie Farmer
which unqualifiedly pronounces it a "success"

a

and

fect

er

Fair. If a
sized county cattle show and

stores

Judiciously.

The first issue of tins Boston paper» after
the fire contained criticisms upon its management, complaining of tho dilatoriuess and neglect to promptly blow up buildings. But it is
easier to criticise than to execute. Under the
present system there is no organized force detailed to execute such orders; but few know
how, effectively, to blow up a building, and it
is not a pleasant duty to take a load of powder in an open wagon into the midst of sparks
and flames that rush before a great fire.
Therefore, a9 one of the lessons that we have
learned from experience, the
necessity seems
to arise that there should be
organized in every
a
city company of "sappers anil miners" under
the charge of an efficient engineer oroffloer,
and that they should be provided with a fire
proof caisson or carriage equipped with fuse
and packages of powder suitable for
blowing
up a block or whole street if necessary.
Such an organization promptly used would
probably have soon stopped the great fire of
Portland and much sooner checked the great
disaster at Boston.
B.

families and their old vocation will very soon
call them, as the ready made clothing was destroyed along with th« stores containing it.
The uk rehauts and capitalists who are chief
losers, of course decline to receive gratuities
from any source, but euter upon the work of

"complete ignorance" we are quite willing to
submit the question to the
public as to wheth-

is

and

employment

efforts to injure" the State Agricultural Society and asserts that it is in "complete ignorance" of the whole matter so t'ar as it relates to the late exhibition at Bangor, and
goes on to make the assertion thit the last
State Fair "was a success." The charge of
persistent efforts to injure the society is utterly false in every respect. As to tlie charge of

|

alone will do thii ftuJ it wait be uud promptly

It la well enough for Portland, whose suffering citlzeDB received such generous aid
from Boston alter the fire of 1800, to express
lier lively appreciation of that liberality and
lier readiness to reciprocate should occasion
arise. But it is quite clear that such occasion
does nol now exist. The number of families
turned out of doors is very small and can be
readily and fully cared for through the régulai· channels of Boston's
charity, and the sewing girls need suffer no distress, as immediate
and abundant
awaits them in
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FOR CUBA.

Lay days guaranteed

in

loading:

and

discharging.

BIRD, PERKINS & JOB.,
97 South Afreet, IV· ¥.
1#3 itiHe

fltrMf, Imi··.

noTlfldlm

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER !
SMpe. Railroad Cars, Bridges, Factories, and
other building purpoie», ftirniahed
FOR
by the cargo
L short notice.
VBMBL9 WAHTED.—Coastwlae and Foi**"
RYAN & KELSEY,
lbl (Commercial
Street,
oot9tl
Portland. Me.
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THE PRESS.
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young men don't marry, and how some act whc
do." Very many of his hearers were drawn
there undoubtedly by a suspicion that some-

MONDAT MORNING, NOV. 18,1872.

CITY AND VICINITY.

thing Improper was going to be said.
tonishing how most people will flock

tain some

for postponing the fatal
day, or some crumbs of comfort to feed upon in
tlieir lonely condition. Toung women went to
solve the problem which had been puzzling
their pretty little heads for ever so long, why
in the world the men didn't propose. The rest
of the audience went for fun.

At Water ville, of J. S. Carter,
At G-orhani, of Scxvm Ageut.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewisiou, of W, F. Stanwood,
AdrrrtiNCMrnu Ts-Dijr,

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Mr. Morgan's Second Lecture.

Mr.

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
O. O. F.—Mutual -Relief Association.
State of Maine—Executive Council.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Saved—J r lan, Marsh & Co.
To Let—Pleasant Tenement.
Oold Bracelet Lost.
For Rent—Brick House.

Morgan

excuse

is

a

tall, lank, ungainly looking

man, with straight, black hair, dark, deep set
eyes, a face that looked generally weatherbeaten, a voice that alternates between a howl
and a whine, and an uacouthness of demeanor
whi«h is in itself highly provocative of mirth.
He began by an allusion to the Boston Are and
the matter of aid, saying that Bostonians felt
it "more blessed to give than to receive." Still
he thought it well to proffer assistance. If it
was not accepted we could apply it to the relief
of our own poor. He then intimated his wil-

I.

Wanted—Agents.
To Let—Pleasant Rooms.
Sealed Proposals—John Lynch.
A good Brick House for Sale.
Boston Fire—Jolin F. Banchor & Co.
Grows* Liniment and Condition Powders.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Burnett & Co.'s Laboratory.
International Insurance Co.—W. D. Little & Co.

the worst eufferers.
He
employment
then read the Boston Globe article refusing aid,
which has attracted so much attention.
He
thought, however, that attention should 1m paid
to the wishes of the relief committee.
of

to

against accepting aid, though

aim nu uvuui

Two

good composition·
Curtis and Clark.

Judge

now

6.

ment in this school. A song, finely sung by
Miss Webster, closed the enjoyable occasion.
The new uniform lately adopted by the young
ladies was worn for the first time, and it is but
justice to say that it attracted general notice
and admiration for the good sense and good

7.
8.
0.

10.
11.
12.

cjlors are alfeeling thereby illustrated. Four
lowed only, viz: black, blue, brown and drab,
and the dresses are made in shirt waist with
one mffle only on the skirt.

Loring.

Louisa A. Orr, and was towed here to load for
Cuba, with ehooks.
The same day a bark of 580 tons burthen,
named the A. c. Dean, was launched by Geo.
Russell, from his yard
atDeering. She is owned by J. 8. Winslow & Co., aud others of Portland, and commanded by Capt. Jolm E. Web.
ster. She was brought to this
to load with

deal for the River Platte.

a

fo^

Egypt
Chorus—Prayer from
Song—Non fu Sogno—I Lombard!

which has

I

ed themselves of the privilege.

I

For sale at 83 Commercial St., Portland,

tf

144 South St., Phila., Pa.
Gents:—Despite the objection of mv
Painter, I know the value of the Averill
Chemical Paint, and I declare it to be the very
best Paint I have ever seen. The gloss on it
looks like varnish, and it is of a virgin white
color, perfectly faultless and pure. Yon are at

perfect liberty

my name attesting to its
A. Watson Atwood.
Agency 83 Commercial ^

to use

value.

our

BY TELEGRAPH.

are

the resolutions
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MATTERS IN MAINE.

present-

Thonf Hotter!··.
Eastport, Nov. 16.—Gov. Perbam and Gen.
Duane
last night on the steamer, to
attend to business connected with the land taken for batteries during the rebellion.
Small Pox.
Bangor, Nov. 17.—One of the crew of the
steamer Cambridge was to-day discovered to be
sick with the small pox.
He was immediately
removed to the pest house.

arive^iere

suddenly

Affray.

During

the Brewer bridge last
night, a young man named Downs was stabbed
in five places by another young man named
Clark, who is eighteen years old.
Ban··!- Insurance Companies.
As the papers abroad have been considerably
mixed in relation to the assets and losses of the
various Bangor Insurance Companies, I send
the following statement of the assets of each
and the losses by the Boston Are :
000. losses $50,uwr EastBangor, assets
ern, assets $54(5,000, losses .#150,000: Union,
assets $550,000, losses §130,000; National, capital. 3200,000, losses Sltifi,000. Except the National, all thesacompauies are unaffected by
the lire. Its losses having been made good by
the stockholders. The National, as lias been
stated, is iu the hands of receivers.

x>u9i*ju

vulf, Ajjuieuiaw;*

lbs uic

Back Bat Improvement.—Congress, at the
last se ssion, appropriated $45,000 for deepening
and widening the channel in Back Bay.
The

stipulates that the work shall be completed by the first of April. As nothing has
been done on it so far,except to bring the "mud

^ ^

Tukey's bridge, and the season
is so far advanced, it is probable that matters
The intention is to
will lay over until spring.
deepen to eight feet below low water mark, as
diggers" up

to

This will give
far up as "Winslow's wharf."
The channel
a draft of 17 feet at high water.
will be widened to 60 feet.

>

It is

to overestimate the value of
The largest vessels can unWindow'» wharf or Deering's

impossible

this improvement.
load coal at

bridge.
Portland Light Infantry.—The grand exhibition drill and promenade concert of the
Portland Light Infantry comes off without fail

atCityHall
new

Ou r

Loring, Short & Harmon and Augustu ,
Robinson's, under the Falmouth Hotel J
also at the schoolbook, music and periodic! 1
>

in the

night. We are promised something
shape of an execution of the com-

to

p»ny movements, manual of arma, skirmish
drill, and bayonet exercise, without word of
command.
A baud concert takes place preri0U8 to the drill.

Mercantile

Library Association.—The
following resolution will be the subject of debate before the M. L. A. next Saturday even-

ing:
Resolved,

That the present working of the
Maine law under the sheriff clause is detrtmeutal to the business interests of the State.
At a meeting of the Association Saturday

evening,

J. H. Clark, VV. E. Howe, E. P. Bob
Crocker, were elected members.

erts aud Ir*

affray

Jubiliation.

The Gorman Republican Central Coiumittwe
of this city, propose to celebrate by a grand

banquet the national Republican victories in
the prosent election.
Bailraad Callinion.
A collision occurred last evening on the Erie
at
Railway Cheektowagee crossing, three miles
from her. The locomotive of one train
passed
two passenger cars of another train,
demolishing the locomotive and cars. From
fifteen to twenty ladies were iu one car, only
one of whom was
slightly injured.
Fatal College Raw.
A student of Columbia College named White
was
fatally injured in a row between two of the
classes, having been thrown over the banisters
a distance of three storiew.

through

WASHINGTON.
Treasury Balance».
Washington, Nov. 16.—The following are
the treasury balances to-day :
Currency, $#,521,169; coin, 5}72.3!i7,543; including iu coin
certificates, 321,5M,000; special deposits of legal lenders for redemption of certificates oi de-

posit, $25,730,000.

Young Men's Republican Club of Washington called upon the President to-day and

congratulated hitn upon his re-election.
The
President in reply said that the vote he received
was more
to
him
than the possession
gratifying
of the office itself, as i£ served to show that the
American people did not believe the campaign

slauders on his character.
The Pardon of OaUcamith.
The recent pardon of Appleton Oakestaiih is
regarded by Southern gentlemen as'showing a
more friendly policy and foreshadowing executive action relative to some of the ku-klux prisoners now serving out sentences iu the
Albany

penitentiary.

Award of the Mixed Cammuaien.
The Mixed Commission has made additional
ν·-,.

··

..mi/umii'û

κ/

-φ·>}ν·1".

The Prnideut'· Jlrnaic.
The President has recently been arranging
the points for bis message, but has not commenced writing it.
Some of the contents of
the document can only be inferred' from his recent private utterances,and it is safe to say that
it will be more liberal in tone, especially toward
the South, than former messages, the" recent
vote in that section beiug indicative of a better
feeling than heretofore toward the^general government, while the press is more moderate in
its utterances, not taking into account the popular majority of the entire couutry.
A Bod .llau,
Louisville, Nov. 16.—Last night the Louisville Presbytery rendered a verdict of guilty
against Rev. Dr. Gilbert H. Robertson on
charges of drunkenness, lasciviousness and
falsehood, and sentenced him to be deposed
from the ministry, and suspended him from the
privileges of the church until he shows repentance fitting him for membership.
Criminal.
Sunday night last a mob of 75 men forced the
at
Ballard
BÎandville,
jail
county, and took out
a negro named Ross
Brandon, charged with
rape on a young ladv in this city and hung him
to a tree in the outskirts of the town. The men
reported that they were from Illinois.
Yesterday in Sheplierdville, B. S. Krist
threatened John H. West with a drawn pistol.
West took Krist's pistol away and drawing
his own, shot him in the abdomen and back,inflicting mortal wounds.
Diamonds.
Salt Lake, Nov. 10.—Several stones of a
ooilection recently brought here are pronounced
genuine and valuable diamonds, which creates
considerable excitement.
The weather is extremely cold.
Grant'· Majority ia Virginia—Snow.
Richmond, Nov. 16.—Official returns from
all counties but one give Grant a majority of
The tiret snow of the season is

now

falling.

Shocking Accident.
Detroit, Nov. 16.—Six women were killed
and nine wounded by the falling of a scaffolding in the new depot in Jackson to-day.
METKOROLOOICAL.)
PROBABILITIES FOR

NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY-FOUR

THE

War Dep't, Office Chief Signal)
!·
Officer, Washington, D. O.,
Nov 17. (8.00 P.
In the Northwest and thence to the Lower
Ohia valley, northwesterly winds, partially
cloudy and clearing weather, with occasional
snow, extending to the western lakes iu Michigan. oil the lower lakes and thenoe to the Ohio
valley, slowly diminishing in pressure and increasing in cloudy weather and northwest winds.
In the New England and Middle States, southwesterly and northwesterly winds aud clear
cold weather.
Iu the South Atlantic and (Juif

States, high barometer, partly cloudy weather,

easterly winds, with occasional·
increasing temperature in the
Warning signals are ordered
for Milwaukee, Chicago aud Grand Haven.

northîrly

light

to

rain and
Gulf.

Fο κ κ ι αν

THE BOSTON FIRE.
The Eiosaea of Harvard College.
Nov. 16.—Harvard College suffers
This
by the fire to the extent of $5(51,000.
amount includes the value of the land. It will
cost $300,000 to rebuild. Towards this it has
$100,000 of good insurance out of the $215,000
for which it was insured. The permanent loss
is thus reduced to $200,000. "This" says President Eliot, "we must beg."
Salvage· of Wool and Leather.
Considerable salvages of wool and leather
were discovered yesterday among the ruins, the
value amounting to several thousand dollars.
Remain* of Yietima.
The remains of two bodies taken from the
ruins of the fire Wednesday, are with an undertaker, but there are no means of identifythem, except bv patches of clothing.
ingThe
mother of Miss Martha Hutchinson has
been found among the ruins of Shreve, Crump
Miss Hutchinson saved her& Dow'· store.
self by jumping from a window.
Search is
continued for other bodies.
A contribution of $50'J was received to-day
from the Chicago police for the Boston police.
Factory Burned.
The blanket mills of C. L. Carter, at Winchenden, Mas ., was burned last night. Loss
$20,000; partial insurance.
Lut Meeting ia the "Old South."
Boston, Nov. 17.—Perhaps the most novel
aud interesting service in Boston to-day, was
one held in the Old South Church, probably the

Great Destruction

Boston,

IrtSl

:

lllitt Will UtJ UC1U

UICIC.

iiw

wutus

υ»α auu

to the historic renown of thin venerated land
mark, which was erected iu 1730, and is now,
for the second time, occupied by troops.
The
audience was composed of several companies of
have
been
which
there
soldiers
while
quartered
guarding the city, a few citizens and a half
The interior of the church prescore of ladies.
sented a strange scene, the floor being strewn
with the litter of a soldier's camp.
The choir
was composed of soldiers, and soldiers presided
The services were condueted by
at the organ.
Rev. Dr. Manuing and Kev. Mr. Murray. This
held
their
services at the chapel in
society
Freeman place.
Varied* 3Iatler«.
The Post office in Faneuil Hall is so swamp·
ed with mails that they have to send a large
aniouat of matter to the other offices for disttibution.
Harvard College has lost so heavily by the
fire that it asks $50,000, for immediate use and
$200,000 for rebuilding.
The most interesting locality among the ruins
to-day, and one to which hundreds were attracted by the operations then in progress, was
the rear of the store of Shreve, Crump & Low.
Beneath the sidewalk waa a brick vault fifteen
feet long, ten wide and ten deep,which contained between 875,000 and $100,000 worth of silver,
including the altar service belonging to the
Trinity church; a portion of the sacramental
silver of the Brattle Square Church; a service
of silver presented to Col. Wm. Aspinwall by
the merchants of London, whose names inscribed thereon iuclude those of Geo. Peabody, and
others; a pitcher presented by Daniel Webster
to
Peter Harvey, and
other
momentoes
besides silver ware belonging to the firm.
When the building was blown down by the explosion of gas Sunday night at least 200 tons of
granite were piled upon top of the vault, but
upon opening the vault the secramental silver
presented tothe Trinity Church by KingGcorge
the III., the Brattle Square Church pitcher
bearing date of 1704, the Webster pitcher and
other silver ware was brought forth in good order. lu some parts of the vault exposed to the
hottest of the fire articles were melted.
The remains of Daniel Cochran, late 2d Foreman of Hook & Ladder No. 4, were exhumed
from the ruins on Washington street to-day.
They were charred beyond recognition, but
identified by a tag with keys attached. Shortly after the finding of Cochran, Capt. William
Farrie, of the same company, was exhumed
and identified by a gold chain belonging to his
wife.
Michael Caddy has been missing sinae Saturday night, and was last seen at the falling walls
on Summer street.
This forenoon William Kelley had his right
leg broken by the falling of a wall which he
was

engaged

in

removing.

Varionn matter*.
San Francisco, Nov. 16.—The people of Arizona protest against having the territory transferred to the department of New Mexico, and
against the assignment of Gen. Howard or any
one else to the command in place of General

Crook.

Apaches living in San Pedro Bottom are
dying rapidly of consumptioa and scrofula.
The steamship Arizona is twelve days overdue. She has notbeeu heard from at San Diegr
and fears are entertained of her safety.
The

Sheriff Brennan denies that he has been in
dieted,

of

Life and

Property.
Entirelv

An Island.

Sub·

merged.
Copenhagen, Nov. lfi.—The storm which
raged in the north of Europe on Wednesday
and Thursday was very disastrous
throughout
Denmark and

The wind blew a
fell incessently.
overflowed
Streams
the banks, inundating tin
for
miles
around.
Immense
country
damage
was done to seaport towns and numerous marine disasters have occurred.
Reports of the
loss of twenty-four ships are already received.
Half of the town of Proesto, in the island of
Zelaud, on the Baltic, is laid waste by the force
of the wind.
The small island of Botoe is entirely submerged by water and every inhabitant drownon

the coast.

hurricane, and rain and

snow

Another Account—Eighty Vessel· Wrecked.

London, Not. J6.—A despatch from Strataund to-day reports eighty vessels totally
wrecked in the gale. The town is considerably
damaged by inundation. The fishermen on the
ialauds of Zinget, Dare and Hiddensoe lost all
their smacks ami

contents

were

apparatus. Their houses and
heavily damaged by high wat;r.

Nearly all the cattle on the islands were
drowned. The mills were flooded from the sea
and the inhabitants are suffering greatly for
The
want of fresh water, food and shelter.
government has despatched steamers with supto their relief. The island of Uugen also
ost heavily.
Mauy of the fishing boats were
destroyed and the fields near the coast are
flooded. The loss of life, both on the islands
and tnc main land, is very great.
Spanish IVews,
Madrid, Nov. 16.—The health of King Amadeus is improving.
Capt. lien. Hidalgo has resigned and the
conflict between the authorities and artillery
has ended.

frties

An

English

fltenmer Disabled.

Halifax, Nov. 15.—[Special to the Boston
Advertiser.] Tho Cunara steamer Malta, from
Boston for Liverpool, broke her shaft on Wed
nesday and is now (9 p. m. ) off this harbor. A
The Malta
tug will be sent for her at once.
will likely have to remain here until a shaft is
sent from Liverpool or New York.
Halifax, Nov. 16.—Schooner Jane was seized at Cornwall yesterday for violation of the
revenue

laws,

The steamship Neptune, which was driven
ashore in the late gale, has been got off and is
believed to be uninjured.

ENTEHTAINMEyra.

Will glvû

THE

of

the

epizootic.

ON

HALL.

Administrator's

Consisting of

j

From

Plate,

a

of the most Eminent Composera, and

some

variety

Tickets,

50 Cents Each.

Stocklirid^e's, Hawes

Fer farther partieular*
nov7-10t

1

Exhibition Drill !
Band and Promenade

Estes",

—

INFANTRY,
HALL,
18, '7!l,

NEW !
SOMETHING
The Company will execute the entire

j

Company movements,
Skirmish Drill anil

northerly

Manual of Arm»,
Bayonet Kxereixr

from beginning to end without commande, a thing
which ha» never been done by any other enrapanv in
United States. Band Concert previous to drill.
Tickets 50 cents each, to be had at usual places and
at the door. Clothing cheeked free.
SEKGT. F. K. DOW,
)
PRIV. .1. W. DOD'VE.
{ Committee.
vlie

Ntcaubontn.
New York.—150

aud

aocount of weather.

on

dtf

13 1
130$

130]

130

Eastern Uailroad
ÏMew

103}

illoNef ITIarket.
New York, Nov. 16—Morning.—Gold at 113J.—
Money at 7 per cent. Sterling Exchange, 108g @ 110$.
Stocks steady. State bonds dull.
The following were the quotacions of Government
l'ork Niock nntl

securities:
United States coupon G's, 1831
United States 5-20's 1S62
United States 5-20's 1804
United States 5-20's 1803, old
United States 5-20*8 1805, new
United States 5-20'e 1807

1103
112*
112*

112}

lll{[
115|

United States 5-20's U68
United States 5's, new
United States 10-40*8., coupon
Currency 6's

lCSl

113$

Erie

50j
71

were

road securities:

REV. HENRY WARD REECHER
WILL

in the

the quotations for Pacific Kail-

Central Pacific bonds

100
87

Uuion

Pacific do
Union Pacific stock
Union Pacific laud grants
Union Pacific income bonds

UUnr ia

Cincinnati, Nov. 16.—Pork quiet; new mess at
13 00 on spot and U 75 tor Doc. Lard quiet ; kettle at
7?c; steam 7Jc; Bulk Meats steady; shoulders at 4ic:
cfear rib sides at 6|e ; clear sides 7c: partially cured
and loose sold Jc higher. Bacou ouiet; shoulders at
5J @ 5ic; old and new clear rib slues 10c; clear sides
104c. Sugar cured Hams sold at 16 @ 17c. Live Hogs
quiet at 3 80 @ 4 25. Whiskey dull at 89c.
Detroit, Nov. 16.—Wheat steady; extra at 1724;
No 1 White 1 634; Amber Michigan 1 45. Corn steady
at 15 @ 454c. Oats in lair demand at 30c.
Charleston, Nov. 16.—Cotton dull; Middling uphinds 18c.

Savannah, Nov. 16.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands at 18}c.
Mobile, Nov 17.—Cotton quiet ; Middling uplands
I

Orleans, Nov. 16.—Cotton

New

in

Middling upands 18Jc.

fair demand;

lfO.99 KXCIIAXCii: STRFhr.
Next below Merchants' Exchange.
JOSEPH 8. BAI1.EY,
GEO. W. PARKER.
RKFEHF.NfES—Mesura. H. J. Llbby & i,o., and Hon.
Charles P. Kimbal r«ml,tnd. Me.; Messis. Leonard
& Co., and Lee & Shepard, Boston.
aid It

30

4t

HOT15

TO

Rev. Henry Morgan, of Boston, will deliver hie
second lecture Wednesday evening, Nov. 20th, at
Hall.

wear

them."

Lecture at

Doors open at C.30.

7:30.

Admission only 120 cents. Go early and avoid the
rush, as this is one of his best lectures.

the recent

aci Ion of the Dominion Parliament
BY
partie» resident in the United States
obtain Letter* Patent for
can

3t

novl8

Canada.

Inventors now holding Letter» Patent of the U. S.
can obtain Canadian Lei ters Patent, if the American
Paient is not mote than on ; year old. This Is of the
highest importance, at* without this protection,
articles patented in the United .States can be manufactured in the Domini >n. Having un agency of
Messrs. ('. Legge A Co., the leading Patent firm of
Canada, we are prepared to make inch application·,
and forward them without any delay. The est of obtaining Canadian Patents is very nearly tLe same as
American. In ordinary cants $00 to
currency
will cover the whole cost.
Inventors favoring us with their business may
rest assured that all possible despatch will be made,
consistent with the careful preparation of their cases.
Call on, or address, for further information,

RECEIVED THIS DAY

Ratter,

130 Tabs choice Vermont

Made in September and October.

D. B. RICKER & CO.,
Grocers, 185 Fore Street.

Wholesale
tdocl4

Ladies Dresses and Cloak
auil

goods

Ni w
Samples shown

and easy.

SCK1BSEK & JOltDAX,

leading Honses in
any
Suits and Cloaks mad; to
L·. R. MARTIN,
2 Modistes Building. Elm street.
Portland.

PATENT

New York.
No.

nov4d2m

novl5

OF

BONDS.

—

Fall and Winter

Millinery

Portland City

I

tf's
Rockland City
6's
Bath City
β'»
St. Louis City
.....
tt's
Leeds & Fariuinçton, (Guaranteed,) 6's
Maine Central, Consolidated.
7's
Cook County, Illinois,
7's
Clay County, Illinois,
7's
Iowa Central, Gold,
7's
Northern Pacific Gold,
7.80's
West Wisconsin R. R., Gold,
7'»
Exchange on England, Srotiaud and Ireland.

JUST RECEIVED AT

MRS.

CUSHMANS,

Cor. Congress arid Oak Sts.
Also

nice assortment of

a

HUMAN

HAIR

At lowest €ai)h Prives,
eod3w

no9

Sewing Machines!

FOR

Sept 5-dtfls

MEWING

.71 AC H INN
sold on Hmall
Cash luefalmeut», or work furnished
alter the first pavment of TEN DOLLARS which we
require in cash, the balance to be paid for in work,
which we furnish at good prices. This is an extra
chance to get a good Sewing Machine on easy payment. We will pay cash for all work done over ten
dollars i>er month. Ladies on our work can easily

monthly

Twenty
more

te

Thirty Dollar*

per

Kingston, Ont., despatch reports a heavy
storm on Saturday.
Nearly 200 freedmen will sail from New York
to
Liberia, Wednesday, under the auspices of
the American Colonization Society.
In Dummer township, Ont., a farm laborer
A

snow

on

Hardware & Metals,
14, 16,

ma-

Good Agents Wanted
Town.

particulars call

on or

in

11

We hereby give notice that our store

address

\. If. WJIITE &

WAS

Co.,

BOSTON.

ders

FOR

26 Oliver

APPLY

prepared

onr

CLERK'S OFFICE,
uovtMlw

usual

promptness.

following

NOTICE
All who desire

Stylish and

a

ean

obtain the same, and at

C. F.

named Briton, recently murdered the wifo and
child of his employer.
The Tribune says there is very little foundation for the contemplated uuioo between Tammany and Apollo Halls.
Τ
epizootic is spreading in Wheeling, West
V»., seri jusly interfering with business.
All but ten counties of Tennessee giv· Gree-

ley 8,213 majority.

Washington
day.
The

had

a

short

French authorities

twenty-three

liste.

cases

of

enow

at

rifles

storm

SPECIAL NOTICE.

44

FIT,

JELLERSON'S,
Street,

and leaving their measure.
The best work is done
here. Those who have work done here can f ESTIF Y
to its qualities. The Custom Department is under
the management of Mr. J. W. Farrell, one of THE
BEST workmen in New England.
Aiso one of the
best stocks of First Class Sale Goods for retail, constantly on hand. All styles, sizes and widths, for
Ladies and Gents. Call and eqamlne for yourselves.
Portland Sept. 11th, 187'^
sepl2-eodt f

HAVING

Satur-

Perignau seized

going

to

CHASE,

ALBERT

MC1I. 11. PRB9COTT

|)has

Thirteen stores, the court house, post-offlce
and a number of dwclliugs at Fort Smith,
Kaneas. were destroved by fire Saturday. Loss

«100,000.

John Watson of Titusville, Pa., with his
were bound by live masked men and his
e robbed of 82000.
Iu Arkansas, Baxter (Beb.) lias 700 majority
for Governor, but several of the "Reform' can-

family,

didates are elected.
The Cincinnati city ouncil is taking measures to prohibit the building of Mansard roofs
as now constructed.
Saturday morning Buffalo reported two feet
of enow on the level.
Charles King of New York, has been arrested
for embezzling Ç60,000 while manager of a
company in Kio.
The opening of the Australian telegraph waf
celebrated in London by a banquet, Friday.
Judge Durrell of New Orleans, has granted a
temporary injunction restraining the returning

First Class

Carriages

At Factory

«2

aud

A Τ W Ο Ο

WM.

PREBLE

STI!ODER

Having secured first class workmen in all branche
buy nothing but the best of stock, I believe lean
build work second to none in style, lightness, strength
and durability combined. Particular attention given
to all kinds or repairiug. All those who wish t* have
their carriages stored and insured during the winter
and put in repair for spring can do so at low rates.
A speciality of repairing all kinds of springs. All
orders in this lino by express will be promptly attended to. By strict attention to business I hope to
receive

a

liberal share of

patronage.

Xeferences—Charles Sagcr, C. J. Walker, O. & L.

P. Warren. P. G. Blanchard, J. F. Libby, Hanson
C.av, Leander Valentine, C. F. Savgent, Eliae Thomas ά Co., J. M. Brown, J, P. Libby, S Baker.

oc22

TT&Stf

Steam Engine For Sale.
portable Steam Engene, six horse powei
of the Ames Co. manufacture. May be seen al

ANEW
Union

48

itreet.

nov2ood3w&w4w

Ν OR HI S HULL & CO.

M.

MARKS

I09 ΚΧΙΊΙΛΚΙίΚ "T..

SL.KIOH,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
Κ very

(Patented by Hugh Mmith,Oct. 3,1871.)

gaining favor for the following

&

βδ Tubs Vermont

reasons:

.184 <

mTKFKT.

Chinese aud

Japanese Goods.

We bare just receive*! overland

IVOR!
eodtf

;

I

1

Wanted.

AND

other Uoo<ls, some very rare and beautiful.
There are Olovc B..i"·
""
f
Puzzle·, Ac., to whl. h we Invite attention.
-te

DOUGLASS.
^

Caution.
day fori.Id all

personsharborlng
inemy wile Mary K. I'eaco
my account
Ino
debt· of her
i.h.iinavno bills
after
this

or

Cais illeWare-

house receipts given.
uov4eod3w*

s MA 1 ONE
E.A.NORTON.

trust

on

or

I

btadate
Qtlsfleld. Oct. 2T, irr-2.

AGENTS!

A

a

contracting

MlilUULL

P*.XtO.

novAI3w«

RARE

CHANCE

We will pay all Λ lient» 340 |>er week in
ccuk, wko
will engage witti ns AT osce.
Everything furnlsted
; and ex lenses paid. Address
notettw
A. OOULTKR & CO., Cl
I
arlottu, Mtcb.

Gait Block Warehouse Company, I
for Flour anil Mercb.in.Hse.
STORAGE
chareed ami loaded In front of theMore».

consignment of
WOOU

and

HAYES

d3m

Xos. 5 and C «nit Blot·*.

a

HANUAI.

novU

To load I.ambcrat Portland,
Machlas. Calai», Montreal, amiBangor,
Southern Porta, for the Ki*cr Plane.
AUn, To load Coal, at Pictou, Llnstan, and Port
Caledonia for New York, Boston,
theSjuond port»,
anil St John, Ν. Β.
BIRD, PERKINS & JOB.
103 State St., Boston. 27 South St
Niw York,
π iv 14

and Canada llntter.

William .11 ill ikon &
Co.,
novl3«12w»

SOITH GRAY.

Vcssels

pr.imi.tly and «artfully

Also the beet brands of
Family Flour for sale by

COBB,

oc22

»"rk

"choice butter.

1st—It is vastly more durable, being constructed
without tenon or mortise, secured by bolts only.
2d—The post with a brace is of best quality malleable iron.
3d—Its elegant and light appearance,
4th—The ease with which it can be repaired.
Parties intending to purchase are resj>ectiully invited to call and examine our varied assoitment of
both single and double sleighs.

SMITH

Description of

executed, anil at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc

This sleigh was awarded the SILVER'MEDAL at
the New England Fair, held in Lowell, Mass., also
highest Prern um at the State Fair holden iu
Bangor. It has been extensively used before a criticising public for the last four years, and is rapidly

STREET.

and

Γ>,

Book, Caul & Joh Printer,
Smith's Patent Metallic

Sleighs

Ε. K. Lcmont,

arrived from Norfolk with Oysters for

43. 47 & 49 CENTRE ΜΤΙΙΕΙ'Τ.
Fat, fresh and délirions.
nov14ri2vtis

Manufacturer of all kluds of

the Car-

44

OYSTERS.

the

leased my Carriage Factory (recently
occupied by Lockhart & Sloan) to ALBERT
CHASE, to continue the mantifacturiug of Carriages
and Sleighs, and knowing him to be a tirst class mechanic, and one thoroughly acquainted with all
branches of the business, 1 would cheerfully recommend him to mv former customers.
Ε. K. LEMONT.

desired.

44

short notice by coming to

ΙΟΙ middle

—

··

Made to fit the FOOT, though it be
TO

TUE

Individuals

John Chailton, late Private Co. B, 17 Me. Inf.
44
44
"
·'
Jordan B1 ickatone, '·
E, 44
Henry T. Welch alias Walsh late Private Co. K, 13
Me. Inf.
Joeeph N. Walsh, late
Private Co. B, 4th, Mass. Cav.
44
44
4'
Jftlin A. Sargent, 44
Me.
1st,
"
M
44
··
Thomas Givens,
Vet.
(J,
"
44
"
Thomas Fox,
Inf.Vols
H,
29th,"
44
44
Chas. H. Merrill. 44
32th, 4*44 4 4
44
Benj. M. Winch,
5ib,
44
"
41
44
44
44
David Given,
E,
4<
44
44
Jos. N. Stanworth,44
F. Iltli, 44
"
"
Orman E. Hiuee, 44
A. 1st, Battlin 17
U. S. Inf.
Charles Nichols, 44 Seaman U. S. Navy,
Robert D. Bond,
Henry Burnhaxn, late Private 9th, Mass. Battery,
novffdti
C. P. MATTOCKS, 88 Middle Street.

Perfect Fitting Boot,

DIFFICULT

CITY Bl'lI.DIXC.

OF

—

eodlm

(The Best Thing Yet.)

unchanged.

!*RW

POST OFFICE ADDRESS

J. W. CHADWICK & CO., Agents.
ηονίδ

TO

W. FESSENDEN,

D.

ARE NOT BURNED,
all orders with

Kennebec

Bound Volumes from 1MJ to 1869
iucIuMve, Itounil Volume* and
unbound from 1NG3 to 1M70.

Street,

OUR STORE AND FACTORY

to fill

Weekly

Journal,

BOSTON.

we are

SALE.

The Thrice

We hereby give notice that

and

DESTROYED

recent Fire, and we are prepared to fill all orwith our usual promptness.
novl5tllw

ocl0eoel2w

Boston Lead Company,
22, 24 &

NOT

by the

Place.

Temple

Oliver Street,

BOSTON.

Every

London, Nov. 16—11.30 A. M.—Consols opened at
92J for money and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20's 1865, old, 90};
do 1867, 93J; 10-40s, 87$; new 5e, 88$; Erie Railway at

American securities—U. S. 5-20e 1865, old, 90$ ; do
1867, 93 ; do 10-40s, 87$ ; new 5s, 88j ; Erie 40J.
Liverpool. Nov. 16—1.30 Ρ, M.—Cotton closed

18 & 20

Machine» Ment into the Country.

Sleighs! Sleighs! Sleighs!

for money and account.

67 Exchange St.

month»

than enough to pay their instalment
chine.

For

BY

WAV A. CO.,

from

earn

SALE

WE £. WOOD, Ag't,

AXL KINDS OF

European .Market·.

Frankfort, Nov. 16—11.30 A. M.—United States
5-20's, 1862, at 96$.
London, Nov. 16—1.30 P. M.—Consols closed at 92J

MW&F 2w

THE NEW STYLES
—

ADVOCATES,

999 Congress stret Portland .He.

40$.

MINOR TELEGBAJI*.

IUVEITORS.

Canadian Patents.

Subject—"Old Bonnets, and they that

City

Boston and

Wheat active and higher; No 1 Spring at 1 15$; No 2
Spring at 1 03 on spot or Nor ; 1 034 Dec : No 3 at 924c ;
rejected 82 @ 83c. Corn steady ; No 2 Mixed ut 3l}c
on spot; 30}c seller Dec ; rejected 29@29Jc.
Oats
firm ; No 2 at 21} @ 22c ; rejected 19 @ lOJc. Rye in
fair demand and higher; No 2 at 53c. Barley in fair
demand; No 2 Fall lower at 61$c. Provisions quiet
and weak. Pork lower at 13 50 for new ; old soi I
nominally at 14 50 @ 15 00 on spot. Lard steady at
7$c. Oroeo Hams lower at 7$ @ 7|c on spot; other
green meats unchanged. Whiskey steady at 89c.
Lake Freights—Wheat to Buftalo 11c.

19th.

TIR. MORGAN AT CITY HALL.

77

70£

18*c.

—AXl)—

AUCTIONEERS

Nnbject—(A New Lecfare.)
Tickets for the Course $1.50: Evening Ticket*
cents each. Reserved teats (additional) $1.00.
Doors o{>en at 6}. Lecture at 7} o'clock.

Baeteil, fitting graceful
CUTPatterns
constantly received.
and
sent for from
of the

Wheat 184,489 bush; Wheat aUuat ic ijetwir aua
scarcely so mucli doing as yesterday, with a fair export and moderate milling demand ; we quote sales at
1 44 @ 1 51 for No 2 Soring afloat, 1 58 <g 1 59 for No
1 do; 1 58 @ 1 65 for Winter Bed Wstern, 1 66 @ 1 74
for Amber Western and 173@200 for White do;
sales 46,000 bush at 1 40 for No 3 Spring; 1 43$ @ 1 44
for North Western Spring in store, 1 51 for No 2 Milwaukee, 1 GO @ 1 65 for Winter Red Western, 1 70 for
White State, 1 76 @ 1 9o for White Western. Rye is
quiet and nominally unchanged. Barley fairly active
and without decided change in price; sales 38,000
bush at 95c for choice Western ; Canada West
part at
1 17 and remainder on private terms; 2-rowea State
at 80c. Barley Malt,is quiet. Corn—receipts 303,665
bush: Corn heavy aud lower; sales 72,000 bush at
63 @ 63Jc for steamer Western mixed; sail 63J @ 64c;
closing at inside price; high mixed Western nearly
Yellow frtyc. Oats—receipts 16,025 bush ; Oats active
and firmer; sales 110,000 bush at 46@47Jc tor new
Western Mixed; 48 @ 50c for old do; 47@50c for
new White : 45 @ 4ec for State ; 42 @ 46c for black
Western. Coal firmer at 5 05 @ 5 50 for Anthracite
per ton per cargo. Eggs firm at 32c for Western, 33
@ 34c for State and Pennsylvania. Hay firm with
unchanged prices. Hops decidedly firmer ; 1872 quoted at 33 @ 38c; 1871 at 20 @ 25c. Leather firm : Hemlock sole, Bueuos Ay res and Rio Grande light middle
and heavy weights at 28 @ 30c ; California 27 @ 28c ;
Orinoco do 27 @ 27ic.
Wool active and decidedly
higher; fall clip California at 27} @30; Spring clip
do 36} @ 45c ; Texas 30 @ 43c ; pulled 45 @ 60c ; tu1>bed 62}e. OofTee infirm; sales 1500 bags on private
terms; Rio quoted at 15@18}c Gold. Sugar dull;
fair to good refining quoted 9} @ 10c; sales of 300
hhds Cuba at 9$ @ 19Jc. Molasses dull at 22 @ 30c for
Muscovado. Rice firm at 7f @ 8£c. Petroleum quiet
at 14|c for crude and 27$ @ 27*c for refined. Provisions—Pork dull; sales 275 bbls at 15 75 @ 15 85 for
Beef quiet ; sales 100 bbls
mess ; 15 00 for prime mess.
at 4 00 @ 8 50 for plain mess ; 8 50 @ 10 00 for extra
Beef Hams firm ; sales at 30 @ 83 for new
old do.
Western. Tierce Beef steady; sales 800 tes at 13 00
@ 14 00 prime mess; 16 00 @ 19 00 for India do. Cut
Meats quiet; sales 10.000 lbs bellies at 8c; middles
steady ; sales 50 boxes short ribs at 8} ; 500 boxes short
clear tor Jan at 7|c; 7000 boxes long aud short clear
for Winter on private term·; 300 do for firs* half Dee
at 7|e. Lard quiet, and unchanged ; sales 1500 tes at
8i @ 8Jc for new No 1 to prime steam ; 83c for kettle
rendered. Butter quiet at 10 @ 16c for Western; 24
@ 30c for State. Cheese dull at 11 @ 15c for common
to prime. Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine dull at
61 @ 61Jc. Rosin dull and heavy at 4 30«for strained.
Tallow active and steady ; sales Jflp.OO Ids at 9} @ 9$.
Freights to Liverpool quiet ; \TOeat per sail 9d; do
per steam 9Jd.
1C

the

of

course

34J

DomeMtic lflarkriH.
New York, Nov. 10—5 P. M.—Aslies steady at 8 25
for pots. Cotton in very limited demand ami without
decided change in price ; sales 1015 bales at 191c for
Middling uplands. Flour— receipts 23,503 bbls; Flour
scarcely so active and without decided change, with
moderate export and home trade demand, also fair
inquiry for forward delivery ; sales 9100 bbls at 5 75
φ 610 for superfine Western and State: 0 05 @0 95
for common to good extra Western and State ; 7 00 @
7 70 for good to choice do; 7 75 @ 8 65 for common to
choice White Wheat Western extra ; G 85 @ 9 20 for
common to good extra Ohio; 7 00 @ 11 00 common to
choice extra St. Louis ; also sales of 5000 bbls extra
West rn for Dec delivery at 7 00; market closing quiet.
Southern Flour in fair request without material
change in prise ; sales 050 bbls at 7 00 @ 9 10 for coin
mon to fair extra; 9 15 @ 12 00 for good to choice do.
Rye Flour firm ; sales 2i0 bbls at 4 75 @ 0 3D. Corn
Méftl quiet and unchanged. Whiskey quiet and unchanged; sales 100 bbls at 95Jc. Grain—receipts of

Vn«

Commission Merchants,

LECTURE

present

TUESDAY EVENING. Nov.

order.

Pmninn

M. S. BAILEY & Γ».,

THE

DELIVER

SECOND

115|
1091

The following were the opening quotations ot
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co
77
Pacific Mail
8GJ
Ν. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated.... 93*
Erie preferred
The following

.Α.,

Mercantile Library Association,

Ιδ.]

Boston anil Maine Railroad
Boston & Maine Railroad

L.

M.

Also oue fourth in commou and undivided with
Nathan Pope and .Joseph Pope, of a lot of land iu
sai l Windham known as the "Meeting House lot,"
bounded southeasterly by the road from Gray Corner to Gorham Comer,
southwesterly by land of John
Hamilton, northwesterly by land of*Stephen Staples,
and northeasterly by the old road from Hall
Staples'
h .us.· to pipe's
Mille, the sane being caroeeed by a
new road from said Hall
Staples' to Pope's Mills.
NATHAN POPE Administrator,
Estate of Isaiah Pope.
Windham, November 0th, 1872. noil lawUw M

PKARSON, J

COKP. Ε. II.

postponement
novS

[Sales
Boston & Maine Railroad
Sales at Auction.
Boston & Maine Railroad

ember next at ten o'elock in the forenoon, the following described real estate belonging to the estate of
Lsaiali Pope late of said Windham deceased, to wit:
—A certain parcel of land tdluaced in ><aid Windham,
wilh the buildings thereon, bounded southerly by
land of Isaiah Pope& Co.. easterly by Pleasant river,
and westeily by
northeily by iaud of Robert
the road leading to Windham Hill; being the homestead of said Isaiah Pope, and subject to a mortgage
to Caleb H. Murch to secure the payment of one
thonsan i dollars and interest, dattd Jan. 4th, 1870,
and to a mortgage to Jefferson Mabry to secure the
return of certain bonds, dated July 25th, Ui71.
Also a lot of land in j-aid Windham, bounded Foutherlv bv land of Robert Estes, e isteiiy by said r<*ad to
Windham Hill, and
and westerly by tlio
Asa Mayberry road; being snbject to the above uamed mortgage to Jefferson Mabry.
Also a lot of land in said Windl am bounded northeasterly by land of Joshua Tukey ; southwest by
land of Oliver Pope and other boundaries by Pleasant
River to Tukey's line.

CONCERT

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL,.

Hornton Block Mil.
at the Broker's Board, Nov.

AdminiMratorN Auction Sale of
Kcul Estate·
PURSUANT to a license Iroui the Hon. John A.
Watermau, Judge οt Probate for the County of
Cumlierlan'l, 1 shall sell at public auciion on the
premises In Windham on the fourteenth day of Dec-

I.

j

from

F. O. BA1LKI' A'
Portland, Oct. 1372.

email bills.

see

P.

—

belonging

D. H. INGRAHAM, Adm'r.
CO., Auniaiirr».
oc21.2B<itn«v4tdUl

Cragin's,

<&

arrested Sunday for violation of the elecMY THE
tion law.
The police of New York made a raid on nine
PORTLAND LIGHT
Broadway concert saloons, Saturday night, and
AT CITY
arrested all the proprietors, bar-keepers and 100
1
female waiters.
MONDAY EVENING, Nov.

Steamer Frak<oma

elock P. M.. the
following described real
to the estate of
Epnraiui P. Gammon, late ot Portland, In sal l
county, dccwised. viz:
A lot οι land with a two
story dwelling house Hereon, situated ou Anderson street, hi will Portland,
and numbered one on snid street. The lot ο isuies
forty-one feet and nine Inehes from with a
nth of
forty·one foet. Term* made known at lime or sale

SOLOS AND LIGHT PIECES,
Which cannot Call t-j please the hearer.

were

bales rags. 29 do cotton, 6 do burlaps, 200 rolls leather,
250 bags phot, 1400 fire-brick. 1700 bbls flour, 30 tubs
butter, COO ht chests tea, 800 boxes raisins, 100 do tobacco, 50 do clocks, 25 do soap, 60 do starch, 50 do
drugs, 25 do hardware, 200 do window glass, 23 do
clothes pins, 50 do cbeese, β plates steel, 15 casks
skins, 10 do white lead, 10 drums soda, 30 bbls glass
ware, 520 bdls paper, 16 bbls alum, 1 piano.

n~xt,
estate,

of

Fur sale at J. C.
and at the door.

of Heal 2£κ-

Sale

LRSUANT to a licen.se from the Honorable
JudgH of probate wkhin and for tlio County of
uumberlaud, I bIuiII bcII at public auction, on the
premiM'8, on FRIDAY, the V2d day of November
at 3 ο

CHORUSES
!

Special prayers were offered ill all the Cathedrals ot' France, Sunday, for the National Assembly. The Govern nient officials attended
escorted by troops.
Messrs. Morgan, Kimbo and McNeills, conservative members of the Alabama Legislature,

Krecipla by Kiiilrod»

other kinds of Sewing Machines, Sewing Maehine attachments, 1 j; "..I S *tn Safe, l>i bk, Counter, Cases,
&i\, See.. 2 good Ilorsof», 2 lino WatfOUS and J Sl< i^b.
novlGdtd
VV. S. DYER, Agent.

Monday Evening, Nov. 18,

The German government has issued a decree
forbidding railway companies from transporting emigrants fro 11 the interior to the seaboard
for less than full rates.
Thirty vessels are loading with wheat at San
Fraucisco and 185 are due for wheat freights
before April 1st.
Dropsy haa attacked ihe sick horses at Troy,
Ν. V., and the disease is worse.
The business portion of the town of Abbeyville, S. C., was destroyed by fire Sunday. Loss
$50,000 ; partly insured.
Robert W. Estlin, of New Orleans, was shot
by Capt. Edward l)ix, in the Southern Hotel
at St. Lonis, Sunday night.
Dix was locked
up. Kstliu's wounds are slight.
The annual meeting of the American Woman
Suffrage Association will be held at St. Louis
Nov. 20th and 21st.

dtd

Positive sale at Auction.
THURSDAY. Nov. 21, at 10 o'clock A. M., will
be sold all the Furniture, Fixtures and Stock In
the store No. 272 Middle street, Portland, Me., consisting i»f new Florence Sewing Machines and a lot of

ON"

man

Foreign Export*.
HALIFAX NS. Steamer Carlotta—1200 bbls flour,
186») prs boots and shoes, 24,200 lbs butter, 1200 <lo tobacco, 030 busb malt, 100 bags feel, 3000 gals ale, 200
bbls oatmeal, 557 pkgs rndse.
ANNAPOLIS, NS. Sch Noel-100 bbls flour, 100
do meal.
Forrigcu Import».
MARGARETVILLE, NS. Sch Daniel Norton—8Π
cords wood, 40 doz eggs to master.

noli

PEOPLE

i FLXJEISTT

supposed to b" that of Κ. M.
body
Sykes of Lawrence, Mass., was found in the
river at Manchester, Ν. H., Saturday.
a

entertainment for

AT

sent

Λ

au

we «ball

Furniture iu House west side of Casestreet, rear of F. A. Clark's store, consisting of
Sofas, Easy Chairs, Card Table*, Mahogany and
palntel Chamber Furniture. Feather Be s, Ha'ir and
lIuHk Mattresses, Carnet», Extension Table. Chal·*.
Crockery and Glass Ware, Magee Cook Stove, together with (lie entire Kitchen Furniture.
F. O. BAVLKV Ac CO., Aucti.nn r,
well

Haydn Association

Bismarck,

bouquets.
Brooklyn is recovering from

Furniture at Auction.
Nov. 2l«t, st 10 A. M.,

OKsellTHCJRSDAT,
the

THE

who has been quite ill is reported
be mending.
The Norwegian ship Sesostris was wrecked In
the North Sea duriug a gale on Wednesday
last. Fourteen of the crew perished.
Mrs. Eugenie Napoleou, wife of the late Emperor, held a fete at Cliiselhurat, Friday. Many
visitors were present, and some Versailles regito

AUCTION SALES.

POPULARCONCERT

cidental.

1,975.

on

MASSACHUSETTS.

>uepari>uiuuii,

while iu Portland appearances certainly seem
indicate exactly the opposite state of feeling.
Our force is composed of as good men in every
way as can be found in any other, and there is
no reason why their ende iVors should not be
better Appreciated and understood.
A few days since wheu the value of policies
of insurai.ce was a matter of no little uncertainty, every property holder turned to the fire
department for protection, and urged upon the
men composing it the
necessity of extra endeavor· should a fire break out
That this appeal was heard and responded to
is clearly shown from the fact that alarms were
wvermore promptly answered than were those
given at that time, notwithstanding the apparatus was drama by hand.
Every member of
the Are department seemed to deem it his especial duty while the "horse epidemic" was
raging to be more than ever upon the alert and
to put forth extra exertions for the public good.
Instances are recorded during that time of companies who drew their apparatus nearly a mile
and were ready to go to work in eight minutes
from the first stroke upon the alarm bells, and
they even were not the first to arrive.
In the face of this, when the fund for the relief of disabled members becomes reduced, and
the Trustees of that fund deem it necessary to
devise some means to prevent the undermiuing
of its principal, and for that purpose offer to
the citizens of Portland an entertainment, the.v
are met with vacant seats and are doomed to
No checks
see the cold shoulder given tliem.
on cither bank iu Portland are forwarded them
to aid the society, but iu many instances where
parties have been solicited to benefit the association to the extent of nine shillings, aid has
been refused
If the City Council were to raise the
pay of
the firemen they would undoubtedly be besieged by tax-payers, whose effusions would fill to
overflowing the daily papers with the groaning
of a tax burdened populace. Let us appreciate
and encourage our firemen, and it can De done
in 110 better way than by contributing to their
Belief Fund.
"L"

an

board from further oountlngth· ·1·οΗοη t·
turn·, and th· New Orleans Bepublloan from
publishing anything criminating irom the board
of retiring officers.
Harrv Maynard, a trapeze performer, was
shot ami killed at Wildes' Opera House, Cleveland, Friday night, by a courtezan named Minnie Fish, who claims that her shooting was ac-

me uU

western

to

The other speaker

Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall,

but it would show

contract

store of E. C. Andrews, Wo. 36 Centre streel
and at the book and periodical depot of Messri

Save youb buildings by painting them before winter comes on, with the Averill Chemical Paint.

were

Au Appeal for the Firemeu.
To the Editor of the Press :
In view of the slim attendance at the ball for
ttrp tmncflt of the Kettei Association of tne
Portland Fire Department, on the 15th ult,
and the apparent want of interest on the pact
of our citizens, who, as property holders, were
expected to manifest some interest therein, financially, if not otherwise; I am constrained to
call attention to the course adopted by the citizens of Boston, whose manners and customs
our people are apt to imitate in a measure.
Whenever a fife occurs in a block, for instance, and is, through the exertions of the lire
department, confined to the tenement in which
it originates, the occupants who are uninjured,
without any solicitation, immediately forward
to the Chief Engineer, their checks for liberal
amounts, with the request that the proceeds be
to the Firemen's Charitable Associaapplied
tion.
The fire department of Boston consists of
twenty-one engines, ten hose and seveu hook
and ladder companies, whose members (except
the permauent men, who are paid more of
course) receive the sum of three hundred dollars each per annuui.
The lire department of Portland consists of
four engines and one hook and ladder company
and its members, for the most part, are paid
the exorbitant salary oft fifty dollars each per
It may be said that the Boston fire
annum.
department do more service than ours, but such
is not the fact, for not more than a dozen times
a year is the whole force
called upon, while in
Portland every alarm is a general one and calls
out the entire department at once.
Bostou is
divided iuto fire districts, with a certain number of companies assigned to each, and they are
not expected to do duty outeide their own district unless called by α second or third alarm,
which rarely happens.

cember, have been received and are for sale a t
the bookstores of Messrs. Bailey & Noyes, ail· [
Hall L. Davis, on Exchange street; and a t

Rochester Railroad yesterday afternoon to afford the employees of the road an opportunity
to attend the funeral services of the late Mr.
Charles Whitten, the brakeman who was killed
•t the bridge between Springvale and Alfred
Borne seventy-five men availon Thursday last

The cheapest and best Paint in the world, is
the Averill Chemical.
For sale at 83, Commercial St, Portland, tf

pointed secretary.
Adjourned.

Periodicals.—The
Monthly,
Young Folks and Godey's Lady'sBook for De

Train.—Superintendent Turner sent
special train to Alfred on the Portland &

Dk. C. C. Bennett, Falmouth Hotel.

prepared.

accepted,

uuvio^jwuw

I wear Elmwood folded Edge Collar. So say
we all.
Be wi.se and try them,
novllrod'iw

befallen that city.
Resolved, That a committee of seven be appointed by the Mayor to consider the loss and
suffering occasioned by the recent fire iu Boston, with full power to take such action in
reference thereto as the subject may seeui to
requ're,
The resolutions were adopted and the followiug committee appointed: Messrs. James T.
MeCobb, John Lynch, T. C. Hersey, Charles E.
Jose, William Deering, Samuel E. Spring and
Chas. W. Goddarl.
Mr. L. C. Wade was ap-

Mercadabte
Costa.
.PoislttL

Atlantic

not be

"Moutain Boy" died yesterday.

J""*»

Bostou, tender their cordial and
profound sympathy in view of the calamity

of lectures to commence the first of December
Messrs. Thomas, Elwell and Hannabugh havi

city

men

σι.

Dropajr.

The dropsy malady among the horses continues and is of a
very fatal type.
Stablemen,
however, think the worst has passed in this
city and niehborhood. Commodore Vanderbilt's

i- a-

Resolved, That the people of Portland, gratefully remembering the welcome relief so
promptly and liberally supplied to the needy
sufferers from their great fire in 1806, by the
citizens of

b}
Brass.Baud.
Arrangements are being perfected foracours<

been named for the cour».
are not yet announced.

wealthy

vougrt*»·

ed:

Mrs. H. N. Wetherbee.
Quartet'o—Thore is one thing I love dearly.
Miss Annie J. Avers,
Mr. A. J. Pennell,
Miss Hattie Weeks.
Mr. John L. Shaw.

Romania
Chorus—Marcb from Naaman
Chorus—Good night, beloved

shall be

meeting.
The followiug

Rossini.
Verdi

Moses in

Goddard said the

χνυυιιι*, ooi

All that have used Elmwood fold Edge Collar will have no other. Try them. novlleod2w

Mr. MeCobb then moved that Messrs. Goddard and Spring be constituted a committee to
revise the resolutions and preseut them to the

the Union

Special
out

our

wc

might

Ferry Village and Vicinity.—The Levee
and concert at Union Hall last Thursday evening was a success. It was gotten np under the
auspices of the M. E. Sewing Circle to raise
money to pay off a small debt on their church.
The exercises consisted of declamations, tableaux and dialogues interspersed with music

Launched.—A three-masted schooner of 480
tons burthen, was launched at Yarmouth SatShe is named the
Giles

urday, by

Mr. James Watts.
Chorus—Great Dagon has subdued

uiiiHiiig

sympathy.

Song—The Mariner.

5.

given

UlCll

of

tho
matter to a committee.
Mr. Hersey thought we should have moved
in the matter before.
He advocated resolutions of sympathy aud offers of aid. The aid

Verdi.
I have sigued to rest
Mr. A. E. Pennell.
Donizetti
Duett—Da die tornasta
Miss Klla Lewis, Mr. Joha Morgan.

1.

UUSlljeSS

action

Mr. Spring suggested the reference of

Song—Ah,

3.

me

the chief sufferers. The résolutions were not
quite the thing. It vrjuld be better to form a
committee to take the matter into consideration and callfa meeting, if necessary.
Mr. MeCobb believed in striking while the
iron was hot We ought to show our readiness
to aid when the time comes. By taking action

Mr. Hermann Kotzschmor, conductor.
ist.
The following is the programme:
Handel.
1. Chorus—Then they shall know
2. Chorus—He watching over Israel.. .Mendelssohn.

the piano forte was handsomely performed
by Misses Willey, Dre*· and Allen. The reading ot the school paper, "The Aepirant," was
next given by Miss Greeley with the proper expression to the diversified articles, in which the
New York Tribunz was noticed and due credit
for its allusion to the new dress move-

ui

of the

Drkbs and Cloak making done in the best
style, at W. L. Suell'a Millinery and Dress-

Mr. William Deering thought their consideration had best be postponed until we heard
from Boston. We had bast not pledge ourselves until wa learn what Boston expects.

Miss Hattie Weeks; tenor, Mr. John Morgan,
Mr. A. E. Pennell; basso, Mr. John L. Shaw,
Mr. James Watte. Mrs. Julia N. Gost, pian-

on

Elmwood folded Edge Collar, only 35 cent*
a box, for sale by all the first-class furnishing
novlleod2w
houses in the city. Try them.

he

The lloru

The President Congratulated,

Try the Elmwood fold Edge Collar, the beet
collar ever used. They will make you happy.
novlleod2w.

sage.

Haydn Concert this evening at Fluent
Hall is a very promising entertainment. The
list of solo siugers embraces the fo'lowing
names; Soprano, Mrs. H. N. Wetherbee, Miss
Ella Lewis, Miss Annie J. Ayers: contralto,

were

y

d and nine dollars and
fifty-nine cents were
Committees were thou appointed to
procure further subscrptions.

collected.

The

Elmwood folded Edge Collar.
Try them.—
novlleod2w
You will always wear them.

olutions. Mr. T. C. Horsey moved their pas-

that the

A trio

tuut m λ ii

disapproved

While

Press Printing House, 109
Wm. M. Marks.

Old papers for sale at this office.

that
committee, jet, uuder the circumstances, Portlaud should do something; $15,000,000 would
cover the loss by the lire, it was estimated.
Mr. McCobb stated that he had prepared a set
of resolutions by request of the Mayor.
Mr. Spring said he should not oppose the res-

The^

by Misses

from the relief committee.

of Boston

|

then read

at

Mr. J. T. McCobb said that the only authoritative statement of the wishes of Boston had
oome

the

Daily
frices,
IxchangeBt.

their own money.
Chicago voted money
for the relief of Boston, but Chicago needs the
money ten times more than Boston does. He
thought we had beet wait and see in what form
relief would be most acceptable, before proceeding further. A vote to that effect would
be sufficient.

j

ven." by Poe.

authorities

pend

Concerning the fiist branch of hie subject, he
said that some men can't get the women they
want. They look too high, and desire the beauty
j oi talent which is beyond their reach. Some men
Law Court on exceptions.
are
cowards. They dare not face the music.
Howard & Cleaves for the plff.
They can't stand the flash of a beautiful maid(Our limited experience ha? been
J. & Ε. M. Rand for défis.
! en's eye.
that they stand it with Spartan fortitude. Indeed
they rashly rush into danger.) Some men
Municipal Court·
are afraid of women's
incoustaucy. They say
BEFORE JUDOK MORRIS.
that marriage is a lottery; that women are
Saturday.—Lewis Alexander and John Williams,
weak aud frail; not recoguizing the great truth
aûray in a public plac«. Fined $5 and one half costs that woman is the stronger of the two. Some
each.
men are too selflsh to marry; they want the
Paid^
sweets of life but are net willing to bear its
Brief Jotting*.
burdens; they can't be burdened by a family;
The Ladies of Bosworth Relief Corps will
they can't keep regular hours; they can't leave
hold a spocial meeting this evening at G. A. K.
off smoking. These «re but reasons why they
thould marry. Some don't marry because woHall. Any contributions of garments, &c.,
men of genius are said not to be"good housewill be thankfur ly received.
wives. Then don't marry women of genius, but
λuo uAuic υι
τ» «a uiununu
nie u«»,y
nun
vu
marry women who can make good mince pies.
Some men don't marry because of their extravCushing's Island, was Wallace Eaton.
They must have their gameful sports;
"Stop Portland engiue and return by special agance.
their cigars, and horses, and diamonds, and
an it will not bo needed," was the mosaage reamusements; their betting and gambling and
ceived at Portsmouth Sunday, the 10th inst., by
other vioes. Some men don't marry because of
the engineer in charge of the Machigone.
It j the laxity of the divorce laws. They are afraid
of divorce; they don't know how long the wife
bore neither date nor signature.
This doctrine of free love is enmay tarry.
The Flora Myers troupe played the comedy
dangering thâ sacredness of the marriage tie.
Those
who
advocate
it are robbing love of its
of ''Still Waters Run Deep" at Music Hall,
If not a highway it is a hymenial
Saturday night, quite to the satisfaction of the sanctity.
robbery. Free love is detestable, whether it is
audienee.
practiced by Brigham Young or Theodore Tilton or Victoria Woodhnll,
One of the managers of the Army and Navy
Some men don't
marry because of the extravagance of women.
course informs us that there had been no steam
They can't afford the expense of house-keepin City Hall for the day, at the time of the coning, of servants, of the parades of dress and
cert.
In the depth of the winter it is found
the follies of fashion. The poor try to imitate
the rich. This mania for dress is devastating
necessary to turu off the steam at noon.
American society and demoralizing our women.
"Our young woman about Town" contributes
How can a man with 81200 salary expect to
a letter on High School girls and fashions in
1res* a woman as womei are dressed now-afurs in the last 'ssue of the State, written in her
rlays? It costs as much to launch a woman on
the sea of matrimony as to launch a schooner,
best vein.
»nd never did schooner pitch anil lurch on
Rev. Mr. Bicknell of the India street church,
itormy sea, as does a Dolly Varden woman on
delivered a sermon on the Boston fire, yester.he streets. What underwriter would take out
policy on her?
day, in which he rejected as impious the idea
The speaker then passed to the consideration
that the conflagration was a manifestation of
>f the second brauch of bis subject, "Whom do
the wrath of God.
nen many?" and answered it
by-aying, "Why,
Miss Drake preached at Pine street church
vomen, of course;" which solution was highly
>rovocative
of
mirth
on
the
of the audipart
'yesterday forenoon, and at Chestnut street in
ince.
He then adduced histyrical examples in
afternoon.
of
his
iupport
assertion, (which we confess has
in air of probability about
Some of the lumber trains that came in on
it),* saving that
Shakespeare married a farmer's daughter, John
the Grand Trunk, 8aturdav, were covered with
Howard married his nurse and so on ad niusnow an inch deep.
iearn.
There were nine "drunks" at the police sta.
Third argument for marriage.
Nature, history and revelation declare it not good for man
lion Saturday night.
to live alone.
Man is but half of the complex,
Tue District Court resumes its sessions tol>eing like a single blade of shears. Alone he
day.
joes straight to rack and ruin, politically, soVery many things didn't happen yesterday, :ially, morally and spiritually. A wife is the
but we have not space to record them.
ingel wing of his protection; her smile the in"Whos
spiration of his great achievements.
Yesterday was a long day for young men
finds a wife finds a good thing." "A virtuous
about town. They were anxious for the lecture
n-oman is
crown
to her husband."
Aspire
to begin at City Hall, so they might find out
to wedlock and send out a holy fragrance into
life.
hadn't
married.
why they
With all your getting get married.
This is
Rev. Eli Fay, pastor of the Unitarian church
the advice of a looker on.
(Laughter and apat Newton, Mass., occupied the pulpit of the
i
was
consecrated to huplause.) My early life
In the morning he
First Parish, yesterday.
manity. My mother dedicated me to this from
my youth. My first labors for seven years were
delivered a very able and eloqueut sermon on
■pent among he poor. I tj^velled from poor
the lessons of the Boston fire, based on Matbew
house to prison, and from prison to poor house.
[ could find no woman to go with me—perhaps
6th, 19th and 20th verses.
Deputy Marshal Gribbin was reported as be- because I went afoot (Laughter. ) Lorenzo
Dow found a woman, but he went on horseing more comfortable last evening, and a more
sack, he took his wife on thr same horse with
in
to
his
entertained
regard
hopeful feeling is
himself. When I began my labors the churches
rave me the cold shoulder, now they give me
condition.
their sympathy. The church in Boston in which
There were two cases of drunkenness and dis1 have been instrumental in paying for, is
turbance at the police station last night.
deeded iu my name. This shows the confidence
from
returned
who
Marshal
i>f
the christian public,and it is so arranged that
Sterling,
Deputy
if I should die to-morrow the Unitarians (would
New York Saturday, informs us that he decarry out my purpose and the church would be
livered Jimenez, the Cuban, into the hands of
I advise every young
forever free to the poor.
the Spanish Consul at that place.
Nothing is man to marry. I should like to gather iu here
all the poor of this city and talk to them—have
known of him in New York. Mr. Sterling is of
the rich and the poor on the same bench. Anthe opinion that Jimenez will not be sent to
other reason why men should marry is, the need
Cuba.
of a home. The hope of America rests in her
And now the epizootic lias seized the dog.
homes. Take away homes and you take away
restraints of society, you dwarft those faSupt. Leach of the horse railroad has a dog the
cilities which enter into the culture of characwhioh betrays unmistakable symptoms of the
ter.
Look at our young men in the large cities
disease, such as coughing and running at the without homes, they wander eveniags about the
Mr. Leach has given him the same
nose.
city, restless, dissatisfied, and a prey to every
Home is the sweetest type of
temptation.
oourse of treatment he used on his horses.
Heaven, to win which is worth a life of care
Rev. Mr. Hincks, of the State street church,
and toil. Marriage develops man and woman.
I once refused to pronounce the vows over a
delivered a very able discourse yesterday mornI did aot cousider the woman
ing on the lessons of the Boston fire, from couple because
I once held the stern
sufficiently educated.
Proverbs zxvii, 1,
doctrine that no child ought to be christened
The steamship Moravian, Capt. Graham,
unless the parents were church members, but
exoerience has taught me better. The Family
which sailed from Liverpool on the 7th inst., is
makes womanhood strong and develops our
now about due at this port.
race.
Officer Burnham reports a fire about four
The speaker here related several incidents ilo'clock yesterday morning, in an old shed atlustrative of his subject I was once asked,
"Mr.
Morgan, have you any babies at your
street
tached to the barracks on West Portland
home?" What a question to ask an old bachThe people about there extinguished the flames
elor. If it wasn't tor marriage there would be
and the services of the fire department wen not
In olden time there
no heaven or christia nity.
Boms had a
was a period fixed for marriage.
IG^UUCU,
law obliging all to marry.
Jewish law
The St Paul was the first isurance company
was strict on this point.
4* ItilB England put
The
that paid a lost from the Boston fire.
In America they are not
a tax on bachelors.
taxed but pay a heavy debt to outraged natnre.
amwuut of the policy was >5000.
men owe much
to their wives
Twenty-five tons of horse-radish were raised Distinguished
and mothers.
The speaker here refered to inin Cape Elizabeth this year; also 100,000 cabstances of great men and described, first a
bages, which were sold at prices ranging from happy home with wife and mother as its centre,
then a broken home, sad hearts and vacant
fire to six|dollars a hundred.
chairs. "Oh, woman, in our hours of ease, un
coy and hard to please," &c. Iu influTHE
HlOU
SCHOOL.
certain,
AT
UENEItAl. EXKBCMBS
UUVC nuuiau ΙΠ lUUU-ll OUj/CtlUl IW
IhiIU
lUltU IS
—It has been a very agreeable custom at the
the mind, woman the sud. She is a thing; of
Portland High School, fdr some years past, to
is
which
a
forever.
beauty,
joy
How men act that do marry.
The speaker
arrange bi-monthly for a literary olio, consisttouched upon the intemperate, the
rapidly
declamafrom
popular authort,
ing of readings
the
unfaithful.
Some
selfish, the
grumbler,
tions and recitations, (to make a proper dis- : men make the wife a beast of burden, some women of fine sensibility are attached to brutes.
tinctioc); the whole pleasingly interspersed by
The Turk throws his wife into the Bosphorus.
vocal and instrumental music. On these occaAmerican men act worse thau Turks. Our insions which are denominated "general exersane asvlums are filled
with victims of illassorted marriages. Boston papers are afraid
cises," both departments of the school, considof giving the sad particulars of cases of this
ered as to sex, unite in the girls' school room,
kind. The speaker closed with an extended ilwithont any "full dress" display. The parents
lustration of a sad case where the wife was
of the pupils, former graduates of the P. H. 8.
in the Somerville Insane Asylum by a
placed
trutal husband,and drew tears from many eyes
and other friends of the school an honored
the
recital.
The audience paid the closest
by
with a standing invitation to occupy the room
attention to the close of the lecture and apand enso far as the limited space will allow,
peared well pleased with the entertaiument.
The speaker announced that he proposed to
joy alike with the pupils the seusible literary
lecture on 'Old Bonnets" next Wednesday
and
the
entertaiument presented,
consequent
evening.
litrevival of school day see nes. One of these
The Hayiik Concert.—Those who know say
erary gala-day» occurred on Saturday, and

very well rendered. Miss Small read quite appropriately a character piece from some facetious author. Mr. Charles B. Klden gave as a
declamation the ever popular poem of the "Ra-

Job Printing.—Every description of Job
Printing exeoiited promptly, and at the lowest

divided in sentiment. The Boston citizens'
meeting was a failure. It was the wealthy men
not burned out, that were so willing f-^r the city
to aooept aid, because they didn't want to ex-

marry. 2d. Whom do men
3d, Arguments for marrying.
marry.
*tb,
How some men act who do marry.

a number of friends attended,
First, the
singing by a quartette ( Misses Greeley and Abbott, and Messrs. Robinson and Twitchcll) was

The laboratory and warehouse of Joseph
Burnett & Co., the well-known manufacturers
of flavoring extracts, cocoaine, etc., were saved
and their business is uninterrupted.

are

young men don't

quite

the

duly protected, where necessary.
W. D. Little & Co.

Harper's Bazar.—This benutiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
eircle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall and D. Wentworth, 337 Congress, corner of Oak street.

great ready-made clothing establishments.—
No aid should be tendered to the merchants
who had suffered, for they could not accept it.
The public feeling in Boston is decidedly

mission fee, he proceeded to the lecture proper,
which he arranged under four heads: 1st, Why

Saturday.—Hugh Campbell vs. Portland 8ugar
Company and John B. Brown & Sons. Action to
recover for injuries alleged to h&ve been sustained
through a defect in Brown's wharf, in this city, on
the 7th of November, 1867.
Case fully reported in
our issue of Saturday morning.
The jury returned a
verdict for the plain LIff for g9500. Case goes to the

are

been burned out, and there was plenty of work
for male laborers. Those really needing help
are the sewing girls that were employed in the

in Boston. After giving his reasons for speak
ing Sunday evening and for charging an ad

SYMOXDS.

were

Mr. S. E. Spring, who had just returned from
Boston, said he could not see what was to be
done with the aid.
Very few families had

deliver a course of lectures in aid of
related what he had done
our charities, and
towards diminishing the debt upon his church

lingness

Superior Csnri.
JUDGE

good

Prient!· la Adienllr·
New York. Nov. 16.—Tho friends of the
woman Woodhull and Clafliu met last evening
to raise 88000, wliieli sum it was
alleged would
secure their liberation from prison. After numerous belligerent speeches tne hat was passed
rout

Ixtebnational Γνβγ'βαΚΟβ Co.—As erron! eons statements have found their way into the
would have been called earlier had it not been ) daily papers, relative to this favorite Company,
we have to state that we have advices that
for the doubt as to whether Boston would retheir losses have been loss than 8400,000, with
ceive aid. It was not clear now iu what form
assets of 8950,000, will pay all its losses, dollar
aid would be most acceptable. He then gave
an account of his interview with
Mayor Gas- for dollar, re-insure all its outstanding policies
and have from 30 to 50 per cent for its stockton, and related the story of the Portsmauth
despatch, which has already been published.— holders. They have decided to discontinue
business (by request of some of the stockholdHe tendered Boston all the aid that Portland
could render, assuring her officials that this
ers) in order to do so. A Receiver is appointed
city ha* not forgotten the assistance rendered to close up its affairs without too much loss or
in her own hour of trial.
Mayor Kingsbury sacrifice of its securities.
We shall see that all its its policies with us
expressed tbe opinion that the girl» thrown out

plume themselves on being professional women
haters went, hoping to hear a tirade against
female extravagance. Toung men went to ob-

theoity.
At BUldefard, of Pillebury.
At Sac > of L, HodçJon.

NOVEMBER TEEM, BEFORE

as-

and

NEW YOBK.

Jordan, Marsh & Co. sent a cheek for 310,·
000 to be appropriated to the flremon who exerted themselves so nobly in staying the conflagration, especially reqnesting that the firemen of all cities and town.?, who were present,
should participate in its benefit.

Building, Saturday morning. Mayor Kingsbury occupied the chair and Mr. L. Clifford
Wade acted as Secretary.
Mayor Kingsbury stated tho reasons why a
meeting was deemed advisable, and said it

hoar anything that has about it even a toupton
οf impropriety.) Some of the sterner sex who

THE PBKSS
May tie· obtain» I at the Periodical Deiiota uf Fessenden £ron., Marquis, Robinson, Branell & Co.'
Andrews, Weatworth, Glendenning, Moses, Henderson, and Chislnlm Bros., on all trams that run ont of

Keir

(It is
to see

«iiciiLixioiri mini.

Cl mm a» HMttag.
A m*«Uog of cltlMD* for tbe purpOM of cou·
«uhatlou ia regard to measures to be taken for
the relief.-of the sufferers by the Boston fire, was
holden in the Aldermen's room at the City

W*r Max Do*·» MiMT.-City H«ll wu
crowded lut evening by an audience anxious
to hear the Rev. Heury Morgan tell "Why

Notice.
MILTON M. HALL, Uavtn* been called
DK.
away by being sick himself, expects to be able
to return to

Cumberland Ceatre the ir«t of next
week to hi» poet oi duty.
oct2»dtf

THE PRESS. f-mtic·uWA* «art»tt«»4

ftud «»i»b.

yîr

oouipen»a;icn of cUareo d'aflMrt» adiaterlœ,
,n4 for compensation of diplomailo officer· of the
Else in Muttou.
Unite I StatoB abroad, forty thnuBand dollars: Providtd, That no compensation or allowance shall be
ii a le to any such officer afler tlie termination of his
AND COMES
A 8BEEP GOES UP IX A BALLOON
odcial functions other than fur such time as shall
necessarily be occupied in his direct return to the
DOWN AGAIN.
United States, and the proviso to the clause in the
a« t of March third, eighteen hundred and seventyentitled •'Au act making appropriations to supCall, Nov .4.]
one,
Francisco
the
San
[From
ply deficiencies for the service of the government for
visited the City
tlie fiscal year ending Jnne thirtieth, eighteen hunFully five thousand people
ostensible inten- dred au.I
Gardens veste rday, with the
seventy, anu June thirtieth, eighteen hunfrom the nether
dred and seveuty-one, anil for other purposes," ""(>r
tion of seeing a goat descend
I
his
of
but
salaries
United States ministers abroad," and so
ou hand,
blue. The goat was not
I f ). th, be, and the same is hereby, repealed.
secoiid cousin was. A sheep was substitutFor compensation of agents appointed by the "resas well.
ed, and answered the purpose just was fill- i lent to examine consular accounts, as authorized oy
Francisco"
of
San
the second section of the act approved July eieventn,
The balloon "City
hundred and seventy, teu thousand dollars;
ed, and at four o'clock soared away, bearing eighteen
an 1 tVom and after the close of the iiscal year ending
Gruet
a
Buisjay
parachute.
two lives and
seventy-three,
dune
thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and
all acts or parts ot
hung to the trapeze, and the sheep hung tena- said appropriation shall cease, and and
the same are
a
The
b.Utherewith
be,
the
ent
acts
to
(in
net).
iiu
onVis
parachute
ciously
hereby, repealed.
loon shot away from the spot where it had
of foreign intercourse
expenses
For
contingent
been struggling for freedom, and, àscending
the missions abroad, one hundred
proper, and of all
vertically fully a thousand feet, hung station- thousand dollars.
c
uisule general, consuls, vice-conοι
For salaries
ary for about fifteen minutes. It was at this
suls, commercial agents, and thirteen consular clerks,
time that Buislav unfastened the parachute,
Ιηβ»
including
fey exchange, four hundred and sixteen
which was borue toward the earth by the thousand dollars, as f -llows:
weight of the animal attached, dropping a
I. CONSULATES GENERAL.
hundred feet before it assumed its uujbrellaSchedule B.—Alexandria, Calcutta, Constantinolilce shape and floated gently away on the
Montreal,
breeze to the south. Not one of the thous- ! ple, Fraukfort-on-the-Main, Havana,
Shanghai,
Beirut, Tampico, London, Paris.
ands, that gazed upon the spectacle envied
II. CONSULATES.
the peculia·' sensations that animated that
deSchedule B.—Aix-la-Chapelle, Acapulco, Algiers,
mass of mutton during the first sudden
dis- J Amoy, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Aspinwail, Bangkok,
scent, but they applauded the composure
Basle, Belfast, Buenos Ayres, Bordeaux, Bremen,
played by the animal throughout. inWhile tliu I liriudisi, Boulogne, Barcelona,
Cadiz, Callao, Canmid-air, • ton, Chemnitz, Chin-Ki mg, Clifton,
balloon still remained stationary
Coaticook, Cork,
the parachute and tlie daring sheep descend- Demerara, Dun·lee, Elsinore, Fort Erie, Foo-Cliooj
the
to
but
Funchal, Geneva, Genoa, Gibraltar, Glasgow, Godesurely
ed
slowly
rich, Halifax,
Havre, Honolulu, Hongground, lauding on the bluffs about Kong, Hankow,Hamburg,
Hakoaadi, Jerusalem, Kanagawa,
of the Gardens
mile to the south
a
(Jamaica,)
Kingston,
(Canada.) Li Ro]
Kingston,
where he was picked up by an enterprising | chelle, Laguayra, I^eeds, Leghorn, Leipsic. Lisbon,
Hoodlum, who, mounting a horse, and Liverpool, Lyons, Malaga, Malta, Manchester, MaMarseilles, Mauritius Melbourne, Messina,
watching the descent with the eye of a con- j tanzas,
Munich, Mahe, Nagasaki, Naples, Nassau, (West
noisseur, was on hand when the the animal !j Indies,) New Castle, Nice, Nantes,
Odessa, Oporto,
returned to earth once more. The sheep has Osaeca, Palermo, Panama. Pernambuco, Pictou, Port
Port Said, Prescott, Priuce Edward Island,
by this time probably "returned to his mut- Mahon,
(Quebec. Bio de Janeiro. Rotterdam,San Juan del
ton." Buislay, after investigating the temStir, San Juan, (Porto Rico,) Saiut John's, (Canada
perature of the upper air for about two hours, East,) Santiago de Cuba. Port Sarnia, Rome, Singaalso returned to earth, descending in the
pore, Smyrna. Southampton. Saint Petersburg, Santa
Potrero uninjured and decidedly refreshed by i Cruz, (West Indies,) Saint Thomas, Spezzia, Stuttgardt, Swatow, Saint Helena, Tangier, Toronto, Trihis trip to the "realms above." This per- ! este,
Trinidad de Cuba, Tripoli, Tunis, Tunstall,
formance, although rather sheepish in its I Tien-Tsin, Turk's Island, Valparaiso, Vera Cruz,
Valencia, Windsor, (Canada West.) Zurich,
general aspect, was altogether a grand suc- ! Vienna,
Barmen, and Winnipeg, (Selkirk setonly circumstance to be j Birmingham,
cess, and the
British North America)*
tlement,
regretted in the transaction is the fact
III. CONSULATES.
that the name of the sheep who thus
Next Sunday
rose to fame is unknown.
Schedule C.—Aux Cayes, Bahia, Batavia, Bay of
Stevens' horse and buggy will ride on the Islands, Cape Hay tien, Candia, Cape Town, Carlhagena, Ceylon, Cobija, Cyprus, Falkland Islands, Faybreeze, and a select few who wish to peril al,
Guayaquil, Guaymas, Maranliam, Matauioras,
their necks in catering to the public pleasure Mexico, Montevideo,
Omoa, Payta, Para, Paso del
will accompany them. The other perform- Norte, Pirœus, Rio Grande, Saiut Catharine. Santiago, (Cape Verde,) Stettin, Tabasen, Tahiti, Talcahuances announced in the programme were sucano,
Venice. Windsor, (Nova Scotia,) Zancessfully caried out. The remainder of the j zibar.Tumbez,
And there may be appointed a consul at
Buislay family gave one of their gymnastic Windsor, Nova Scotia, at an annual salary of one
exhibitions, and the White Fire King sweated thousand dollars.
his brief hour away in a fiery furnace. DancIV. COMMERCIAL AGENCIES.
ing was kept up until a late hour. The day's
Schedule C.—Amoor River, Apia, Gaboon, Saint
entertainment was on the whole an unusually
j Paul de Loanda, Lauthala, Sabiniila.
good one, and next Sunday promises to be
V. COMMERCIAL AGENCIES.
better,
Schedule B.—Madagascar, San Juan del

lie Coiild'ut Drink Wine.
That was a noble youth who, on being

take wine at the table of a famous
urged
statesman in Washington, had the moral
He was a poor young
courage to refuse.
He
mau, just beginning the struggle of lite.
broug it letters to the great statesuiau, who
kindly invited him home to dinner.
"Not take a glass of wine ?"said the great
statesma'i, in wonderment and surprise.
"Not one single glass of wine?" echoed the
statesman's beautiful and fascinating wife, as
she arose, glass in hand, and, wifcti a grace
that would have charmed an anchorite, endeavored to press it upon him.
"No," said the heroic youth, resolutelj,
gently repelling the proffered glass.
What a picture of moral grandeur was that !
A poor, friendless youth refusing wine at the
table of a wealthy and famous statesman,
even though ottered by the fair hands of a
to

beautiful lady.

"No," said the noble young man, and his
voice trembled a little and his cheek (lushed.
"I never drink wine, but—(here he straightened himself up and the words grew firmer)—
ifyou've got a little good old rye whiskey 1
don't mind trying a snifter."

LAWS

AT THE

FORTY-SECOND

THE

AN ACT

[General Nature—No. 74.]
to prohibit the retention of soldiers'

J.

«lis-

charges by claim-agents and attorneys.
Be it enacted by the, Senate and House of Repre-

sentative* of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That any claim-agent, attorney, or
other person engaged in the collection of claims for
pay, bounty, pension, or other allowances for any
•oldler, sailor, or marine, or for any commissioned
officer of the military or naval forcée, or who may
have been a soldier, sailor, marine, or officer of the
regular or volunteer forces of the United States, and
honorably discharged, who shall retain, without the
content of the owjer or owners thereof, or who shall
refuse to deliver or account for the same upon demand duly made by the owner or owners mere or, or
by their agent or attorney, the discharge-paj>ers or
land-warrant of any such soldier, sailor, or marine,
or com uissioned officer, which may have been placed
in his hands for the purpose ot collecting said claims,
shall be dee iied guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall,
upon 011 vie.i >n, be punished by fine not exceeding
live hundred dollars, or uy imprisonment not exceeding six months, or both, at the discretion of the court,
an 1 shall thereafter be debarred from prosecuting
any *uch claim in any executive department of the

government.

Territory

of Dakota.

beginniug.

Sec, 2. That the land-office for said district
he located at Yankton, the capital of said Te Victory ;
and the President of the United States is hereby authorized to appoint a register and a receler for sail
land-office, who shall receive the same salary and be
governed by the same regulations as are provided bv
law for the registers audthi receivers of tlio other
land-offices in said Territory.
Approved, May 21, 1872.

[General Nature—No. 76.]
AN

Sit SffV**
..strict,

to

resw·

SESed h»^?
Amiro»·
"«

jW

who

shall be subject to

responsibilities, and
-etivuly, shall be the same
to other

whose comas that now

land-offlceri in said State.

ed, May 21, 1872.
[General Nature—No. 77.]
AN ACT to remove political disabilities imposed by

the fourteenth article of the amendments of the
Constitution of the United States.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, (two-thirds of each house concurring
therein,) That all political disabilities imposed by the
third section of the fourteenth article of amendments
of the C nstitution.oi the United States are hereby
removed from all peisons whomsoever, except Senator* and Representatives of the Thirty-sixth and
Thirty-eeveuth Congresses, oflicers in the judicial,
military, and naval service of the United States,
heads of Departments, and foreign ministers of the

United States.

Approved, May 22, 1872.
[General Nature—No. 78.]|
AN ACT making appropriations for the consular
June thirtieth, eighteen -hundred aud
enty-three, and for other purposes.

and

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following sums be, and the
same are hereby, appropriated for the service of the
fiscal year ending the thirtieth of June, eighteen
hundred and seventy-three, out of any money in the
treasury not otherwise appropriated, for the objects

Losses in BOSTON

Norway, Turkey, Ecuador, Columbia, Bolivia,

»ne

authorîz^d io

oVtho«aSta"esf

'"any

For minister resident at Uruguay, also
Paraguay, eleven thousand two hundredaccredited
and fifty
dollars.
For salary of minister resident and consul
general
at Hayti, seven thousand five hundred dollars?
For minister resident and consul general at
Libefour
dollars.
thousand
ria,
For salaries of secretaries of legation at
London,
and
at
two
six
Paris,
thousand
hundred and
Berlin,
twenty-five dollars, each, seven thousand eight hundred and seventy-five dollars.
To enable Robert C.
Schenck, minister to Great
Britain, to employ a private amanuensis, according
to joint resolution
approved January eleventh, eighteen hundred and
seventv-one, two thousand five
hundred dollars.
For salaries of
secretaries of legation to Austria,
Brazil, Italy, Mexico,
Russia, and Spain, at one
""llale each·tcn thnusa"d
to

•lghthundwi' doïla™"*1
toFFrân™rlr..0f;;3inlfnt ««"staries of the legations
at two

#3.00

THE

—

Capital

periirmed by the interpreter

"For

salary of

P:'

of^ÀJÎî PaRfafte£f

Γ" Ί
interpreter an"Î Consul
«^'Γί^ΐοη
κι

<&

THAT

All

ON

passed through tlie Boston
unhurt, and arc as Sound and

Have

Triumph Insurance Co.,

fire

Solvent

CINCINNATI,

pared
Assets,

$§00,000.

...

before.

as

give

to

We

good

as

a

Co.,

$300,000.

ROYAL INS. CO.

Assets January 1,1872, 311,923.82.

Assets

PENNSYLVANIA

Co.,

Insurance

GH1E, FA.,

Company.
$900,000

Assets over Boston lessee,

Capital and Assets.
in BOSTON

$12,000,000

Boston losses,

over

51,600,00-

German Insurance

CO.,

$2,800,000

...

MILWAUKEE,

Losses in Boston.

OF jSTEW YORK.

$25,000

TRADERS'
Company, Insurance Company.
Assets

$500,000

FIRST NATIONAL
insurance Co.

Co.,

Assets

over

OF PHILADELPHIA.

$150,000

Boston losses,

$200,000.

People having

reinsure

to

j

J. S.

NO. 1 EXCHANGE

and

sure

can-

placing it.

Rates

no

of

higher in

on as

Portland.

All persons

1. Λ S

Office No.

91

1ST THE

of

Company,

Not

$0,400,000.
750,000.

Assets,
Boston losses less than

Assets,

$3,212,000.

OF

Company,

$650,000.

-

30.000.

Bangor Insurance Co., Bangor.

requested

Dwellings
in

Co.,

DOW, COFFIN & LIBBY,
Agents, 42 Exchange St.
novlUtf

in the best

Company

John W.

Covers,

Price $1.20 per dozen. Sent post-paid in packages
any number, to any part of the United States or
Briti&li Provinces on receipt of order with price inclosed. Full particulars on application. Sample
copies bv mail post-paid for 10 cents.
IB. A. jlrKtf.NNEY A C O., l»Hb!i«hcr«,
129 Middle St.. Portland, Me.
sep23-d&wtf

Posters, Transparencies,

living.

oi

—

Canvass

Munger's

tf

W. P. HASTINGS,
ORGANS

$702,421.69

EXCHANGE

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New
England and State Fairs in
I860.

Sale in Portland by HALL L. DAVIS, LOR& HARMON, It. K. HUNT & CO.
aug29
eodly

For

Telegraphed

ING, SHOUT

"No LossfB

Sebago Dye Works,

j

MERCHANDISE al»

for

rOMKHilte'C°" W

Clothing Cleansed."
Repaired at short notice
and ail kinds of goods dyed in
CtLOTHES
thorough
Also Second-hand
for
man

All orders will receive prompt aud faithful atten
r

WILLIAM BROWN
Federal st.,
Near the Park

Inntramente Warranted.

At

of

permitted,

JACOB McLELLAN. ) Harbor
S. T. COKSER,
} ComC. H. FARLEY,
) missioners.
Portland, Nov. 5,1872.
nov.7-eodlm

l*RIWTII¥Cr
JOB
l>m«e·

or

r·"*

λ.

o&J

at

this

Ml

mail.

McPhail

s

Pianos,

The leading insti im«mt manutactured in the United
States.

FIRE

The

ill M

Entirely

Most

Diffrom,

Superior to
other

nov

îo

WOOD

SOFT WOOD for sale at No. 43 Lin"

HARD
ooln street.

Also

Dry Edgings.

Extinguishers

An Absolute Protection trom Fire.
2w

WOOD !

EFFECTIVE.

WM. HUSE.

Send ior descriptive circular to

C. M. & H. T.
7

UNION

1unlldemTu&F iitaw

PLUMER,
STREET,
PORTLAND, He.

IS"

Vigor,

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR
TO ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR
ADVANCING
sickness, care,

Ο

Κ

n

w

Β Ο ST Ο 1ST
—AND—

Leave each port every

Λ»

Line.

Wed's'y & Sat'd'y.

Wharfage.
From
From

Long Wharf, Boston,

3 p.m.

Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

delphia, at

10 a. ni.
Insurance one half

the rate of

'sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by thePenn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
WHITNEY Ac SAMPSON, Agents,
70 Long Wharf, Boston.

jn23-ly

CUNARD

ÛMi

LINE

MAIL· βΤΚΛΪΠβΒΙΡβ
S

AILING FOR LIVERPOOL.
at

RELIABLE

Queenutowo, Cork Bar

Tues-

Νου

12.

HECTA.

Sat. Dec.

IKTFIjITEISrZSA,
RAISIN a or BLOOD,
\V H 0 0 ΡI Λ'ti-CO Γ mi, Γ « 0I P,

Boston.

ASTHMA,
IK

vcars,

Currency

gratitude for him from
multitudes of women
and men. His HAIR
VIGOR sometimes reproduces lost hair ; and alwavs
restores to faded and
its natural color, with
hair
gray
the gloss and freshness of youth. The
few bald and gray heads, that we now comparatively
see. are those
who have not yet discovered the virtues of
AYER'S
HAIR VIGOR for renewing the hair. The fresh and
youthful hair we see on older heads is often the product of his art. If you are disfigured, or made
old,
austere and ugly, by gray hair, restore its
youthful
color, and with it your features to their original softness and agreeable expression.
As an elegant dressing tor
beantifying the Hair, it
has no superior.
PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELI
MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chert Jsts,
Amd sold all round the worl 1.

Τ,

ALL

DiSEA«E8

LEADING

TO

The efforts to be looked for by takincr tho
Sracr Pectoral are, a soothing ami controlling
infli.eaco over any cough, promoting sleep,
allaying the dry tickling s^nsaiion in tin» throat,
healthy seer·.· t ion or expectoration,
creating a tiie
Intnrvals between tho paroxysms
increasing
of cotiglung, invigorating the wholo cy^tctn,
the
caring
con;jh, s.iJ beqtienthing to posterity
one of its greatest blowing
sound lungs;
thereby injuring immunity from Consomption.

Passage Money,'including fare from Boston to Ν York,
Cabin, $80, $100, $130 gold—according to accommodation. Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15
Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
fây Passengers enbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey
City.

—

FASSAGK.

From
tnwn

Liverpool, Lomlon, Bristol, Glasgow, Queensor Derry to Boston or New
.*i-V
York,
CUERENCY. 1'asseugere booked to all

part, of the United State». Draft» issued on Great
Britain aud Ireland for £1 and upwards. Knr

J.

sep!6-MW&F

D. C.

Steamship

Paralysis

Washington,

Line.

Steamships of this Line sail from
end of Central Wharf. Boston.
Semi-Weeklv, 2.3d p. m for NORFOLK %n<l BALTIMURF.

GO

WEST !

or

No. 1 Pemberton square. Boston.
oct!5-d&wl2w

w4-

BROWN'S BRONCHIAL*
%

FOK COUGHS. COLDS, X c.
ONLY y;5 CKNTS.

W

Sept 5-(16mos
Dr.

Κ. J. JOURDAIN.
rRomiEToR or tub

Parisian Gallery ef Anatomy, Iloston,

edition of hie let!uns,
just published
HAScontaining
most valuable information
the
of disease* 1
a now

cn

j

»
ihe
cauee·,consequence# and treatment
reproductive system, with remaries on marriaa t nil
tho various causes of I ho loss ql' /nunhood, with Jt 11
instructions for its complete reutoratl η ; also a en
♦er on venereal infection, and (he mean* Qf <rure, be :
in/; the most comprehensive irork on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free io
any address for 25 cents. Address,

Dr· Jourdain'*
61

by buying via

Cored.

Hysteria, etc.
Apply to GJgORGE W. RHODES, M. D., A m hirst,
to F. E. FAXON, ESQ.,
Ag nt for the Institute,

William Lawrence," Capt. W. A. Hallett.
William Crane(Japt. Solomon Howes.
"George A lipoid " Capt. Winslow Loretand.
liBlaelcHtone" Capt. Oeo. H. Hallett.
44
William Kennedy," Capt, Henry D. Foster.
%iAfcClellan"Ci\\)l. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg a
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Γα. & Ten
Air Line, to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, At
bama and Georgia ; and over the Seaboard and Ho
noke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
Bait. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and
by the West.
places
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger accommocations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk
$15.00
line 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time 65
hours.
For further information
apply to
E.
SAMPSON, Agent.
23 Central Wnarf\ Boston.
june2tf
"

Tou can save $4 on each
Ticket

and Deformities

cers,

Steamships :—

"

W. PERKINS & CO., Agent.
Portland, Me.

Aweow 6m

The Orient Springs Health Institute i* located near
the town #f Amherst, Mass., for the treatment and
cure of Paralysie in all its forms.
Spinal Disea^s,
Contracted Cords and Limbs, Crooked Feet and
and Hands, Enlarged Joints,
Neck. Curvatures
Wry
of tho Spine. Hip Diseases, Rlckcts. St. Vhns'a
Dance, and all deformities, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
and all Lameness, Nervous Disease*,
Gout, Con vu 1pi >ns, Diseases of the Drain, Heart and
Lu*i£h, Can-

disap-

tnrn the liair gray;
either of them disposes
it to fall oft prematurely, and either eftect is
unsightly and unpleasant to behold.
Dr.
AYBIt'S consummate
'skill has produced an
antidote for these deformities which has won

y A C

CONSUMPTION.

Steamers appointed to sail
FROM NEW YORK.
ALGERIA. Sat. Nov. 2..RUSSIA, Wod. Nov. 20.
JAVA, Wed. Nov. β. ABYSSINIA, Sat, Nov.23.
PABTHIA, Sat. Nov. 9.ICUBA,
Wed. Nov. 27.

STEiSKAUK

FOR

CATARRH, BRONCHITIS,
30.
7.

Cabin, $80 & 8100 Gold, According to
Accommodation. Steerage, $30

t-lttfAIL)

REMEDY

Coulis, Colis, Hoarseness,

OLYMPUS,Sat, Not. IB. SAMARIA, SAT. Dec.14.
SIBERIA, S it. Not. 23..
53f~Passciigers embark at the Canard Wharf, East

pointment, and hereditary predisposition, all

<UodA*>wd-wtow-ly

G-

j

!

US^Reliable information cheerfully furnished at
all times.
w!5
ap6d&w
is4t

EXTINGUISHER !

Last,

A.

Norfolk and Baltimore and

Office, 49 l-'J Kxchnnge Street

Patented Feb. 14 & Dec. 2C, 1871 ; March 12,18T2.

and

Agent.

Β

State Street, Boston.
JAJIEII ALEXANDER, Agrnl.
io2dlv

W. I>. L.ITTLE & CO.

GARDNER

and

NO. 166 FORE STREET.

THE FEW CWaBMhluM
which have won the confidence of mankind and
become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Perhaps no one ever secured so
thsn
old
sep23-t30
A. R. STUBBS, Agent.
wide a reputation or maintained It bo long as Ayfk's
Cheut Pectoral.
It
INSIDE
LINE!
has been known to the pub—TO-^
lic about forty years. Dy a
long continued series of
cures, which have won for it a confidence
j marvellous
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
;
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
It still makes the most effectual cures of Couoht.
Cofds, Consumption, that can be made by medVal
The Steamer CITY OF RICHskill. Indeed, the Cherry Pectoral has really
MOND, Cant. C. Kilby, will leav
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
Railroad Wharf, foot of State st.,
great extent, and given a feeling of immnnity from
every Monday,
their fatal effects, which Is well founded, if the remand
Friday Evenings,Wednesday
at 10 o'clock,
edy be taken in seassn. Every family should have it
commencing Monday, i'2ndinst., for Bangor, (or as in "their closet for the ready and prompt relief ef "a
far as the ice will permit,)
touching at Rockland, members. Sickness, «uttering, and even life is saved
Camden, Lincoln ville. Belfast, Searsport, Sandy
by ibis timely protection. The prudent should not
Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden.
for
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, the protection it aûords in sudden attacks, anuyou
by t·
Wednesday and Friday Mornings at 6 o'clock, toucfi
use.
timely
at
the
above
named
ing
landings, arriving at Port
PREPARED BY
land at 5 o'clock P. M.
DR. J. C. AYER & CO.. LOWELL. MASS..
For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturd
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
vant, 179 Commercial St., or Cyrus Sturdivaut. General Agent.
And sold by druggists all round the world
! il«v» 1 β-il.t· ouanrl/lw 1
Portlaud, Match I7tli, 1872.
apl7

Freight and Cabin passage apply at the Company'»
Olikc, 60 State Street. For steerage passage, at 09

THS

Remember 144 1-2 Exchange St.
dc20
eodly

Bsst, Cheapest

OFFICE,

J. IV. MIINGER,

Waldoboro,

πυ justs

Hair

an Cough», Cold*,Whooping
Cough,
Rronchitift, Aslhu.a and CouMiuaption.

each

j

day.
Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby,
Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.,
Frederickton,
Shodiac, Amherst, Charlottctown, P. Ε. I,, and Sum*
mereide, P. Ε. I.
Cr^"*Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o'clock P. M.

MALTA,

Travelers for CALIFORNIE
and the Went, Snath and Mortn'
west, may obtain through Tir kef m
by the best nnd mont reliable
route from Portland or Boston, or New York, to
any point desired, at tlio lowest rate*, at tlio ol
auii reliable Union Ticket Agency of

Ayer's

CELEBRATED

ferent

|

and

neatly executed

$230,362.82

Company all right.

tlie disastrous lire occurred inl Boston, 1 am
happy to present to the public the above named Companies SOLVENT, able and willing to meet all
their liabilities. The Policies issued
by these Companies are all good. Thanking the public for their
patron:ige for the last 23 years, I respectfully request
a continuance of the same.
A ft

by

also have the Agency for this Stale tor the

TIIE

Portland,

and the tidal waters connected
must first obtain the written permission
of the Harbor Commissioners or a major part of
them, therein describing the extent and character of
as required by
the erection or deposit bo
law. And all persons making any erections, deposits
or excavations as aforesaid, without the written permission of the Harbor Commissioners, will be prosecuted according to law.
Hereafter no deposit of dredgings and other material will be allowed to be placed in said waters except
during the lioursof the day between sunrise and sunset. Application for permits may be made to the undersigned at No. 4 and No. 42 Exchange St.

& Marine Ins. Co.
■

Lom email·

Notice of Harbor Commissioners.
NOTICE is hereby given that all persons
desiring to make any erection, incumbrance, excavation, tilling, or deposits withiuj the limils of the
therewith,

$240,000

Capital

Boston.

ments.

rink in the burut dlstri-t, Bostou, 833 OOO.

Newport Fire

sent

Will sell to be paid lor in Install-

In Boston·"

Assets

NO. 17 PLUM STREET.
We have bought out the above establishment, with
all the machinery and good will of the same, with all
the admirable facilities, conducted by a practical
chemist and dyei s ; fully confident of turning out
work that cannot tail ot giving satisfaction.
Ladies' dres«es colored and finished in a
superior
atyle. Gent's garments cleansed and colored without
being ripped,and warranted not to smut,ami pressed
in a superior style. Piano and table covers, Marseilles covers bleached and framed: blankets scoured
and the wool raised. JOHN S. MILLER & CO.,
sep2fi
Proprietors.

Harbor

i Price lists

Meriden Fire Insurance Co.

PUBLrC

ruments.

All

For DiwHMn of the Thront and Lboqh,

j

Steamers appointed to sail

Passenger Ticket Agency
ST.

Ayer'sCherry Pectoral

same

DIRECT FROM BOSTON
SAMARIA, Tues. Nov. 8. I BATAVIA, Sat. Nov.

OLD

SALES-

144 1-3

$843,228.00

Assets

On and after
MONDAY, Sert.
the Steamer New Yook,
Capt. Ε. B. Winchester, and the
•Steamer New Brunswick, Capt
S. H. Pike, wUl leave Railroad
wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY and
URSDAY, at 6 P. M. for Kastport and St. John.
eturning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

30th,

Calling

Stages connect at Rockland. for Camden, Lincomville, Northport, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston for St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and Whitefield, Mondays,
WeduegOays and Fridays.
At Waidoboro' for North Waldoboro',
Washington,
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and
Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at low rates.
C. A. COOMBS, Sup't.
jy29dtf

AT

PREPARED BT

oFjTH W. POWLE & SONS, Boston, Mms.,
And sold by I>ruggi*te aud Dealers generally.
uol3
deod&wly

TRIPS~PER WEEK !

TWO

^Accommodation.
tFast Express.

Damariscotta,

John, Differ,

ARKAK GEMENT.

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

rButiM

MANUFACTORY &
ROOM,

North Missouri Insurance Co.

MISSOURI

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Stafor BostoH, *0.15, *9.10
M., 3.30t, 4.15*, 6.00$ (express) P.M.
—2a
Returning *7.30, 18.30 A.M., *12.30,
*3.15, 6.00Î (express) P. M
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester aud Concord, Ν. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, 6.1δ* A. M., 3.30* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell,6.15* 0.10* A. M., 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30t, 4.15* P. M.
NOTE.—Tl?<* 6.15* A. M. train arrives ii Boston in
time to connect with Shore Liue at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route aud Sound
Stoamers for New York aud the South. 3.30t P. M.
train with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
Tke above trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Station
foot of State street, where tickets can be purchased
aud baggage checked.
û5f~Freight trains between Portland and Boston

MELODEONS

Holders
492,484.92
Losses reported Boston Fire,
250,000
Secretary telegraphs Nov. 12, 1872,

BONDS.

1st, 1873·

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
June 24, 1872
jun21tf

Si.

Steamship

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD,
Summer Arrangement, July

and

PHIL· A DELPHI A

p. M.

Street.

Exchange

f'alnin

Windsor and Halifax.

FALL

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
1872.
decl6-tc

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot liver, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islamic.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. M., and 1.00

iiovl2

Surplus as regrards Policy

Exchange Street,

daily.

Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland

ENT,

OF PROVIDENCE.

Gross Present Assets

Bonny Eagle

loosens and cleanses tho
lungs, and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause oi
the complaint.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport,

Newfield, Parsonsiield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro' for Limerick,
Parsonsfield,

rl'^^w-SWarren and

B. BARNES, Jr.,

I

ness, bearing ten per cent interest, and selling at
rates that give prospect of a profitable advance in
prices. This is a good opportunity to convert Government Bonds into those more remunerative. Orders and inquiries promptly attended to.

IviiVU

'at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.,
making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls aud Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o'clock train making direct connection at Rochester with truins from
Boston, leaving Boston at t.ôo a. m., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. A. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows :
AtGorham for West Gorham,
Standish, and No.

rl"?iCastle,

PROTECTION.

"NARRAGANNETT ALL RIOIIT.»

City and County Bonds registered under the laws passed at last session of the Legislator. Semi-annual Interest Coupons and Principal
provided for by State taxation, and paid by the
State Treasurer in New York. There is no expense
for collecting and no tax deduction. Present indebtedness is small and therefore easily paid and must remain so under the registration laws of the State.
Bonds recommended lor safety as well as profitable-

Monday, May 20th.

Direct rail route to Wiseasset, New

Narragansett Fire & Marine In. Co.

PORTLAND.
All orders by mail promptly attended to.
Sept 5-eodtf

Municipal

and after

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

AND—

AGENCY.

ES^Tcut* to let.

49 1-2

CHASE,

S. $ P. Division.

tMondays, Wednesdays and Fridave.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent,

—AND—

economical measure it lias no eaual in tlie
interest of both buyer and seller. Its adoption will

P.

PORTLAND k ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

*

.V Ο

and

manner.

!

Unsurpassed Security

SO

23T*Wagon, Box aud

an

fainu"^**16
ΚΑΝΙ» INSTRUmÎvt'JNS',<',L'ITAKS·FLÛTES,oTlîer
inst

Cities.,

Rates lower than any other

Bordera made and

€himc (liristinas,

Contents

NOT IN THE INSURANCE RING.

INSURANCE

AND FLAGS.

pass book designed for the use of all classes of
dealers in every department of trade, and in an invaluable medium for encouraging cash payments for

.sale.

and

Towns and

Cash Capital,

$300,000.
Telegraph "AH Right."
Other Cos. not officially Reported.

1

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
A.T 7 O'CLOCK X>. 1SI.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 5 P. M. Fare $1.50. Freight taken
low rates.
W L. BILLINGS.
Agent
J. B. €OTLG JR., General Agent.mcn30tf

p«SSë§pIIqtiou, Portland,

$430,000.

...

Boston losses about

Awning's, Verandahs,

a

a

—

Insures only Farm Risks,

OF NEW YORK,

Assets,

Signs, Flags

Supt.

Limington, daily.

Not in Massachusetts.

$-1,675,000.
Ι.ΟΟΟ,ΟΟΟ.

PHILADELPHIA.

LEAVITT

Canvas

train.

§ Mail train.
îFast Express.
Jgfp'The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
Ν. B. The
6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30, P.M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by oue or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.

At Buxton Centro for West Buxton,
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro' for Limerick,

Dollar loss in Boston.

a

YORK.

manufacturer of

BY M. V. B. STIMSON.

New Year, in the ears of your delighted

—

Stock Value $400-Par $100.

Insurance

NEW

Yacht & Boat Sails,

MUTUAL BENEFIT ACCOUNT BOOK,

+ Accommodation

ll tlius

—

ATLANTIC WHARF, Portland,

Portland, May 20,

t

York.

morning.

On

Aetna

Exchange Street.
A.

Leave Portsmouth for Portland at t9.55 A. M, î 10.40
M., t2.48 P. M., t5.55 P.M., t 8.00 Ρ M,*10.05 P. M
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at 5.20 P. M.
•Pullman sleeping car express train. Ν. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday

('roup, "Whooping Cough,
Influenza, Asthma, Colds,
.Sore Throat, Pains or Soreness in the Chest and Side,
Liver Complaint, Bleeding
at the Lungs, &c. Wistar's
Balsam does not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with
most preparations, but it

ITaTinsr commodious CaMn and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

Portmouth and Portland at t7.30
f 12.30P. M., f3.15P. M., 16.00 P.

Portland
tratwcugci trains leave JTOITiaUQ
|>PI«, passenger
ifffgUl1872^
Ifor Rochest er and intermediate stations

ACrKlCULTUKAL

Home Insurance Company, of

ίο call at our office without
delay and surrender
tlicir policies, their risks having been protected
by
us in other soun i companies.

W. D. Little &

M., $3.30P. M., 14.15 P.

TUES-

STEAMERS
and
jJIOXTBKAL,

CITY

A.

U it IS

SAFE"INSURANCE:

Manhattan Insurance

nov!2

Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that produce sounds as powerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and fill a house with melody. Call
soon at 33 COURT STREET and select one from, ffce
•arpe «lock, so that it may

St.

Watertown, Ν. Y.

Surplus.

are

Α.

Spring Arrangement·

Assets,

Assets,

EXCHANGE COMPANY, OF BOSTON,

ST.

Clothing

Exchange

FIRE INS'CO.,

STAIRS.

Boston Losses,

Policies with the

(which has been compelled to suspend)

Leave Boston for
A. M., t8.30 A. M,
M. *8.00 P. M.

F.

tf

favoiable terms as with any Agency

holing

AL, §9.10

M., t 6.00 P. M.

jo21tf

DWELLINGS

HARTFORD., CONN.

AMERICAN

the:

ner.

AGENTS,

Boston losses less than hair their

BONDS.

MUSIC BOXES ! MUSIC BOXES.

re-

1)0W, COFFIN &»LIBBY,

the best then

novl3

SOLE AGENTS FOR 1'IIIS I.OAA,

tion

Good risks at current rates

Insurance Co. of No. America, of

Companies

CHARLIE HI. HAWK EN,
23 Exchange *t..
:nl

their

attention is particularly called to
this Leading American Company.

YOUR

UP

which

Merchants, Traders aud Householders and others
having risks to place may be accommodated by us
with the above named reliable

It ANKERS,

SlSoSIUAL

anxiously seeking

INDEMNITY,

Exchange Street,

Agency,

Phoenix Company, Hartford, $1,400,000
National Company, Hartford,
650,000
Orient Company, Hartford,
650,000
International Co., New York, 1,000,000
Continental Co., New York,
2,000,000
Hoffman Company, New York, 300,000
Atlantic Company, Providenee, 350,000
Alps, of Ëric, Pa.,
350,000
Alemannia, of Cleveland,
425,000

ALLEN, STEPHENS &Co

MHSir'lïii

are

RELIABLE

the

novl3tf

HOLLOS & ADAHS,

SOUND AND RELIABLE.

A 7 per cent, mortgage bond for sale on one
of the great roads ruuning from New York City—on
the third largest road in New York State. The most
desirable bond of all the Midland issues, a'lording the
largest income and promising the greatest profit.
Price, 85 and interest
We 'relieve them one of the safest ami most
proatble investments oiiored hi t.liia ..-.firlrpf·. fnr wore

meh22 dtf

At the present time, when

FORENT

Passenger trains leave Portland Jai-

¥^§pi!PI!|lly, for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun^ ■^layn excepted) at *1.30 A. M. 16.15 A.
—™

on

fx^ïHE SUPERIOR. SEA-GOING

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

the calling in ot I

Dollar of its large loans on
Bond and Mortgage.

one

—

eoc!2w

representing the following companies, all
are out of the Boston Fire,

in

Registered

or

Halifax

resorted to in season it seldom fails to effect a speedy
in the most severe
cure
cases of Coughs, Bronchitis,

FOR BOSTON.

SACÔT&

24th, 187'J.

and is offered

at 4 P.

FJP- RETURNING leaves

of all

Lung complaints,
to the public,
sanctioned by the experience
of over forty years. AVhen
cure

DAYS, at 4 P. M.
Fare, including Slato room,
$7 00
For freight and further information
apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wliarî, or
oc28tf
JOHN POKTKOUS. Agent.

a. m.

June

troduced for the relief and

Making close connections with the Nora Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Piutou.'und steamer, foi Prince Edward's Island; also at New Glasgow, N.
S., with Liudeey <Si Co.'»
Stages for Cape Breton.

For Mt Kineo, Mooseliead Lake, take 12.15 a. m.
train for Dexter, arriving at Dexter at 0:50 a. m. At
8 o'clock stage leaves for Greenville, foot of Lake,
where you take steamer for Mt. Kineo,
arriving at
5:30 p. m. Passengers can by stopping over
night at
Dexter leave Portland at 1.00 p. m. and take
stage
next morning.
For Dover and Foxcroft take 1:00 p. m. train. Pasticketed
sengers
through. Fare §5.00.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland at Station
and at Ho'-?c Railroad Office for Houlton, Calais and
St. John, fare $8.00; and to Halifax $12.00.
J. M. LUNT, General Superintendent.
Augusta, July 26, 1872.
aug!2tf

ARRANGEMENT.

cured by a
timely
ard preparation, as has been
proved by tho hundreds of
testimonials received by the
proprietors. It is acknowledged by many prominent
physicians to be the most
reliable preparation ever inbe

can

resort to this stand-

FOB HALIFAX DIRECT.

Portland for Lewiston via Danville at 8:20 p. m.
Traîne Dae nt Portland.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8:35 a. τη.
From Oldtown, Mattawamkeag, Bangor, Skowhegan, Waterville, Augusta, Winthrop, lieadneld, Bath
and Lewiston at 2:55 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 6:45 p. m.
From St. John, Houlton, Calais, Bangor,
&c., 1:25

SUMMER

which

Nova Seotia.

Every Saturday,

m.

Commencing Monday,

CONSSJiPTION

The favorite steamship CARLOTTA, Capt. E. D. Mulligan,
-leaves Portland

Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Augusta,
Read fie Id, Winthrop, Skowhegan, Bangor, Matta-

EASTERN AND PORTLAND,

THE GIIEAT REMEDY FOIl

DIRECT !
ARRANGEMENT.

Portland for Bangor, Houlton, Calais, St.
John,
at 12:15 a. m. (sleeping cars and
day
this train.)
Portland for Lewiston, Rockland and
at
Augusta
7:00 a. m.

Winnipieeogee

No. 1
Insurance

CONVËRTÎÏiLE-

20 per cent in the cost of

single litigation

—

OLIVER D1TS0N & CO., Boston.
CHAS. ii. DITSON & CO New York.
novlMk^wtf w-15

save

last year lor Chicago losses over
Two Million Dollars, without a

W. D. Little & Co.'s

Mailed post-paid, on receipt of price.

Is

ble reputation it slauds pre-eminently in the frout rank. It paid

AGENTS,

Entertaiment,.

New

in financial strength and honora-

\o. 42

GIVE US A CALL.

NONE BETTER!

For Musical Societies and Clubs, Choirs, Seminaries and Classes, that fear to attack the oratories and
classical cantatas.
BeIsliazzar's Feast,
50 Flower Queen,
Pilgrim Fathers,
50 Indian
30
Summer,
Burning Ship,
1.00 Winter Evc'g
Quarrel of Flowers,
35
1.00
Festival of Rose,
30 Book of Cantatas.
1,50
Obild'n of Jerusalem, 30 Esther,
50
Fairy Bridal,
50 Picnic,
1.00
Daniel,
50 Culprit Fay,
Ι.βΟ
1.00 Flower
Haymakers,
45
Festival,
torm King,
38 Twin
50

25 PINE

The Cash Assets of this sterling
are over FOUR AND A
HALF MILLION DOLLARS, and

in the poorest.

STREET,

PORTLAND.

novl2

AND

Institution

get the Best in

the Market.

PALMER,

AGENTS,
j

ADJUSTED

PAID.

J. Ï. DOW &
Be

CANTATAS.

jylSdtf

PROMPTLY

claim will be

spectfully solicited by
not be to careful in

Clarke's New Method for Reed
Orgari.
Pleases everybody by its
thorough course of instruction and most pleasing music.
Price,O.

MIDLAND

$800,000, and every

community

§200,000.

Capital.

Boston losses,

orer

The losses of this Company by
tlie reeent fire CANNOT EXCEED

LINE

WINTER

Portland for Lewiston, Bath and Augusta 5:25 p.

After Deducting Boaton losses,

j

STANDARD!

EASY

COMPAFÏ

Insurance as can be found.

Assets

Capital,

>

Halifax,

cars on

wamkeag at 1:00 p.

$50,000

Brewers' Fire Ins.

tosses

For

i Halifax, &c..

ol

Policy

FRANKLIN IN.

OF

INSUKANCE

pre-

are

RAILROAD

_______Arrungement of Trains,
July 22, ]
g??lf??????rrg|C^)mmencing
31872.

OT.

Losses in Boston

OF

MAINE CENTRAL

Co

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, until further notice, run a?
follows:
Leave Gait's Wharf, Portland,
τιitmmTTMrr.y—
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. It., New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franeonia arc fitted
up with fine
accommodations for
passengers, making this the mosl
convenient and comfortable
route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $3. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from
Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts ofMontreal,
Maine. Shippe
are requested to send their
to the Steamers as
freight
early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage
apply to
HENRY FOX, Gait's Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E.
R., New York.
May 9-dtf

From Montreal, Quebec, Island Pond, Gorhain
South Paris at 2,50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M,
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and
Sleeping Cars
are attached to the Mail Trains between
Portland and
Montreal.
Express trains run through to Montreal without
change of cars at Island Pond.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
oue passenger tor every $500 additional value.
0. J. BRYDGES,
Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, June 20 1872.
jun21tf

Companies

our

SEMI-WEEKLY

and

—

Steamship

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

stations at 5.00 P. M.

HOUE

75,OOO.

traiB for South Paris at
7>ao A M
for Jtiland pond, Quelle,
and the west at 1.30 P. M.
Stopping at all

(stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for
Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate

INSURANCE.

Assets, «old, $1,000,000.

Losses in Bostou less than

j

Banks, and will rank among Ujq very best Church
Musiii Books, Price,$1.50,
Specimen sent, at Present, f rftl.S5'

Montreal,

Fore St., Portland, Me.

rLfiAISUiJ; TU SÎAÏJÛ

AM

Elaine

Nov-

Passenger

st ations.
Mail train

Correspondent,
166

dlm-eodllmiw6w

OF TRAINS.

after

TO THE PUBLIC

*éu*4

Cleansed ami

duties of secretary

MUNGER,

For further particulars inquire of Ross Λ Sturdi«rant, 179 Commercial St.,
CVBINHT CR Dl VANT,
General Agent.
Portland, Oct. 7. 1872.
oc9 tt

ABRAN&EMEN1'.

M?nday.
will run as follows:
E"?l?ïf^||yrvflTraln8 aBiJ,
_ab

SAW FRANCISCO.

National Insurance

great ilemaml. Remember to
buy one
Price, iSû.fâO "B'ds:
Clotb.

/

this act the

7, 1872.

Feb.

ÏÏJS

Capital,

Holiday Present.

ALTERATION
WINTER

Fare down and back 25 cents, children half price.
Special arrangements can bo made by applying to
the Capt.
ocludtf

landings.

nov4ti

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

■», H. CHAPMAN, Srcrctnry.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pres't.
Office,

Fireman's Fund Ins. Co.,

D1TSON & CO'S

tt

3!370',050

2,1872..

$14,806,812 37

By order of the Beard,
J D. JONES, President.
Vf. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres't.

400,000.

Ε W.I 8 Χ Ο
Ν
CAPT. DEEKINO,
LVill leave (until further notice) Railroad Wharf
Portland, every FKIDAY EVENING, commencing
Fridny, the Iltb inil.,at ΙΟ o'clock,
5r on arrival of Express Train from
Bouton, for
Ltockland, Castine, Deer Iele, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mt. Desert) Millbridge, Joneeport and Machiat[»ort.
Retuning will leave Maschiasport every Tuesday
morning, at 5 o'clock, touching at the above named

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

J.
Oct.

Κ Χ Ρ Κ Ε 8 S,
CAPTAIN A. S. OUVEK,
Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf dally for
Jones'Lauding, on aud aflerOct 10,1672, at ».« A.
Μ and 3.15 P. M.
Upturning leare Jones' landing at 9.1.1 and 3.45 P.

1j

and the 1.00 p. m. train arrives in
in season to connect with Steamere for Bos-

iOinpiinr.

«TK43IEB

The favorite Steamer

R's.,

Portland,

00
00
217,500 00
386.739 41
2,405,937 95
274,345 01

d fttrnmbonl

ONE TRIP PER WEEK

'Hcket Office in Portland at Depot of M. C. R. R.

$8,143,240

A rraagement.—-Com-

mencing Friday, October 11th.

ton.

—

—

of Assets,

JOHN W.

U» S. GRA/NT.

for

Portland
375 793 24
$5
—l

$2,Γ35,980 63

Mortgages,

APril H"

OF PHILADELPHIA.

«ΕMS" OF STKAUSS :
Continue ill

Maine R.

interest on the outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or theli
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certilicates of the issue of 1S68, will 1» redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
leal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon
will cease. The certificates to be produced at the time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
were issued (in red scrip) tor gold premiums ; such payment of interest and
redemption will be In gold.
\ diTideud of Forty I'er Cent, is declared on the net earned premiums of the
Company, for the
year ending 31st December, 1B71, for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday the Seeond ot

12,000,000,

Losses in BOSTON

2,033'67518

Six per cent

000,OOO

ASSETS

$5 412 777 51

For Peaks' Island.

Desert and Machias.

Pall nod Winter

Leave Portland,
7.15
3,15
Leave N. Conway, 8.30
1.C0
The 7.15 a. m. and 1 00 p. m. Trains will be Freight
with passenger cars attacncd.
STAGES
Connect daily with 3.15 P. M.,
For Cornish, Kezar Falls, Porter, Freedom, Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell,and North Lovoll.
The8.30 a.m. from No. Conway connects with
afternoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or Boston &

upon Fire Risks disconnected with

Ret urns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,211 84
The Company has the following Assets, viz :
United Slates and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and o*Ler Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
Real Estate and BondR and
notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Interest, and
Premium Notes auu Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

Queen Insurance Company.

BLAINE,
House of Representatives·.
SCHUYLER COLFAX,
Vice-President of the United

and

Venezuela, Nicaragua, Gautemala, Costa Rica. Honduras, and Salvador, Hawaiian
Islands, and the Argentine Republic, at seven thousand
five hundred
dollars each one hundred and
forty-two thousand
«ve hundred ddlars,
thit en and after
June 'hirty, ciglueen Provided,
hundred and
saventy-tbree,
there shall be but one minister resident
accredited
to Gautemala, Costa Rica,
Honduras, Salvado- and
Nicaragua and that the President
be
00 f"r U'u

nor

J. G.
the

titaie.&aiuL

December,

1871.

STEAMERS.

mini link το

ttt.

|?ΰ»*·Β8098Ε—Η,

$7,446,452 C9

Marine Risks.

913,000,000.

Speaker of

oftTic Senate,

1871. to 31st

R. B.

TIME.

On and after Monday, Nov. 4th, and
krotil further notice, train§ will run
las follows :
A. M.
P. M.

New York.

Premiums,

Total Amount

ASSETS

Fame Insurance

of the chief clerk of the Departbe at the rate of two thousand
fivehuudred dollars per annam,
beginning with the
first day of July, eighteen hundred
and seventy-one.
Approved, May 22,1S72.

hereinafter expressed, namely :
For silaries oienv >>s extraordinary and ministers
plenipotentiary to Great Britain, France, Germany,
Russia, at seventeen thousand live hundred dollars oa^b, seventy thousand dollars.
To Spain, Austria, Brazil, Mexico, Japan, China,
and Italy, at twelve thousand dollars each, eightyfour thousand dollars.
To Chili and Peru, at ten thousand dollars
each,
twenty thousand dollars.
For ministère resi lent at
Portugal.
Switzerland,
Greece, Belgium, Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden
and

on

OF

CHANGE

Charter of the Compauy, submit the following Statement of its affairs

No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks;

The compensat ion
ment of State shall

As

sev-

on

William,

BTËAMER8.

PORTLAND St OGDESSBUBG

184».)

IN

Corner of

Marine Risks, from lit January,
Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

received

sundry

interpreters, guards, and other
Constantinople, Smyrna,

goods,

diploma' ic service of the government for the year

ending

Premiums
Premiums

INSURANCE

For expenses for
matters at the consulates at

which may be incurred in acknowledging the services of masters anl crows of
foreign
vessels in rescuing American
citizens from shipwreck, five thousand dollars.
To meet the necessary expenses attendaut
upon
the execution of the
neutrality act, to be expended
under the direction of the
in conformity
with the third section of the President,
act of May first,
eighteen
hundred and ten, entitled "An act
the compensation of ministers and consuls fixing
residing on the
coast of Barbary, and for other
purposes," twenty
thousand dollars.
To meet the payment of the ninth annual
instalment of the proportion contributed
by the United
States towards the capitalization of tne
Scheldt dues,
sixty-six thousand five hundred and eighty-four dollars.

STREET,

WALL

The Trustees, in Conformity to the
the 31et day of December, 1871.

on

North British L Mercantile.

plied.

ACT to create an additional land district in-the

uanil
rS.l,· at the site of the

PALMER,

AGENCY.

including

Sisters,

Me it enacted by the Senate and Hougc of Representative» of the United States of América in Congres» assembled, That the President of th· United
State» be, and he is hereby, authorised to establish
an additional laud district in the State of
Minnesota,
embracing all that part of the present New Ulm land
district lyinz north of the uorth line of
township
number one hundred and ten, and to fix from
time to
time the boundaries thereof, which shall be
aft er the place at which the oflice shall first be nam^'i
e^abiiilied; and the President shall have powr to iix
from time to time the location of the ο*"
β,,*],
»ucu
district.
Sue. 2. That the President 1»
authorized
rt,b
to appoint, by and with the aJ'
cJ0I)Rent of the
Senate, a register aud it r
elv^ ,M s M land dln-

(ORGANIZED

Premiums marked Off trom 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period

tlereon,
thousand seven hundredby
dollars.
For stationery, book-eases, arms of the
United
States, seals, presses, and tlags, and payment of
rent,
freight, postage, aud miscellaneous expenses, including loss by exchange thereon, sixty thousand dollars:
Provided, That none of the books published by the
government, aud usually known by the name of
4'public documents," shall hereafter be supplied to
the legations and consulates of the
United
except such as shall have been first designated States,
(he
Secretary of State by an order, to bo recorded by
in the
Slate Department, as suitable for and
required
by
the legation and consulate to which it
shall be sup-

(General Nature—No. 75.]
AN ACT to establish an additional land district in
the

S.

FIRE

Approved, May 21,1872.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives qf the United States of America, in Congress assembled, That there be and hereby is, established in the Territory of Dakota, an additional land
district, to be bounded and described as follows, and
known as the Dakota lan l district, viz :
Beginniug
at a point on the north bank ot the Missouri river, at
the intersection of the line between ranges fifty-two
and fifty-three ; thence north, along said range line,
to the forty-sixth parallel of north latitude; thence
west, along said parallel, to the line between ranges
ftfty-seven and fifty-eight; thence south, along said
range-line, to the Missouri river; thence easterly,
along the north bank of said stream, to the place of

—

Total nmount of Marine

expenses

CONGRESS.

AND

HAiLHOADS,

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.
51

foreign countries, eighty thousand dollars.
For

UNITED STATES
g'ASSED
Ν OF

—

Norte,
Saint Domingo.
For interpreter to the consulates in
China, Japan,î
and Siam. including loss hv Ρ.τΛ0ι.0τβ
seven il una red dollars.
For marshals for the consular courts in
including that of Nagasaki, and in China, Japan,
Siam and
lot,s
Turkey,
seven
exchange

Candia, Alexandria, Jerusalem, and
Beirut, in the
Turkish dominions, three thousand dollars.
For rent of prisons for American convicts in
Siam
and Turkey, and for
wages of the keepers of the
same, including loss by exchange, four thousand
dollars.
For rent of
prison for American convicts in China,
one thousand nve hundred dollars.
For wages of keepers, care of
offenders, and expenses, ten thousand dollars.
For rent of prison for American convicts in
Japan,
seven hundred aud
fifty dollars.
For wages of keepers, care of
offenders, and expenses, five thousand dollars.
For expenses iucui red in
bringing home from forcountries

INSURANCE.

DOW

J. E.

eign
persons charged with crime, and expenses incident thereto, including loss
by exchange, I
live thousand dollars.
j
For relief and protection of
American seamen in |

OF THE

^

nifaû'ranceT

Consulting Office.

Hancock Street, Boston, Urn**.

jnalldlyr

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
To

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Saginaw,

St.

Paul,

Knit Lake City, Oenvrr,
San Fraaciaco. and all points

West, Northwest

and Southwest !

d«&wl2w

THK GRAND TRUNK is in splendid running condit ion, is fully supplied with fiist-class rolling stock,

ELIAS HOWt

CELEBRATED PULLMAN PALACE CAR,

Sewing Machines

including

the

the best connections and quickest
any route from Bangor,
from Bangor to Chicago, ana not j
checkcd
Baggage
on.
subject to Custom House exaroinat
Station
For full particulars enquire at
in
New
r,ngl nd.
or any of the Companies agents
and is
time of

making

AND KUTTKItICK 3

Patterns d Garni

Railway

D il. BLANCHARD, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress St., Portland Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
aug28-lf
Ba*gor, M·.

PLÏÏMM H 4
Jjiu

n.s

WILblS

lia Midille St.. ϋμ 8UU».

